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Abstract
One of the most marvelous features of microbial life is its ability to thrive in such diverse
and dynamic environments. My scientific interest lies in the variety of modes by which
microbial life accomplishes this feat. In the first half of this thesis I present tools to leverage
high throughput sequencing for the study of environmental genomes. In the second half of
this thesis, I describe modes of environmental adaptation by bacteria via gene content or
gene expression evolution.
Associating genes' usage and evolution to adaptation in various environments is a
cornerstone of microbiology. New technologies and approaches have revolutionized this
pursuit, and I begin by describing the computational challenges I resolved in order to bring
these technologies to bear on microbial genomics. In Chapter 1, I describe SHE-RA, an
algorithm that increases the useable read length of ultra-high throughput sequencing
technologies, thus extending their range of applications to include environmental
sequencing. In Chapter 2, I design a new hybrid assembly approach for short reads and
assemble 82 Vibrio genomes. Using the ecologically defined groups of this bacterial family, I
investigate the genomic and metabolic correlates of habitat and differentiation, and
evaluate a neutral model of gene content. In Chapter 3, I report the extent to which
orthologous genes in bacteria exhibit the same transcriptional response to the same change
in environment, and describe the features and functions of bacterial transcriptional
networks that are conserved. I conclude this thesis with a summary of my tools and results,
their use in other studies, and their relevance to future work. In particular, I discuss the
future experiments and analytical strategies that I am eager to see applied to compelling
open questions in microbial ecology and evolution.
Thesis Supervisor: Eric J Alm
Associate Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering and Biological Engineering
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Chapter 0. Introduction
0.1 Overview
This is a very exciting time to be investigating the wonderfully diverse and complex
microbial world. One of the most marvelous features of microbial life is its ability to thrive
in such diverse and dynamic environments. My scientific interest lies in the variety of
modes by which microbial life accomplishes this feat. In the first half of this thesis I present
tools to leverage high throughput sequencing for the study of environmental genomes. In
the second half of this thesis, I describe modes of environmental adaptation by bacteria via
gene content or gene expression evolution.
Associating genes' usage and evolution to adaptation in various environments is a
cornerstone of microbiology. New technologies and approaches have revolutionized this
pursuit, and I begin by describing the computational challenges I resolved in order to bring
these technologies to bear on microbial genomics. In Chapter 1, I describe SHE-RA, an
algorithm that increases the useable read length of ultra-high throughput sequencing
technologies, thus extending their range of applications to include environmental
sequencing. In Chapter 2, I design a new hybrid assembly approach for short reads and
assemble 82 Vibrio genomes. Using the ecologically defined groups of this bacterial family, I
investigate the genomic and metabolic correlates of habitat and differentiation, and
evaluate a neutral model of gene content. In Chapter 3, I report the extent to which
orthologous genes of co-existing bacteria exhibit the same transcriptional response to the
same change in environment, and describe the features and functions of bacterial
transcriptional networks that are conserved. I conclude this thesis with a summary of my
tools and results, their use in other studies, and their relevance to future work. In particular,
I discuss the future experiments and analytical strategies that I am eager to see applied to
compelling open questions in microbial ecology and evolution.
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0.2 The pivotal importance of deep coverage in environmental
genomics
While the deep sequencing enabled by cheap next generation technologies has
revolutionized our understanding of the diversity and dynamics of the microbial world
(Tautz, Ellegren, and Weigel 2010), short read length has prevented environmental surveys
from making use of the most prolific platforms. Of these ultra high-throughput sequencing
(UHTS) platforms, Illumina offered slightly longer reads than Solid (Shokralla et al. 2012),
but at -100bp, still fell below the length threshold where most proteins can be reliably
identified (Hoff 2009; Brady and Salzberg 2009) and where most bacteria can be identified
by standard community profiling methods. Indeed, the majority of Illumina 16S ribosomal
reads from human gut microbiota could not be classified down to the genus level, even if the
optimal variable region was targeted for sequencing (Soergel et al. 2012; Claesson et al.
2010). And despite the vast coverage improvement compared to 454, diversity estimates
from Illumina were unreliable (Claesson et al. 2010). Efforts to obtain longer sequences
from short-read instruments have been made (Hiatt et al. 2010; Sorber et al. 2008), but
these multistep library preparations impose a complexity bottleneck, limiting their utility
for applications like environmental genomics (Hiatt et al. 2010). Thus, work in these areas
chiefly relied on longer read technologies (Logares et al. 2012; Bruijn 2011), and suffered
the -48-160x drop in the number of reads per dollar (Rodrigue et al. 2010; Bruijn 2011).
The next generation sequencing revolution has helped us to appreciate the
extremely diverse and dynamic nature of microbial communities, and that we have sampled
only a fraction of their diversity (Quince, Curtis, and Sloan 2008). Study after study reports
that their community profiles suffer from tremendous undersampling in many and varied
environments (Fierer et al. 2007; Fuhrman et al. 2008; J. A. Gilbert et al. 2009; Lopez et al.
2012), such that many estimates of diversity involve substantial extrapolations of species
abundance curves (Lopez et al. 2012). In some cases, increasing sequencing depth does not
just improve our comprehension of a system, but make it possible. To learn to triage
potential pediatric IBD patients non-invasively, stool community profiles were fed to a
machine learning tool, and the taxa it relied on as discriminating features to build the
classifier were mainly low-abundance. The vast majority of these taxa would have escaped
observation without the coverage afforded by UHTS technologies, making this non-invasive
15
diagnosis method not just less effective but most likely impossible (Papa et al. 2012).
Community function is orders of magnitude more diverse, and so the undersampling is even
more severe. In the metatranscriptomic sample of a coral holobiont community, sequencing
to a depth of 0.5-1e6 reads resulted in the majority of identified microbial transcripts
sampled by just a single read (Timberlake, unpublished data), partially because a large
fraction of the sample was dominated by ribosomal reads, which is typical even after
substantial efforts to chemically deplete them (Giannoukos et al. 2012; Ciulla et al. 2010).
For a 1 million read marine microbial community transcriptome, a tracer RNA was used to
estimate sample coverage at less than 10e-7 (Gifford et al. 2010). The microbial consortia
that naturally live on and interact with humans and all living things are increasingly
recognized as contributing to health and disease in complex ways; it is thus important not
only for our understanding of the microbial world but for a variety of fields to extend the
deep coverage afforded by UHTS platforms to environmental microbiology studies.
In Chapter 1, I describe SHE-RA, an algorithm that helps remove both the read
length and error rate barriers to the use of short reads. Short fragments of DNA are be
sequenced from both ends, such that the low-quality terminii of each read pair overlap. By
aligning these two fragments and combining the information of two largely independent
measurements of the base identity at these overlapping positions, SHE-RA corrects errors
and extends the useable read length. If shotgun DNA is of interest, generating a narrow
library size distribution appropriate for overlapping read pairs requires some precision in
the DNA fragment size-selection step, and so SHE-RA is presented in a conjunction with an
optimized chemical protocol for dSPRI magnetic beads use in precise DNA fragment size
selection (Lennon et al. 2010) as part of a scalable high-throughput protocol (Rodrigue et al.
2010). I compare SHE-RA output (overlapped Illumina read pairs) to the standard
operating procedure for environmental sequencing at the time, 454-FLX, and show that it is
a legitimate alternative to 454 for identifying protein functions and taxa in a shotgun
marine metagenome. While the SHE-RA algorithm was tested on Illumina reads, it is
designed to be largely platform-independent, and will, in principle, work well with any
sequencing technology that produces paired ends reads, thus making metagenomics,
transcriptomics, and community profiling tractable for the shorter reads produced by UHTS
technologies.
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0.3 A model system for bacterial ecology and evolution
Comparative genomics is central to our understanding of function and evolution, but in
bacteria its scope has been limited in several important ways. A large fraction of sequenced
and studied genomes are either very distant relatives or closely related pathogens
(Markowitz et al. 2009). Extremely long divergence times concentrate our understanding of
evolutionary dynamics and adaptation on the very slowest processes, while the proclivity
for pathogen sequencing skews our understanding of faster evolutionary dynamics towards
the evolutionary modes of that particular lifestyle. Finally, the lack of a commonly accepted
bacterial species definition makes the adaptive value of variation difficult to interpret
(Fraser et al. 2009; Shapiro et al. 2009).
In Chapter 2 1 describe the assembly and analysis of 82 genomes of the
Vibrionaceae, an important model system for microbial evolution and ecology. This family
of heterotrophic bacteria is abundant in aquatic systems worldwide and includes many
human and animal pathogens, and is thus ecologically, medically and economically
important. Unlike the vast majority of environmental bacteria, the 'vibrios' are easily
cultivatable in the lab, and are thus an ideal system for comparative genomics study,
particularly because of the breadth of ecological information collected for this group and
the natural phylogenetic units that this ecology defined. In the first half of this chapter, I
describe the methodological advances required to assemble 82 genomes from short reads.
In the second half of this chapter, I survey the gene content of these bacteria, including its
lateral acquisition, fast turnover, fixation, and relation to ecology. I do so in the context of
one of the premier features of this model system: taxonomic groups distinguished by
ecology.
Using the environmental data collected with more than 1900 marine isolates,
ecologically cohesive populations were delineated in the Vibrionaeae family. Bacterial
taxonomic units are typically demarcated by drawing arbitrary phylogenetic cutoffs, but
this clustering often corresponds poorly to organisms' physiology or ecology (Francisco,
Cohan, and Krizanc 2012). Instead, phylogenetically as well as ecologically cohesive vibrio
populations were identified with the machine learning algorithm AdaptML (Hunt et al.
2008). Using season (Fall/Spring) and particle size, ecological differentiation was found to
occur at genetic distances that were surprisingly fine. However, subsequent studies
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consistently discovered these same ecological populations: they were largely cohesive in a
variety of gene phylogenies (Preheim, Timberlake, and Polz 2011), reproducibly recovered
across time (Szabo et al. 2012), and robust to the particular ecological trait used to define
them (Preheim, Timberlake, and Polz 2011; Preheim et al. 2011). The ecological
distinctness between populations demonstrates that despite co-existing in the water
column and sometimes very close genetic relations, these groups do not have same niche,
instead partitioning resources spatially and temporally. Within populations, individuals
interact socially (Cordero, Wildschutte, et al. 2012) and sexually (Shapiro et al. 2012),
experiencing rampant homologous recombination along population lines that could result
in genetic differentiation in a manner akin to eukaryotic speciation. All in all, these
ecological populations have so many of the hallmarks of a fundamental taxonomic unit, and
it is likely that within each, individual genotypes share a niche and face similar selective
pressures, making this the ideal model system to study variation, adaptation to
environment, and differentiation.
In addition to the breadth of ecological information associated with this group, part
of the strength of the model system stems from our genome sequences' sampling the
hierarchy of diversity and divergence in the Vibrionaeae family: from finely sampled 'sister
strains' separated by just 60 core genome SNPs, fewer than can be seen to accumulate from
a few weeks' selection in the lab (Timberlake and Clarke, unpublished results) to the most
divergent genomes, which include much of the family's -600 million years radiation
(Thompson 2007). Unlike previous comparative genomics studies that focus either on
several strains or divergent clades, here we can quantify genomic and phenotypic variance
within a population, the unit on which selection acts, as well as the divergence between
populations, illuminating the evolutionary processes involved in adaptation to new habitats.
Importantly, while previous studies described evolutionary processes in the context of the
operational taxonomic definitions ("OTU", typically 3% 16S divergence) or named species,
such studies are likely combining multiple differentiated natural populations with divergent
ecologies (Hunt et al. 2008; Francisco, Cohan, and Krizanc 2012), thus convolving intra-
population and inter-population variation, and convolving the effects of the likely distinct
forces of selection experienced in the multiple niches in that "species". Thus this genomic
reference for the vibrio model system affords us a unique opportunity to investigate the
evolutionary dynamics governing variation in a single niche, adaptation to new ecologies, as
well as the interactions between co-existing populations.
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In the first part of this chapter, I describe the methodological advances required to
assemble 82 genomes for this model system. Ultra high-throughput sequencing platforms
(UHTS) has made such genome assembly projects tractable, but there are theoretical limits
on de novo assembly of short reads that the deep coverage cannot overcome. This is
particularly true of the early platforms' short single-end reads that constituted most of our
dataset (Chaisson, Brinza, and Pevzner 2009). I report a computational approach designed
to assemble full-length16S genes, so that important phylogenetic marker could be utilized,
and a more general approach for more contiguous genome assembly from short reads.
Expensive complementary approaches such as long-insert mate-pair libraries are typically
required for genome assembly contiguity (Chaisson, Brinza, and Pevzner 2009; Butler et al.;
Wetzel, Kingsford, and Pop 2011). By designing a hybrid reference and de novo assembly
approach, I was able to leverage just 1 near-finished genome per population to achieve
markedly better assembly contiguity (2-3x N50's) compared with de novo assembly alone.
In the second part of this chapter, I use these 82 new genomes to survey the
relationships of phenotype and gene content with ecology in this model system. Vibrios are
known for their great genetic and metabolic diversity, but the driving forces and dynamics
of metabolic evolution remain largely unknown (Keymer et al. 2007). For each of these
natural populations, an inferred habitat, based on the isolation data of their phylogenetic
group, serves as a representation of their ecology. In this study, we use season (Fall/Spring)
and particle size, two environmental measures available for the vast majority of the strains
full genome sequenced. These ecological traits have been shown to be important axes for
ecological differentiation in this group (Thompson et al. 2004; Hunt et al. 2008) as well as
stable descriptions of populations' ecology over time (Szabo et al. 2012) but it is not yet
known to what extent they engender genotypic or phenotype similarity. To explore the
effect of similar microscale ecology on these features, I determine the extent to which co-
habitants share substrate utilization capabilities and overall gene content, as well as the
frequency and structure of recent horizontal gene transfer and its structure in this clade.
What is the series of events that coincides with the differentiation of a population?
Recent studies report that within traditional species boundaries exist multiple sub-
populations that can be robustly separated along various non-nucleotide-divergence axes
such as ecology (Rocap et al. 2003), geography (Keymer et al. 2007), host organism
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(Preheim et al. 2011; Sim et al. 2008). However the genomic and phenotypic correlates for
divergence along those axes, and their temporal sequence, are largely unknown. Proteomic
expression has been suggested to be diverging faster than gene content (Konstantinidis et
al. 2009), but the relative timescales for the divergence of other attributes is unclear. Our
superfine phylogenetic sampling included many genomes that are distinguished by only
100-300 SNPs genome-wide, a number comparable to what accumulates in just a few weeks
of selection and bottlenecks of these same strains in the laboratory (Clarke and Timberlake,
unpublished results). Vibrios are known to partition resources at surprisingly fine levels of
phylogenetic divergence, and though a recent study illuminated some of the crucial events
that occur early in this differentiation process (Shapiro et al. 2012), but the role of gene
content and the extent to which this partitioning on fine timescales involves new DNA, new
alleles, or new regulation is unknown. In Chapter 2, I ask to what degree flexible DNA, gene
content, core genome, or metabolic profiles are distinct between closely related individuals
and populations and start to compare the relative timescales for the divergence of these
different measures as populations differentiate.
Closely related bacteria are increasingly appreciated to vary greatly in their gene
repertoire (Tettelin et al. 2005), and the vibrios in particular have remarkably fast gene
turnover of many genes (Thompson 2005), but the selective implication of this large and
labile flexible genome is poorly understood (Polz et al. 2006). Indeed, same-cluster isolates
(1% 16S divergence) can exhibit 20% differences in genome size (Thompson 2005). It is
astounding but not implausible to suggest that this large fraction of the genome's content
may not be adaptive (Berg and Kurland 2002; Polz et al. 2006), indeed, in the absence of
other evidence, neutral variation seems a more appropriate null hypothesis. However, the
current literature usually makes one of two opposing assumptions about the adaptive value
of these genes with intermediate penetrance in a bacterial group: either strain-specific gene
content is held responsible for pathogenic or other adaptive phenotype, and low-
penetrance or strain-specific genes are dismissed as being inessential or not adaptive. A
neutral model of flexible gene fixation was recently introduced (Haegeman and Weitz
2012), however, the model has been tested only in its ability to fit observed distributions of
flexible genes penetrance in species groups. The ecological data available in this Vibrio
model system will enable us to directly test the selective value of flexible DNA and its
neutral or selective fixation. In this study, I quantify the extent to which useful flexible DNA,
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core genes and metabolism diverge at the time scales where resource partitioning is known
to occur, and the extent to which flexible gene fixation is concordant with a neutral model.
While the neutrality of gene content variation remains obscure, the model that each
genome partitions into two kinds of genes, "core" and "flexible", has become a very popular.
The model was originally proposed as a way to reconcile the huge intraspecific variation in
gene content with any species concept (Ruiting Lan and Reeves 2000; R. Lan and Reeves
2001). Despite the rampant illegitimate recombination introducing new DNA and
diversifying the flexible genome, a species' core genome could be resistant to diversifying
forces. This core genome, stable and common to all, would be homogenized by intraspecies
homologous recombination, thus generating the phylogenetic clusters we empirically
observe and the cohesion we associate with the idea of species. Indeed, a few studies have
shown the enrichment of recombination in core genes within phylogenetic clusters
(Lef6bure et al. 2010; Bennett et al. 2010; Shapiro et al. 2012), and even highlighted a
possible mechanism (Budroni et al. 2011). While this rationale (and indeed the bacterial
species concept itself (Doolittle 2012; Cohan 2011)) remains the subject of active debate,
the core/flexible dichotomy appears to be biologically and ecologically meaningful, as the
two gene types have been show have differ in genomic location (Hacker and Carniel 2001;
Dobrindt et al. 2004; Coleman et al. 2006) functions (Makarova et al. 2006; Kettler et al.
2007), evolutionary modes (Bennett et al. 2010), expression (Stewart et al. 2011), purifying
selection strength (V. Tai et al. 2011), and geographical distribution (Boucher et al. 2011).
The success of this core/flexible model is remarkable given how widely their
definitions vary (due, in part, to the lack of a consistent definition for an evolutionary unit in
bacteria). Various studies defining "core" genes as those shared at clonal complex, named
species, genus or even family level, a span of more than 2-12% 16S divergence (Grote et al.
2012). This begs the question whether the core versus flexible findings are the result of
analyzing two extremes from a continuum of gene types. Indeed, as comparative studies
have included increasing numbers of genomes, these two gene types are being further
subdivided in the literature into "core", "extended core", "unique core", "character",
"accessory" and "flexible" (Lilburn, Cai, and Gu 2009; Zwick et al. 2012; Lapierre and
Gogarten 2009), based on the fraction of genomes in which they are observed. This further
partitioning leads one to question if the core/flexible dichotomy concept is valid, and
whether a better and consistent definition of core and flexible, one that is consistent with
bacterial ecology and differentiation, could make this model of gene-type partitions more
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meaningful, and could even reinforce the delineation of species in bacteria (Ruiting Lan and
Reeves 2000).
The 82 Vibrio genomes I have assembled, partitioned into natural evolutionary
units, present a unique opportunity to properly define core and flexible gene content in a
biologically meaningful way in accordance with the original Core Genome Hypothesis. In
this preliminary analysis of those core and flexible genomes, I evaluate a neutral model of
flexible gene content penetrance, and the extent to which flexible genes fix and can replace
core genes on the timescales of ecological differentiation and with ecological correlates.
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0.4 Conservation of coexpression without conservation of
response in bacterial gene regulatory networks.
Microbes sense their changing environment and alter their phenotype via gene regulation in
response. These gene regulatory responses are thought to be critical for fitness and
adaptation (Britten and Davidson 1969; Cases, de Lorenzo, and Ouzounis 2003), but despite
extensive documentation of differentially expressed genes (DeRisi, Iyer, and Brown 1997;
Faith et al. 2008), even a basic understanding of their fitness contributions, conservation, or
adaptive change is lacking (Birrell et al. 2002; Giaever et al. 2002; S. L. Tai et al. 2005;
Klosinska et al. 2011).
A fundamental unanswered question is whether orthologous bacterial genes
respond the same way to the same environmental cues. Comparative transcriptomic studies
in bacteria typically focus on species-specific differences, which can then be implicated in
pathogenic or other adaptive phenotypes (Yoder-Himes et al. 2009; Guell et al. 2011; Zhang,
Dudley, and Wade 2011). Impressive studies have characterized the divergence of
transcriptomic responses in 5 closely related yeast species (Tirosh et al. 2006), and of
proteomic abundance profiles in 10 co-generic proteobacteria (Konstantinidis et al. 2009),
but to our knowledge, conservation of bacterial transcriptomic responses had been never
been quantified.
While the evolution of response has not been explored in prokaryotes, evolution of
their transcriptional network has been explored by looking at features of network
architecture, including modules (McAdams, Srinivasan, and Arkin 2004; Babu et al. 2004;
Gelfand 2006). Studies have convincingly demonstrated that genomes are partitioned into
functional modules that are expressed together (Stuart et al. 2003; Bergmann, Ihmels, and
Barkai 2004), clustered together (Price et al. 2005), physically interacting (Zinman, Zhong,
and Bar-Joseph 2011) and laterally transferred together (Morgan N. Price, Arkin, and Alm
2006). As the transcriptional network in evolves, these units can remain cohesive, with
some conserved transcriptional modules documented in species as divergent as E coli and
metazoans (Stuart et al. 2003; Bergmann, Ihmels, and Barkai 2004), or even out to B. subtilis
(Waltman et al. 2010; Zarrineh et al. 2010). Overall, network evolution is complex, including
flexibility and extensive rewiring of functional modules (Lozada-Chavez, Janga, and Collado-
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Vides 2006; Roguev et al. 2008; Singh et al. 2008; Fokkens and Snel 2009), however, the
parts of the transcriptional network that are conserved over 4 billion years of bacterial
evolution may be fundamental to microbial life and its most common
environmental/adaptive challenges.
In Chapter 3 of this thesis, I assess conservation in the bacterial transcriptional
network in two ways. First, I quantify the conservation and function of the simplest possible
units of the transcriptional networks, co-expressed gene pairs, in four very divergent
bacteria, starting with an extensive compendium of transcriptomic data we generated in
two environmental isolates (Venkateswaran et al. 1999; Heidelberg, Seshadri, Haveman,
Hemme, Paulsen, Kolonay, Eisen, Ward, Methe, Brinkac, et al. 2004; Heidelberg, Seshadri,
Haveman, Hemme, Paulsen, Kolonay, Eisen, Ward, Methe, Brinkac, et al. 2004)
supplemented by mining public databases for expression profiles in other species (Barrett
et al. 2007; Faith et al. 2008). Second, I conduct a comparative survey of transcriptional
phenotype to determine the features of transcriptional response that are conserved,
focusing on three model metal-reducing bacteria and the environmental perturbations
which are thought to be relevant for their ecology (Lovley et al. 1993; Finneran,
Housewright, and Lovley 2002). This comparative survey of transcriptional phenotype
revealed the surprisingly fast-diverging and mercurial nature of bacterial gene regulatory
responses, motivating an re-examination of how functional conclusions are drawn from
transcriptomic experiments and highlighting the clear need for a phylogenetic model of
gene expression evolution.
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Chapter 1. Unlocking short reads for
metagenomics
Note: this chapter is presented as it originally appeared in:
PLoS ONE 5 (7) (July 28): e11840. doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0011840,
plus the following additions:
1.6 Contributions to this manuscript
1.7 Appendix
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Introduction
New DNA sequencing technologies are dramatically changing
the research landscape in biology by enabling experiments that
were previously too expensive or time-consuming. Three plat-
forms, the Roche454 Genome Sequencer, the Illumina Genome
Analyzer II and the Applied Bio-Systems SOLiD system, are
widely used [1]. The latter two instruments produce a very large
number of short reads, typically 25-75 nucleotides long, at a
significantly lower cost per basepair (bp) compared to the Roche-
454 pyrosequencing system. However, short reads create difficul-
ties for some applications such as metagenomics and meta-
transcriptomics, and therefore pyrosequencing remains the
platform of choice. Efforts have been made to obtain longer
sequences from short-read instruments, and further expand their
range of applications [2,3]. A clever strategy was recently
developed by Hiatt and colleagues, but their approach requires
many steps and imposes a library complexity bottleneck that can
limit its utility for applications like metagenomics [2]. We sought
to establish a more straightforward and broadly applicable
method. Our approach builds on preparing libraries with tunable
size distributions such that sequencing from both ends generates
overlapping reads. The lower-quality ends of mated reads can then
be overlapped to produce high-quality consensus sequence. We
demonstrate our strategy using the Illumina GAII technology
although the procedures we describe could be applied to other
sequencing platforms that can generate paired end data.
Results
We developed a simple and automatable protocol to rapidly,
efficiently and reproducibly isolate DNA fragments of a specific
size distribution without the need for gel electrophoresisis. The
method is similar to a recently published protocol [4] but allows
adjusting the size distribution of the isolated DNA fragments as
appropriate for the sequencing platform used. After ultrasonic
DNA shearing, size-selection is carried out via double solid phase
reversible immobilization (dSPRI) using carboxyl coated magnetic
beads (Figure 1). DNA associates with these particles in a strictly
size-dependent manner according to the concentration of
polyethylene glycol and salts [4-7], which can be adjusted by
changing the volume ratio of SPRI bead suspension to DNA
solution (Figure 1). The size distribution of selectively bound DNA
is concentration independent (Figure 2), which supports the
preparation of sequencing libraries from dilute samples. In the first
step of this procedure, DNA fragments larger than the desired
library insert size are bound to magnetic beads, which are then
discarded. The supernatant is saved, and mixed with an
appropriate volume of fresh SPRI beads. This second incubation
preferentially immobilizes DNA fragments of the targeted size
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Figure 1. Size-dependent isolation of DNA fragments from sheared genomic DNA via dSPRI. AMPure XP SPRI beads bind DNA fragments
in a size dependent manner according to the concentration of salts and polyethylene glycol (PEG) in the reaction [4-7], which can easily be changed
by using different volume ratios of DNA to SPRI bead solutions. A two-step procedure is employed to isolate targeted DNA size fractions. Panels A to
H present Bioanalyzer DNA-1000 assays showing the sheared genomic DNA used as starting material (black), the larger size DNA fragments discarded
in separation 1 (red), and the size fraction purified and recovered after separation 2 (blue). Panel I is a table summarizing the conditions and results
displayed in panels A to H. All Bioanalyzer DNA-1000 traces after separation 1 (panel J), and after separation 2 (panel K), are respectively displayed on
a graph for the conditions presented in panels A to H. The conditions displayed in panel H were used to obtaine the Illumina composite reads
discussed in the text. The wider DNA fragment size distribution from panel H allowed to better analyze the effects of shorter versus longer
overlapping regions on consensus reads.
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range. Shorter DNA molecules, salts and other reagents are
removed by wash steps, and the DNA fraction that remains bound
to the magnetic SPRI beads can subsequently be recovered with
virtually no loss [4]. The resulting DNA population reproducibly
exhibits a relatively narrow size distribution (Figure 2), and can be
used to prepare high-throughput sequencing libraries by ligating
appropriate oligonucleotide adapters (Table 1).
DNA size selection allowed us to choose an appropriate library
insert length with precision, such that mate-pair sequences of
each insert overlap in the middle, and can be aligned to produce
a longer, more accurate composite read. We used our streamlined
dSPRI protocol to produce a paired-end library with an insert
size range of 100-300 bp (Figure 1H) for the Illumina GAIIx
platform, and generated millions of paired-end reads 143
nucleotides (ntds) in length. We observed that the sequencing
error rate remained <1% for 110 ntds in the forward read, and
87 ntds in the reverse read (Figure 3A). To reconstruct each
insert's sequence, we developed the SHERA (SHortread Error-
Reducing Aligner) software tool, which aligns each mate-pair to
produce a composite read with Phred-like quality scores [8]. With
each alignment, we report a confidence metric, allowing
misaligned reads to be reliably filtered out. We chose a cut-off
such that 87% of reads were retained and less than 1% of paired
reads were incorrectly aligned. The average composite read
length reached 180±40 bp (Figure 4), as expected from the
library insert size distribution. Importantly, the composite reads'
length can easily be adjusted by modifying dSPRI selection
conditions (Figure 1), and reach >200 bp. For nucleotides in the
aligned region, SHERA recalculates the error probability of each
bp, given the base call data from both reads (Figure 3B).
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Figure 2. Reproducibility of double-SPRI. The panel shows DNA fragment size distributions as obtained by Bioanalyzer DNA-1000 assays. The
curves represent the size fractions removed during the first separation step A) or recovered after the second separation B). The two size fractions
were independently reproduced in 4 or 8 separation experiments. The curves in B) represent the libraries sequenced after dSPRI based size selection,
adapter ligation and PCR enrichment. While concentrations (arbitrary fluorescence units) vary between reproduced libraries the range of removed or
enriched DNA fragment sizes was highly reproducible. Panel c) shows the DNA fragment size distribution recovered after the second separation
when using decreasing amounts sheared genomic DNA. dSPRI allows reliable size selection in a DNA concentration independent manner.
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Composite read quality exceeds that of individual short-reads
(Figure 3). The shortest composite reads have the best quality
scores, still, the average error rate remained <1% across 95% of
250 bp reads (Figure 5). New technologies and sequencing
chemistry improvements are likely to further increase ultra
high-throughput read lengths, thus extending the achievable
length of high-quality composite sequences.
Short-read technologies have not been widely used for
metagenomic analyses because of the difficulty in confidently
assigning phylogeny or putative gene function to short sequences,
although a strategy using Illumina mate paired libraries to assign
taxonomy has recently been evaluated with simulated data [9].
We sought to test if our composite reads could potentially
transcend this limitation. To address this question, we sequenced
a metagenomic DNA sample from the Hawaii Ocean Time
Series [10] using our overlapping paired-end approach and
compared the results with those obtained with the Roche 454-
FLX technology, the most widely-used platform for these studies.
Over 4.8 million high-confidence composite sequences of
180±40 bp were generated from a single sequencing lane of
the Illumina GAI~x while 673,673 454-FLX reads of 207±71 bp
were already available [10]. Despite the slightly shorter average
read length of the composite Illumina reads relative to 454-FLX,
the fraction of reads that could be assigned to a taxon was similar
in both cases, even when considering longer 454-FLX reads
(Figure 6A). The relative abundance of the sequences that could
be assigned to each taxon was also consistent between the 454-
FLX and composite read datasets (Figure 6B). We have focused
our comparison on Illumina and 454-FLX, because they generate
similar read lengths, and read length can make a difference in
performance for some applications [11]. As the technology
landscape evolves our general approach for experimental and
computational overlapping of short paired reads will be readily
adapted to new platforms and upgrades, and therefore is likely to
continue to play a role in providing additional cost-effective
sequencing options. Taken together, these results demonstrate
that Illumina composite reads produced by SHERA constitute a
practical and cost-effective alternative to 454-FLX for metagen-
ome sequencing and analysis while providing significantly deeper
sampling at a lower cost.
Table 1. Oligonucleotides sequences.
Name Purification Sequence (5' to 3')
IGA-A-down PLC B'B'B AGA TCG GAA GAG CGT CGT GTA GGG AAA GAG TGT AC/3AmM/
IGA-A-up HPLC /5AmMC6/ACA CTC TTT CCC TAC ACG ACG CTC TTC CGA TCT BBBB
IGA-PE-80-down HPLC /5AmMC6/CTC GGC ATT CCT GCT GAA CCG CTC TTC CGA TCT
IGA-PE-80-up HPLC AGA TCG GAA GAG CGG TTC AGC AGG AAT GCC GAG /3AmM/
IGA-PCR-PE-F PAGE AAT GAT ACG GCG ACC ACC GAG ATC TAC ACT CTT TCC CTA CAC GAC GCT CTT CCG ATC T
IGA-PCR-PE-R PAGE CAA GCA GAA GAC GGC ATA CGA GAT CGG TCT CGG CAT TCC TGC TGA ACC GCT CTT CCG ATC T
QPCA.Iibrary quantification-F Standard desakilng MAT GAT ACG GCG ACC ACC GA
QPCR-library quantiflcation-R Standard desalting CAA GCA GAA GAC GGC ATA CGA
All oligonucleotides were purchased from IDT (www.idtdna.com).
5AmMC6: 5' Amino Modifier C6.
3AmM: 5' Amino Modifier.
B: Barcode base. The sequencing reads start with these bases. The barcodes used in this study were AAAC, ACCC, AGGC and ATTC.
B': Complementary barcode base when the two oligonucleotide from the same adapter are annealed.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.001 1840.t001
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Discussion
We have demonstrated that our overlapping mate-pair
strategy can substantially increase read length while maintaining
high sequence quality, in turn making economical short-read
platforms suitable for a range of applications. For example, the
performance of phylogenetic classification and annotation of
DNA sequences improves with read length, the most significant
increase being observed by extending read length from 100 to
200 bp [12-13]. By allowing to reach and exceed this latter
threshold, our method enables the use of the ubiquitous Illumina
platform for metagenomics. Importantly, the dSPRI DNA
fragment size selection and the SHERA package for computa-
tional read joining can be used with any existing or emerging
short-read sequencing platforms capable of producing mate-
pairs. Compared to pyrosequencing, the dominant sequencing
technology in metagenomics, our composite read strategy
already provides a >30-fold increase in sequencing capacity
per dollar at similar or higher accuracy (Table 2). We expect that
the advances described here will not only unlock short read
sequencing for metagenomics, but that a number of other
applications including amplicon sequencing, transcriptomics,
and de novo assembly, will take advantage of the millions of
longer high quality reads produced by this simple and scalable
method.
Materials and Methods
Double-SPRI (dSPRI) DNA fragment size-selection
High-molecular weight genomic DNA was obtained from a
marine environmental sample (Hawaii Ocean Time Series, cruise
186, 75 m depth, [10]) and from laboratory cultures using
standard procedures [14], or by amplifying genomes from
individually flow-sorted cells as described [15]. DNA samples
(50 pL, 2 pag) were sheared using 18-24 cycles of alternating 30
seconds ultasonic bursts and 30 seconds pauses in a 4*C water
bath (Bioruptor UCD-200, Diagenode). The resulting DNA
molecules were end-repaired and phosphorylated according to
manufacturer's recommendations (End-repair kit, Enzymatics or
New England Biolabs). The size distribution of the resulting
fragments ranged on average from -100 to -700 bp as judged by
Agilent Bioanalyzer DNA-1000 assays.
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We optimized a two-step dSPRI protocol [4] for DNA fragment
size selection that quantitatively removes fragments above or
below the desired size range. In a first separation step, DNA
fragments above an upper size threshold are bound by Agencourt
AMPure XP SPRI magnetic beads and discarded. In the following
second separation step fragments in the desired size range are
selectively captured on the beads while all shorter fragments are
discarded with the supernatant. The conditions during first and
second separation are tunable to enable selective enrichment for
other fragment size distributions (Figure 1). In addition, we
showed that the size specificity of the dSPRI procedure is stable
over a wide range of DNA concentrations (Figure 2). The
sequencing libraries prepared for this work were obtained by
combining 50 pL of sheared DNA with 40 piL of Agencourt
AMPure XP SPRI magnetic beads and incubated at room
temperature for 5-7 minutes. The tubes were next placed on a
magnet holder (Invitrogen-Dynal) for 2 minutes before transfer-
ring the supernatant to a new tube and discarding AMPure XP
particles from this first separation step. For the second separation
step, 100 pL of fresh AMPure XP beads were added to 85 pL of
the supematant from the previous separation, mixed well, and
incubated for 5 minutes before transferring the tube to the magnet
holder rack. The supernatant from this second step was discarded
and the SPRI particles were washed twice with 0.5 mL of 70%
ethanol. The wash steps ensure complete removal of polyethylene
glycol (PEG) and salts, but also of any remaining unbound
fragments smaller than the desired fragment size distribution. After
removing the 70% ethanol from the wash steps, the beads were air
dried at room temperature (or at 37'C) for 10-15 minutes. In
order to recover the bound DNA, 30 pL of water was added to the
beads, and incubated at room temperature for at least I minute.
The DNA solution was separated from the Agencourt AMPure
XP SPRI magnetic beads for 2 min on the magnet holder, and
transferred to a new tube. Applying aforementioned conditions for
dSPRI led to the specific enrichment of a DNA size-fraction with
an average size of 207 bp. Enrichment for other size distribution
can easily be achieved by modifying the dSPRI conditions as
described in Figure 1.
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Illumina paired-end library construction
Our strategy to create Illumina compatible sequencing libraries
uses a blunt-end ligation step of two distinct adapters rather than
the ligation of a single Y-shaped adapter [16]. dSPRI-selected
DNA fragments were combined with a 10-fold molecular excess
for each oligonucleotide adapters (see Table I for oligonucleotide
sequences). Blunt-end DNA fragments were ligated using a rapid-
ligation kit (Enzymatics or New England Biolabs) for 5-10 minutes
at room temperature. Adapter excess was subsequently removed
using Agencourt AMPure XP SPRI beads according to the
manufacturer's recommendations (DNA/bead ratio of 1). A nick-
translation step was performed with 2 units of BstI exo~ DNA
polymerase (New England Biolabs) at 65'C for 25 minutes in a
Table 2. Cost estimates of sequencing strategies.
Sequencing technology Composite illumina 454-FLX
Cost of a run ()4,200.00 8,000.00
Number of reads obtained 10,000,000 400,000
Average Read length (bp) 180 25
Reads per $ 2381 50
bp per $ 428,571 12,500
Cost ratio per read 48 1
Cost ratio per bp 34 1
'The lilumina sequencing pricing is from the MIT BioMicro center (http://
openwetware.org/wiki/BioMicroCenter:Pricing) and the 454-FLX is from http://
www.biosystems.usu.edu/core_labs/genomics/454/.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.001 1840.t002
reaction consisting of 20 mM Tris-HCI pH 8.8, 10 mM
(NH4)2SO 4 , 10 mM KCI, 2 mM MgSO 4 , and 0.1% Triton X-
100. The resulting DNA fragments were diluted 2 fold with
ddH2O, and PCR amplified using Phusion Hot Start High-
Fidelity DNA polymerase (New England Biolabs), and simulta-
neously monitored on a Bio-Rad Opticon real-time PCR
instrument. Each reaction consisted of I sL of diluted nick-
translated DNA, 0.5 units of Phusion Hot Start High-Fidelity
DNA polymerase, IX Phusion HF buffer, 0.4 pM of each IGA-
PCR-PE-F and IGA-PCR-PE-R primers [described in Table 1],
200 pM dNTPs as well as 0.25X SYBR green I. The initial
denaturation step was at 98'C for 1 minute, followed by successive
cycles of 98'C for 15 seconds, 65'C for 10 seconds and 72'C for
15 seconds. The reactions were stopped in the late logarithmic
amplification phase, and the DNA from the corresponding
samples were pooled. The resulting libraries were composed of
fragments with distinct adapters at each extremities due to PCR
suppression effect [17-19]. The amplified libraries were subjected
to an additional round of AMPure XP SPRI beads purification,
with a DNA/beads ratio of 1, to remove residual primers and
adapter dimers.
In order to achieve optimal cluster densities for sequencing on the
Illumina GAII platform, samples were quantified using two methods.
The samples were first analyzed using the High-Sensitivity DNA Kit
for the Bioanalyzer (Agilent Technologies) to detect any primer-dimers
and to determine the average molecular weight of each library. The
samples were next quantified by real-time PCR on a Light~ycler II
480 (Roche), using the LightCycler 480 SYBR Green I Master mix
(Roche), appropriate primers (Table 1), and serially diluted PhiX
335 bp control library (Illumina) as a standard (quantified with the
Agilent Bioanalyzer; we observed that the Illumina PhiX 335 bp
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concentration vary from lot to lot, and typical concentrations were
found to range from 11-15 nM). The phiX standard curve was
required to have an r2 value of >0.98 or the run was repeated. This
step both confirmed the concentration of the libraries as well as
confirmed the presence of proper primers for Illumina sequencing.
Illumina paired-end sequencing
Illumina libraries were clustered for sequencing immediately
following sample quantification according to manufacturers reco-
mendations (Illumina). Following clustering, the samples were loaded
on to an Illumina GAJIx sequencer. Sequencing reagents for each
read were pooled prior to loading. Data from the Illumina GAIIx was
analyzed using the Illumina pipeline 1.4.0 to generate fastq files.
Mate-Read Overlapper Algorithm
In order to align overlapping mate reads and produce accurate
composite fragments, we developed the SHERA software pacakge,
a collection of computer code written in the PERL programming
language. The algorithm for aligning paired reads and computing
quality scores was designed to be broadly applicable, independent
of the sequencing platform. The source code is freely available at
http://alnlab.mit.edu/ALM/Software/Software.html. In brief,
SHERA takes overlapping short reads as input, finds the best
alignment, produces a composite read, calculates new quality
scores for the overlapping bases, and scores the alignment
confidence. A detailed description of each of these steps is
provided below. We also describe our procedure for evaluating
false alignment rates on both real and simulated reads.
Finding the best alignment
For each mate-pair, the algorithm scores all possible ungapped
alignments (this includes alignments shorter than the read length,
which are produced when a fragment is fully sequenced resulting
in and additional synthesis reactions proceed past its 5-prime end,
base-pairing with the Illumina adapters.) Each alignment is scored
by summing over all matches and subtracting a penalty for each
mismatch. For the alignment with the best score, the algorithm
constructs the consensus sequence in this overlapping region by
reporting the nucleotide with the higher quality value, or the
informative base call if one nucleotide is 'N'. A Phred quality score
is calculated for each consensus base (see below). The algorithm
output includes sequence and quality of the composite read
generated from each mate pair, as well as an alignment confidence
score that enables filtering out probable mis-alignments.
Alignment confidence metric
Alignment confidence was quantified in order to identify
composite reads constructed from mis-alignments. Due to the
relatively short alignment lengths with non-uniform base compo-
sition and quality, we did not model the statistical significance of
an alignment analytically, but instead chose an empirical metric.
Because mis-alignments of similar length have similar alignment
scores (within noise), we use seven alignments of similar length of
the same mate-pair to calculate a baseline, and divide by the range
of the scores to estimate the alignment's significance. Alignments
of all confidence levels are reported; we leave selection of this
threshold to the user to achieve the sensitivity/specificity required
of their downstream application.
Calculation of a Phred Quality Score for the overlapped
region
SHERA reports a Phred-scaled error probability for each base
in the composite read. For overlapped bases, this is the posterior
probability that the consensus base is wrong, given the base calls at
that position in the alignment and their respective quality scores.
Calculating this probability required making a few assumptions
and approximations:
1. Given a basecall was in error, there is a uniform probability of
reporting one of the other three bases.
2. The probability of correct alignment was approximated to be
1. (A decent approximation given true-positive rates of >99%
in our quality filtered alignments, see Counting False
Alignments below).
3. The basecalls of the forward and reverse read are independent
observations, given the true base in the insert.
4. The prior probability of a base being present in an insert in this
flowcell can be estimated from the low-error portion of the
reads or approximated as uniform at the user's discretion (In
our case, we used empirical observations to estimate %GC in
single-genome samples, and a uniform distribution for the
metagenomic sample.)
We first confirmed that the posterior error probability for the
overlapped region was correct by counting the true error rate in
composite reads constructed from simulated reads. Next, using
real mate-reads as input, we confirmed that our Phred quality
scores up to 32 correspond to the correct error rate as calculated
by comparing to the reference. Above 32, the error rate does not
improve (for neither the overlapped bases nor the original Illumina
bases). This is due to errors in the reference and/or a very small
percentage of Illumina reads with insertions or deletions.
Counting False Alignments
Minimizing the number of false alignments is an important step
for some applications such as de novo assembly. Our goal was to
find a threshold for alignment confidence that would allow no
more than 1% misalignments to remain in our subset of composite
reads (based on previous experience with de novo assembly of
libraries containing hybrid reads). We used several approaches to
assess our alignment accuracy and found similar results.
First, we used the read-simulator from the MAQ package [20]
to produce simulated reads that mimicked the error profiles
observed in the quality values of our Illumina data as well as the
distribution of overlap lengths. In the case of simulated reads, the
true distance between mate pairs is known exactly and the
reference is perfect. After filtering (confidence metric 0.5) we
retain 89.7% of the composite reads, 0.5% of which were
constructed from mis-alignments. This strategy is useful when no
reference is available, or as a test case on new platforms.
Second, we used mate-reads from the PhiX control lane
sequenced during our Illumina sequencing run. This DNA library
is prepared from the PhiX174 bacteriophage genome for purposes
of quality control, and we found that it had and insert length
200±21 bp (estimated by mapping to the reference with MAQ.
These mapped mate-pairs defined the "true" insert length of each
sequenced fragment. After constructing the composite sequences
and filtering, we plotted the difference in length between a
composite fragment and its insert length as predicted by MAQ
(Figure 7). This histogram is a sum of two distributions, the
overlapper software's misalignments (a broad gaussian) and a
sharp peak of small (1-2 bp) indels. We examined gapped
alignments to confirm this was the case and also found that many
of the insertion or deletions occur in homopolymer runs. We used
a simple linear model to infer the number of misalignments; this
yielded a false positive rate of 1.0% for PhiX174.
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Figure 7. Short insertions and deletions in low-confidence composite Illumina reads. Mate-reads from the control lane (PhiX174
bacteriophage genome) were used to assess false alignments introduced by the SHERA pipeline. After constructing the composite sequences and
filtering, we plotted the difference in length (if any) between a composite fragment and its insert length as predicted by MAQ by mapping the
original mate-pairs to the reference.This histogram is a sum of two distributions, the overlapper software's misalignments (a broad gaussian) and a
sharp peak of small (1-2 bp) indels. We used a simple and conservative linear model to remove the indels and infer the number of misalignments.
doi:10.1 371/journal.pone.001 1840.g007
Finally, for Figure 3C, we assessed alignment yield and
accuracy on mate-pair reads sequenced from a dSPRI library.
This library was generated from a single Prochlorococcus cell (as
described [15]), for which a draft copy of the genome
(N50 = ~7 Kb) was constructed independently by de novo
assembly of 454-Titanium reads from the same DNA sample.
We mapped the Illumina mate-paired reads to these 454-
Titanium contigs to define the "true" insert length of each
sequenced insert. A small fraction of mate-pairs (<5%) were
unmapped or mapped to different contigs; these were excluded
from further analysis. As in the case of PhiX 174, there were a
number of small indels evident in the comparison between reads
and reference which were excluded from our statistic. We
estimate that 0.5% of our high confidence set of composite reads
were mis-alignments introduced by SHERA.
Comparison of 454-FLX and overlapped Illumina reads
for metagenomic applications
To evaluate the suitability of overlapped Illumina for metage-
nomic analysis, we made a direct comparison to the Roche 454-
FLX platform, currently the most commonly used sequencing
platform for this application. We used sequencing data from the
exact same marine metagenomic sample [10]. We asked whether
reads from the two platforms were equally able to identify significant
protein homology with known proteins for the purposes of
taxonomic classification.
We obtained 6,339,825 mate-paired Illumina reads of length
143 ntds each with insert lengths shown in Figure 3. We joined the
Illumina mate-pair reads with our algorithm and filtered the
composite reads by alignment confidence, resulting in 4,830,552
high-confidence composite reads of length 180±40 bp. We
analyzed both high-confidence and low-confidence sets of compos-
ite reads as described below. We also had access to 673,673 454-
FLX reads of length 207 - 71 ntds available for comparison [10].
We blasted all 454-FLX reads and composite Illumina reads against
the NCBI protein database nr [21] using translated nucleotide
queries (blastx parameters -b 100 -v 100 -e 30 -Q 11 -F "in S"), and
used the popular metagenomics software MEGAN [22] for
downstream analysis. We compared the fraction of unassignable
reads (due to lack of significant blast hit in the database) across four
subsets of sequence data from the same sample, which were chosen
to compare sequencing platforms and the effect of read length: high-
confidence composite Illumina reads, low-confidence composite
Illunina reads, a representative sample of our 454 reads (mean
length 207 bp), a longer subset of our 454 reads (mean length
254 bp). For comparison purposes we used random samples of
50,000 reads each. We used the MEGAN parameters recommend-
ed by the authors [22] as suitable for comparing reads of different
lengths (minscore = 35.0, minscorebylength = 0.35, topper-
cent= 10, minsupport = 1; the low minsupport value was chosen
because some of the data subsets tested were necessarily small. We
also tested the alternative parameter set with similar results:
minscore = 40.0, toppercent = 10, minsupport = 5). In Figure 6A
we show the fraction of DNA fragments for which MEGAN was
able to assign to a known genome or taxon via significant protein
homology. We show that composite Illumina reads from high-
confidence alignments perform at least as well as reads obtained
from 454-FLX. We also find that composite reads produced by
alignments we designated as "low-confidence" have a very high
fraction of unassignable reads, further proof of the ability of our
algorithm to identify misalignments. Finally, we show results for
454-FLX reads of mean length 254 bp (range: 230-270 bp), more
typical of datasets produced by the 454-FLX platform. The
assignable read fraction is comparable.
Next we asked if the taxonomic classification was consistent
across platforms. We used MEGAN [22] to classify all of the 454-
FLX reads and an equal number of composite Illumina reads.
Figure 6B shows the taxonomic classification is relatively invariant
with respect to the sequencing technology chosen. We performed
this analysis with two reasonable parameters sets (minscore = 35.0,
minscorebylength=0.35, toppercent= 10, mninsupport=5 OR
minscore =40.0, toppercent =10,minsupport = 5) and observed
equally good agreement in taxonomic classification across
platforms.
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Supporting Information
Table S1 Top 25 taxa identified in the HOT186 75 meters
depth metagenomics sample.
Found at: doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0011840.s001 (0.80 MB
PDF)
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1.7 Appendix
1.7.1 Supplemental Note: alignment confidence metric
To assess alignment confidence, one could calculate the probability of an alignment being
due to chance analytically. The multivariate hypergeometric distribution would be
appropriate for this calculation if certain simplifying assumptions are true. Namely, the
probability of picking a particular base must be fixed. The short alignment lengths and high
local variance of base and GC content make this assumption untenable. Instead, an empirical
metric was developed. The chosen alignment's score is compared to the empirical
distribution of scores of (mis-)alignments of similar length from the same read and region.
Alignment confidence metric is calculated as maximal score's excess over this distribution,
normalized by distribution width.
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Supplemental Figure 1. SHE-RA alignment confidence metric separates true
alignments from mis-alignments.
SHE-RA reports the best alignment for all reads, along with a confidence score that allows
the user to tune the stringency of overlaps according to the fidelity required for their
downstream application. Simulated reads of the same length and quality distribution as the
Illumina IIGA reads were used to definitively assess true and mis-alignments. The figure
shows that the alignment confidence score produces a good separation between true
alignments and mis-alignments. The resulting separation was confirmed consistent in real
data, where overlap accuracy was estimated by mapping to a draft reference genome
assembled with separate data.
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metagenomics sample are similar when
Reads from 454 and SHE-RA-processed Illumina paired end reads were blastx-ed against nr
and the software MEGAN was used to assign each read to a known genome or taxon via
significant protein homology. (A subset of 500,000 unfiltered random reads from each
dataset was used for comparison.) The close correspondence in taxa abundance
demonstrates that the overlapped Illumina reads are a legitimate alternative for surveying
community composition and that the library construction protocol does not suffer any gross
biases or bottlenecks.
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Proteobacteria
Cyanobacteria
Candidatus Pelagibacter sp. HTCC7211
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Gammaproteobacteria
Bacteroidetes
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Psychroflexus torquis ATCC 700755
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Supplemental Figure 3. Gene functions identified in metagenomics sample HOT186
75m show similar fractional abundances using overlapped Illumina or 454
sequencing.
Community shotgun genomic data from the HOT186 75m sample were analyzed for gene
content from Prochlorococcus, the most abundant taxon in this sample. Reads from 454 and
SHE-RA-processed Illumina paired end reads were blastx-ed against nr and those reads
assigned to the Prochlorococcus genus were binned by their GOslim functional category. (A
subset of 500,000 unfiltered random reads from each dataset was used for comparison.)
The correspondence in gene function abundance demonstrates that the overlapped Illumina
reads are effective for studying community gene function.
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Chapter 2. Assembly and analysis of 82
Vibrio genomes
2.1 Abstract
The Vibrionaceae family of marine bacteria is an important model system for bacterial
evolution and ecology. Drawing from our strain collection of thousands of environmental
isolates grouped into natural, ecologically distinct populations, we sequenced 82 whole
genomes from 22 populations to better understand the genomic underpinnings of
ecological differentiation.
In the first half of this chapter, I describe methodological advances required for
short read assembly, in order to build and analyze the genomic reference for this model
system. A hybrid assembly approach was designed, enabling efficient construction of
related genome sequences. This approach produces significantly more contiguous genomes
than de novo assembly alone can, and is generally applicable to short read assembly
problems.
In the second half of this chapter, I survey the relationships of phenotype and gene
content with ecology in this model system. Core and flexible genes were defined using these
ecological populations, and genome comparisons revealed fast turnover and adaptive
fixation of flexible genes on the extremely fast phylogenetic timescales where we previously
observed ecological partitioning at the microscale. A high rate of recent HGT exceeded that
previously found between ecologically similar organisms. However, over the long term,
neither variance in gene content nor metabolic profiles were correlated with our measures
of ecology and instead was primarily explained by phylogenetic divergence: cohabitant
populations did not have more similar gene content, flexible pools or substrate utilization
profiles once the effect of distance was removed.
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2.2 Introduction
The Vibrionaceae are heterotrophic bacteria abundant in aquatic environments
worldwide and include many human and animal pathogens, and are thus ecologically,
medically and economically important. Unlike the vast majority of environmental bacteria,
vibrios are easily cultivatable in the lab, making them a good model system for comparative
genomics study, particularly because of the breadth of ecological data collected for this
group and the ecologically-differentiated populations we were thus able to define.
Using the environmental data collected with more than 1900 marine isolates,
ecologically cohesive populations have been delineated among the vibrios. Bacterial
taxonomic units are typically demarcated by drawing arbitrary phylogenetic cutoffs, but
such groupings often correspond poorly to organisms' physiology or ecology (Francisco,
Cohan, and Krizanc 2012). Instead, the vibrios were grouped into both phylogenetically and
ecologically cohesive populations (Hunt et al. 2008; Preheim et al. 2011; Szabo et al. 2012;
Preheim 2010), using a variety of environmental datasets analyzed by the machine learning
algorithm AdaptML (Hunt et al. 2008). Ecological differentiation of related populations was
observed at levels of phylogenetic divergence that were surprisingly fine, but subsequent
studies consistently rediscovered these same ecological populations: they were largely
cohesive in a variety of gene phylogenies (Preheim, Timberlake, and Polz 2011),
reproducibly recovered across time (Szabo et al. 2012), and robust to the particular
ecological trait used to define them (Preheim, Timberlake, and Polz 2011; Preheim et al.
2011). The ecological distinctness between populations demonstrates that despite co-
existing in the water column and sometimes very close genetic relations, these groups do
not have same niche, instead partitioning resources spatially and temporally. Within
populations, individuals interact socially (Cordero, Wildschutte, et al. 2012) and sexually
(Shapiro et al. 2012), experiencing rampant homologous recombination along population
lines that could result in genetic differentiation in a manner akin to eukaryotic speciation.
All in all, these ecological populations have so many of the hallmarks of a fundamental
taxonomic unit, and it is likely that within each, individual genotypes share a niche and face
similar selective pressures, making this an excellent model system to study diversity,
divergence, and adaptation to environment.
While ecologically differentiated populations have been defined in this family, it is not
yet known to what extent this differentiation engenders genotypic or phenotypic
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divergence. In general, the extent to which ecology predicts similarity of gene content or
other phenotype is not well understood. While bacterial lineages with similar 'lifestyles'
have been reported to possess more similar gene functional content (Lauro et al. 2009),
both gene type and ecology are defined broadly in such studies. Genomes of similar ecology
are also reported to exchange more genes, either from co-habitants or other, geographically
distinct, genomes of similar ecology (Hooper, Mavromatis, and Kyrpides 2009; Smillie et al.
2011). However, the overall long-term effect of this gene pool sharing is not known: is it so
rampant and persistent that multiple lineages adapting to the same habitat do so through
the use of convergent strategies?
To explore the effect of similar microscale ecology on gene sharing, we determine
the extent to which populations with similar environmental distributions share overall gene
content, as well as the frequency and structure of recent horizontal gene transfer and its
structure in this clade. For each of our ecological populations defined by AdaptML a
projected habitat was inferred based on the isolation data of their phylogenetic group, and
serves as one representation of the group's ecology. In this study, we consider habitats
learned from season (Fall/Spring) and particle size, two environmental measures available
for the vast majority of the strains whose full genome was sequenced. These environmental
traits have been shown to be important axes for ecological differentiation in this group
(Thompson et al. 2004; Hunt et al. 2008) as well as stable descriptions of population's
ecology over time (Szabo et al. 2012) but their utility as a descriptor of true ecology, and
genomic and metabolic correlates were unknown. We ask the extent to which multiple
lineages with the same projected habitat share genes or common carbon substrates.
Vibrios are known for their great metabolic potential and diversity, but the driving
forces and dynamics of metabolic evolution are still largely unknown (Keymer et al. 2007).
Substrate metabolism could be largely stable on the timescales of bacterial species
divergence, driven primarily by lineage history (phylogenetic inertia), or it could be
substantially divergent, driven by the current ecological preferences of the lineage. It is also
possible that it could be diverse, varying substantially with in a population on the
timescales where we observe rapid flexible gene turnover. Using 46 metabolically diverse
strains of vibrio, we investigate the timescales for diversity and divergence of metabolic
profiles, and the extent to which multiple adaptations to the same inferred habitat involve
convergence of phenotypes.
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Closely related bacteria are increasingly appreciated to vary greatly in their gene
repertoire (Tettelin et al. 2005), and vibrios in particular have remarkably fast turnover of
much of their genome (Thompson 2005), but the selective implication of this large and
labile flexible genome is poorly understood (Polz et al. 2006). Conspecific vibrios can differ
by 1 megabase in genome content in their 5 megabase genomes (Polz et al. 2006), and even
strains related as closely as -1% 16S divergence can exhibit 20% differences in genome
size (Thompson 2005). It is not implausible to suggest that this surprisingly large fraction
of the genome may not be adaptive (Berg and Kurland 2002; Polz et al. 2006), indeed, in the
absence of other evidence, neutral variation seems the most appropriate null hypothesis.
However, the current literature typically makes one of two opposing assumptions about the
adaptive value of flexible genes: studies that anecdotally attribute any strain-specific gene
content as responsible for pathogenic or other adaptive phenotype, and those that dismiss
low-penetrance or strain-specific genes as likely being inessential or not adaptive
(Haegeman and Weitz 2012). Thus, opposing interpretations on the adaptive value of this
rather extensive 'flexible' gene content are common, and recently introduced neutral model
for flexible genes distribution has only been tested in a limited way. Because our dataset
includes ecological differentiation on a similarly fine scale as this rapid gene turnover, we
can use ecology to investigate the extent to which flexible genes fix neutrally in a
population.
To construct the genomic reference for this important model system and perform
this first survey of the interplay between ecology and genotype, we relied on next
generation sequencing (NGS). NGS platforms have made genome sequencing tractable and
affordable, however, short reads introduce a number of limitations and technical challenges.
In the first part of this study, we discuss two methodological advances developed to
overcome the limitations of current short read assembly methods. The first is a generally
applicable approach developed for efficient and contiguous assembly of bacterial genomes.
The second is a pipeline to construct from short reads the important phylogenetic marker,
the16S gene.
2.3 Technical challenges and new assembly approaches
2.3.1 Hybrid genome assembly approach for short reads.
A hybrid approach to assembly was designed which significantly improved assembly
contiguity for many types of short reads. Assembly of short reads presents a number of
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theoretical and technical challenges. There are practical limits on the efficiency with which
de novo assembler heuristics infer linkage information (Bankevich et al. 2012), especially in
light of abundant errors and regions of aberrant coverage due to amplification and
sequencing biases (Aird et al. 2011) . There are also theoretical limits on de novo assembly
of certain features by short reads (Wetzel, Kingsford, and Pop 2011; Chaisson, Brinza, and
Pevzner 2009), particularly the early Illumina platforms' short single-end reads that
constituted most of our dataset. On the other hand, reference assembly approaches require
an extremely closely related (near-)finished genome and ignore the substantial amount of
strain-specific DNA. None of these issues can be overcome simply by the abundant deep
coverage afforded by short reads. State-of-the art de novo assembly of single end short read
datasets produced genome sequences fragmented into many thousands of contigs (Zerbino
and Birney 2008; Salzberg et al. 2008).
Because of systematic biases and theoretical constraints, the gaps between contigs
are not random failures but largely fall in the same regions, particularly in related genomes
(Wetzel, Kingsford, and Pop 2011; Chaisson, Brinza, and Pevzner 2009). Our initial
approach to assembly of many related genomes, gap-filling between contigs via alignment
to a related strain's contigs, proved ineffective, as the vast majority of gaps occurred at the
same trouble spots in both genomes (S. Timberlake, unpublished data). Long-insert
libraries (-4kb), required to overcome the theoretical limits on de novo assembly of short
reads (Chaisson, Brinza, and Pevzner 2009; Butler et al.; Wetzel, Kingsford, and Pop 2011)
provide long range linkage information between regions bordering trouble spots so
assemblies no longer break in those regions. However, long DNA fragments are physically
incompatible with the Illumina platform (Levine 2012), and the library construction
protocols designed to sidestep this limitation are very costly in terms of reagents and time.
A hybrid assembly approach was designed to make efficient use of labor-intensive
long-insert linkage information, propagating it to related strains in a conservative manner.
Each hybrid assembly requires a reference genome, but the required relatedness of this
reference is more relaxed than is typical for reference assembly. A minimal set of costly
references is chosen by estimating the maximum nucleotide divergence at which reference
assembly was useful, given the constraints of the mapping software at the time (Li, Ruan,
and Durbin 2008). We used long-insert libraries, prepared in addition to standard libraries,
to close (or nearly close) one genome per population, using a standard de novo assembly
algorithm (Zerbino et al. 2009). References so generated have complete sequences in these
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otherwise unassemblable regions, making synteny information available for the rest of the
closely related strains in the population. Where long inserts were unavailable, even synteny
information from reference strains assembled from short-insert paired reads improved
single-end read genome assembly with this hybrid approach.
Hybrid assembly is a modular process proceeding in two main steps: reference
assembly to propagate conserved synteny information and de novo assembly to incorporate
strain-specific DNA and resolve strain-specific linkage. Briefly, for each strain "S"
undergoing hybrid assembly, whole-genome shotgun short reads from S were mapped to
the most closely related reference strain "R", generating reference contigs that were
supplied to the de novo assembly algorithm with all reads from strain S. Any single base of
R not covered by mapped reads from S was considered a possible strain-specific synteny
breakpoint. This conservative approach was motivated by the observation that closely
related vibrios experience frequent synteny-disrupting gene insertion and deletion, and
that the genomic repeats which are hotspots for such events (Achaz et al. 2003; Rocha
2003) include the exact same features where synteny cannot be resolved by short reads
(Wetzel, Kingsford, and Pop 2011; Chaisson, Brinza, and Pevzner 2009).
This hybrid assembly approach substantially increased N50, the standard metric for
assembly contiguity, for all common lengths and types of Illumina reads. (The N50 is the
length of the smallest contig that needs to be included in the set of contigs comprising half
the total bases in the genome.) Hybrid assembly improved N50's by 2-3 fold (Figure 1) over
de novo assembly alone, and was effective for both single-end reads (51-76bp) and the
paired-end reads (63-1,02bp) produced by more mature NGS, the Illumina IIGA. (Extensive
parameter space exploration was conducted for both assembly methods; see Methods).
Moreover, this modular approach is generally applicable both in terms of software
algorithms, short read platform, and long-range linkage information source. With the
modules used here, reference genomes that successfully increased contiguity were as
distant as -90% average nucleotide identity in the core genome, substantially more
distance than is typically suggested for reference assembly of any kind, including some
other hybrid approaches (Salzberg et al. 2008)). However, long-range linkage information
need not come from a near-complete reference genome; Pacific Biosciences now offers long
reads which will likely be a suitable a suitable reference for this approach (English et al.
2012).
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2.3.2 Pipeline for 16S rRNA gene assembly from short reads.
The small ribosomal RNA subunit (16S rRNA) cannot be assembled from short read data by
traditional methods, but it is integral to microbial taxonomy and phylogeny as the canonical
unit of evolutionary distance. As part of the operational bacterial taxon definition, it is used
in the standard procedure for identifying type strains or named species for an isolate, as
well as for some definitions of HGT (Smillie et al. 2011). Given these important roles for the
16S ribosomal sequence and its unavailability from our short read sequences, a custom
pipeline was built to assemble it.
16S sequences are particularly recalcitrant to assembly from short reads due to
aberrant coverage and repetition in the genome. Vibrio genomes in particular possess an
extremely high number of 16S gene copies among known bacteria, with each genome
encoding multiple (8-14) polymorphic copies (Z. M. P. Lee, Bussema III, and Schmidt 2009),
whose diversity within a single genome (Moreno, Romero, and Espejo 2002) approaches
that between OTUs. Like all divergent repeats, it is theoretically impossible to assemble de
novo from short reads. However, reference assembly requires a full-length 16S sequence
from a closely related conspecific, which is unavailable for many environmental bacteria. A
recently published algorithm for 16S gene assembly iterates read mapping to references
with reference update steps, but requires paired-end reads (Miller et al. 2011). Our hybrid
genome assembly approach described above could assemble full-length ribosomal
sequences, but only in populations after long-mate pair reads were utilized.
A computational pipeline was designed for assembly of full-length Vibrio 16S
sequences from short reads with the respective limitations of de novo and reference
assembly in mind. Briefly, centigs from de novo assembly of whole genome shotgun short
reads were screened for the presence of 16S fragments. Subsequences matching 16S
significantly were identified by sensitive alignment to 16S reference sequences of
Vibrionaceae complete genomes, filtered for sufficient coverage, and used to construct full-
length sequences while retaining all observed bases at polymorphic sites. Unlike
polymorphisms in reads, which may be due to sequencing error, contigs over a minimum
coverage depth are predominantly error-free and polymorphic sites thus represent real
intragenome diversity (Supplemental Figure 1). The resulting 16S sequence from each
genome is an amalgam of all 16S alleles in the genome, and the number and location of the
variable positions was consistent with Sanger-sequenced finished genomes. There are as
many as 24 polymorphic sites within the 16S genes of a single isolate, so intragenomic
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alleles could differ by as much as -1.5%. This is not without precedent: for example, family
member Photobacterium profundum SS9 has intragenomic 16S divergence of >1.5% (P. S.
Dehal et al. 2010). Evolutionary distances based on these 16S sequences were used to build
phylogenies and confirm taxonomy by clustering our strains with named type strains
(Supplemental Figure 2, Supplemental Notes), and as a measure of phylogenetic distance.
2.3.3 Using whole genome phylogeny to support ecological population predictions
Whole genome sequences revealed that most ecological populations previously predicted
using hsp60 were robustly supported by the majority of core genes, while within
populations, phylogenetic relationships were inconsistent and/or poorly resolved.
Ecological populations were originally delineated using the housekeeping gene hsp60 due
to its ubiquity and better phylogenetic resolution than 16S. However, subsequent analysis
found that though these groups were largely cohesive in a number of housekeeping gene-
based phylogenies, some populations were incongruent or could not be confirmed (Preheim
et al. 2011). To determine population cohesion and phylogeny more precisely, species
phylogenies were constructed using the majority of ubiquitous genes or, alternatively, a
subset of 30 ribosomal proteins (Methods). Core gene phylogenies robustly supported most
previously predicted ecological populations but undermined or rejected a few (see
Supplemental notes). In particular, strains of V. splendidus with no ecological population
prediction or ones with poor or conflicting support were combined for some of this analysis,
as has been suggested previously (Preheim 2010), or omitted. Intrapopulation nodes
typically had low bootstrap values and inconsistencies between phylogenies. This likely
reflects rampant intrapopulation recombination in the core genome, as found previously in
this group (Shapiro et al. 2012), and descent may be impossible to resolve.
2.4 Results and Discussion
2.4.1 Metabolic profiles' relationship with phylogeny and ecology
The patterns and drivers of metabolic diversity and divergence are largely unknown, so we
sought to identify them in this metabolically diverse family. Substrate metabolism could be
driven by the current ecological preferences of the lineage, or by lineage history. Likewise,
substrate metabolism could vary widely in a population (due to flexible DNA), or these
capabilities could largely be encoded in a slowly changing core genome. The role of ecology
in shaping metabolism, particularly microscale ecology, is also not well understood.
Multiple lineages living in the same habitat may have convergently evolved the potential to
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exploit the same types of resources found in a habitat, or they may partition those resources
so as not to be in direct competition. The projected habitat inferred for each population
provides a representation of that population's microscale ecology, and we asked whether
particle size preferences (and season) entailed similar carbon substrate utilization profiles.
To get a metabolic profile of each strain, we quantified its ability to respire 95 different
carbon substrates on a Biolog GN2 plate as the sole carbon source. The metabolic profiles of
46 fully sequenced strains from 16 populations spanning the diversity of our family
exhibited substantial within-population similarity but within-species variance, no ecological
convergence, and evolution dominated by phylogenetic divergence.
Metabolic profiles in these 46 vibrio strains were remarkably diverse and malleable
(Supplemental Figure 6). There was only a single substrate that could be ubiquitously
respired (alpha-D-glucose, though several others were common) and many distant relatives
utilized zero common substrates. Moreover, the ability to utilize large numbers of
substrates has been gained and lost multiple times. There was a great degree of diversity in
metabolic profiles within named species. Strains within an OTU (<3%16S distance)
exhibited obvious variation, more so than biological replicates (Welch's t-test on strain-
pairs Pearson correlations; p<0.012). However, ecologically defined populations had largely
cohesive metabolic profiles (indistinguishable from the similarity of biological replicates:
p>0.25).
If metabolic profiles are more similar between co-habiting lineages, this could
indicate convergent strategies for resource exploitation in that habitat. Same-habitat strains
(either by particle size preference or seasonal co-occurrence), however, do not have more
similar metabolic profiles than other strains with similar evolutionary divergence (Figure
4). In contrast, a recent study within environmental V. cholerae strains found a number of
metabolic capabilities correlated with environmental parameters (Keymer et al. 2007).
There are a number of possible explanations for these results. One possibility is that within
any one inferred microhabitat in our system, competition drives resource partitioning and
thus divergent metabolic potential, whereas the V. cholerae clades examined in that
previous study were primarily not co-existing geographically even at the macroscale. A
second and likely explanation is that our inferred habitats, based on limited environmental
measurements, may correspond poorly with true ecology. For example, it is known that
particle size bins group together many disparate substrate types, including particles
derived from plants versus animal detritus (Preheim 2010), and thus particle size might be
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an extremely limited measure of ecological similarity, even though it (together with season)
successfully delineated very closely related populations (Hunt et al. 2008). To drill deeper
for ecological drivers of metabolism, more numerous or more precise environmental
preferences (for example, particle type, host or body site preference (Preheim 2010)) might
be tested for a signal of metabolic convergence. A third explanation is that phylogeny, not
ecology, largely drives metabolic profiles. Consistent with this idea, phylogenetic distance
explained a large part of the variation between populations (Supplemental Figure 7).
Metabolic divergence between populations (mean Pearson correlation in metabolic
profiles) increased roughly linearly with phylogenetic distance, a pattern that is consistent
with overall neutral evolution of a character along a phylogeny, and the idea that metabolic
profiles are largely a function of evolutionary history. Phylogenetic distance was not
controlled for in the previous V. cholera study.
It is generally accepted that a bacterial species unit should be defined by a common
phenotype in addition to other features like core genome (Keymer et al. 2007), but whether
substrate utilization assays like the Biolog plates are appropriate for delineating bacterial
groups is not certain. Previous study reported that for three vibrio populations, substrate
utilization profiles were more similar (average Pearson correlation) within populations
than between populations (Preheim 2010). However, this observation can easily be
explained by the large phylogenetic distance between the populations, rather than the
population delineation per se. Instead, when we exclude the effect of phylogenetic distance,
metabolic differentiation between populations is less clear. We focus on V. cyclitrophicus,
which consists of two diverging populations that are generally not phylogenetically
separated (for example, in core gene phylogenies) but are ecologically differentiated into
large and small particle specialists (SP-specialists). This ecological split is robustly
supported by SNPs a handful of genome regions (Shapiro et al. 2012), but within- and
between-population genetic divergences are similar in these early stages of differentiation
(Shapiro et al. 2012). Here, ecological populations' metabolic profiles were not cohesive:
while the LP strains' metabolic profiles were more similar within than between populations
(p<0.01), SP populations were not (p>0.75), and hierarchical clustering of V. cyclitrophicus
metabolic profiles were not congruent with the ecological split. This may be because the
early stages of ecological differentiation do not engender clear metabolic differentiation, or
because such metabolic differentiation was not measured by this particular assay. While the
robustness or generality of this result remains to be seen, it suggests that even high-
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throughput measures of metabolic phenotype, such as the commonly employed Biolog
plates, may not be sensitive for delineating bacterial species units.
2.4.2 Gene content relationships with phylogeny and ecology
Vibrios of this model system are known to partition resources at the microscale (Hunt et al.
2008), however, the extent to which adaptation to these microscale habitats involves the
use of the same genes from the flexible gene pool was unknown. As with metabolism, gene
content may be driven by the current ecological preferences of the lineage, or lineage
history; it is even possible that neutral variance might dominate gene content. Enrichment
of shared flexible genes and shared total genes in same habitat populations revealed that
this measure of ecological similarity was not predictive of preferential acquisition or
retention of genes. Instead, the majority of total gene content divergence could be explained
by phylogenetic distance alone.
Gene content is largely driven by lineage history, as the overall fraction of shared
gene families (mean Jaccard similarity) between populations decreases roughly linearly
with phylogenetic distance (Supplemental Figure 3). Same-habitat populations were not
more similar than other populations once the effect of distance was accounted (Figure 3). In
fact, different-habitat populations apparently shared more gene content for any given 16S
divergence, but this difference was not significant at any one distance (Welch's t-test on
population-pairs' averages, p>0.07 for every bin). We also considered gene content
similarity between just the large particle specialist populations (LP-specialists), as this
projected habitat had a particularly distinct signal (Hunt et al. 2008), and it includes larger,
denser, less ephemeral bacterial communities (Simon et al. 2002; Hunt et al. 2008).
However, gene content actually appeared less similar between LP-specialist populations
than other populations at each phylogenetic distance (Supplemental Figure 4), though this
was only statistically significant at one distance (3%< 16S distance <4%, p=0.025).
Measuring similarity between total genome content could obscure a signal of
convergence among more recently acquired flexible genes relevant for the lineage's current
habitat, particularly because gene content is largely attributable to phylogenetic history,
and might therefore be shaped more by the long ecological history of the lineage than by the
current ecology. However, rare genes were no more likely to be shared by separate lineages
with the same habitat, indicating that even recent overlap of flexible gene pools is not
driven by these habitats. While the age of gene acquisition for rare genes was hard to assess,
rare genes are more likely to be novel than genes fixed in many lineages, so shared rare
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genes between populations may indicate that they have recently been accessing the same
flexible gene pool. Same-habitat genome pairs' tendency to share flexible genes was
calculated by considering rare genes (present in 2-5 genomes), less rare genes (2-8
genomes) and relatively common but non-ubiquitous genes (2-20 or 2-40 genomes).
However, regardless of gene rarity, distance bin, or habitat metric, same-habitat genomes
did not consistently share more flexible genes (p>0.25), with one particular and consistent
exception (Supplemental Figure 5). Within-cluster (first distance bin) comparisons always
share more genes between same-habitat strains (p<0.01). This dichotomy of within
population versus between population gene sharing, though not enumerated as part of the
original Core Genome Hypothesis (Ruiting Lan and Reeves 2000), is certainly consistent
with it's attempts to incorporate HGT in to a cohesive species model for bacteria. While
laterally acquired DNA is typically considered a diversifying force, this within-population
gene sharing constitutes an additional homogenizing force within populations and a
diversifying force between them.
Our measures of ecological similarity within this family, particle size preference and
season, were not predictive of preferential acquisition or retention of genes by a variety of
methods. This may be because resource partitioning and/or phylogenetic history could
drive very different adaptive strategies in the same habitat, however, the literature includes
quite a bit of lore suggesting that similar ecology predicts similar gene content. It is often
suggested that certain lifestyles entail enrichment of certain genes or gene functions (Lauro
et al. 2009), though these lifestyle categories may represent very differencet trophic
strategies and very divergent bacteria. Studies within closely related bacteria have also
suggested that ecology drives gene content similarity (Luo et al. 2011; Sim et al. 2008),
however it was not clear that genetic divergence was not driving both. Indeed, we found
that phylogenetic distance predicts a large fraction of gene content similarity (Supplemental
Figure 3). Lateral gene sharing is found to be largely driven by ecology after accounting for
distance, even when using broad labels for ecology (Tuller et al. 2011; Smillie et al. 2011).
However, it is possible that similarity of ecology amongst all our vibrios (all heterotrophic
marine bacteria from the same coastal waters) dwarfed any additional similarity
engendered by our projected habitats. This may be a likely explanation as our projected
habitats were based on just two axes of the niche space, and even similar particle size
encompasses a variety of substrate types, as discussed above. We were not able to detect
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convergent adaptations to similar habitats, but whether this is due to competitive exclusion
or another ecological explanation remains open.
2.4.3 High rates of HGT among strains co-existing in the water column.
Because our metrics of ecology did not drive similar metabolism or enriched gene sharing
between our inferred habitats, we therefore took an unbiased approach to discover the
structure of DNA exchange within our family. We found that these vibrio genomes have a
very high rate of horizontal transfer, and describe a structured network of exchange
concentrated in a few partners that share a particle-size based ecology.
To analyze gene exchange amongst 80 vibrio strains, we focused on recent HGT, as
older transfers may have been driven by historical ecology distinct from the current niche.
The rate of recent HGT between two bacterial lineages was quantified as the probability
that a pair of genomes drawn from those two lineages (>=3% 16S distance) recently shared
at least one laterally acquired piece of DNA (a stretch of DNA >500bp long and >99%
identical, and therefore extremely unlikely to be vertically inherited). This empirical
method for identifying recent HGT was duplicated exactly from a recently publication
(Smillie et al. 2011).for purposes of direct comparison with their estimates of transfer
frequency in 2235 complete genomes. In addition to quantifying recent gene exchange
between 2% 16S clusters for comparison, we also calculated HGT rates between our
ecologically-defined groups.
Recent HGT frequency was remarkably high (Figure 5), roughly 4x higher between
our 2% 16S clusters of vibrios than between (non human-microbiome) genomes from the
same environment, and rivaling that of genomes isolated from humans but not observed at
the same body site. This is despite the fact that these vibrios are known to have different
ecologies (Hunt et al. 2008; Preheim et al. 2011). However, previous studies quantifying
high rates of horizontal gene exchange between microbes with the "same ecology" rely on
mostly broad labels like "marine" or "hot spring" to describe ecology (Tuller et al. 2011;
Smillie et al. 2011). Even our different-habitat strains meet this permissive definition of
same ecology and are further known to co-exist in the water column geographically and, to
some degree, spatially (e.g., co-occurrence on specific plants or animals (Preheim 2010)),
features that are known to have a positive effect on gene exchange frequency (Smillie et al.
2011; Boucher et al. 2011). Breadth or specificity of ecological label might similarly explain
the exceptionally high HGT frequency observed between microbiota of the same human
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body site: this definition of ecology is likely the most specific, and broader definitions
encompass dissimilar ecologies that dilute the signial. Thus it is likely that recent studies
highlighting ecology as a predominant force in gene transfer still underestimate its role.
While our counts are too low to rigorously assess the effect of microscale habitat on
horizontal transfer, the network of populations organized by HGT frequency has some
structure, perhaps due to ecology (Figure 6). Some populations are never observed to
engage in transfer within our populations, while others partner quite frequently. A nexus of
transfer between phylogenetically distant relatives connects the three known LP-specialist
populations: V. breoganii, V. crassostreae, V. sp. F10, and V. splendidus population 19 (though
some of these are now known to preferentially attach to very different kinds of particles or
metazoans (Preheim 2010)). Another subnetwork of HGT partners connects the only
human pathogens in our dataset with some of the fish pathogens: V. cholerae (node "VC"), V.
alginolyticus (5) (Nishiguchi and Nair 2003), and V. ordalli (3) and V. splendidus (18). This is
despite being assigned to different microscale habitats, and in the case of V. cholerae,
geography (V. cholerae strains included in this analysis were isolated from ponds and from
clinical patients). Though the effect of shared microscale ecology on HGT is statistically
uncertain here, the high degree to which shared ecology drives transfer (Smillie et al. 2011)
suggests that many newly acquired genes are indeed adaptive in the environment.
2.4.4 Core and flexible gene turnover.
These vibrios not only have a high rate of recent transfer with each other, but an
astonishingly high rate of introduction of new DNA overall. Our superfine phylogenetic
sampling included many pairs of genomes distinguished by only 100-300 SNPs genome-
wide, a number comparable to what accumulates in a few weeks of bottlenecks in the
laboratory (Clarke and Timberlake, unpublished results). Surprisingly, during those short
divergence times in the wild, 100-300kb of new DNA can accumulate in each strain.
This rapid and persistent turnover of flexible DNA introduces abundant raw
material for selection. Rather than a false signal of diversity composed simply of assembly
artifacts or other junk DNA, >30% of the DNA gained and lost between these sister strains
was organized into open reading frames with identifiable homology. While genes of phage
origin and other possibly selfish elements typically accounted for 10% of these genes, the
majority of annotated ORFs could have adaptive value: these were primarily transporters
and other extracellular genes, as well as carbohydrate-active or DNA-active enzymes. Thus a
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very rapid influx of functional genes provides abundant raw material for selection even
faster than the short timescales where stable resource partitioning has been observed to
occur.
While the majority of this newly introduced DNA never reaches fixation, what fixes
is still sufficient to replace a large fraction of core genes within traditional OTU (3% 16S)
divergence. Of 4711 flexible gene families observed in V. cyclitrophicus (likely a huge
underestimate of the genes that have been gained and lost already in this clade), 2100 were
observed in only a single strain, despite our very fine phylogenetic sampling. To get an
overview of the rate at which this functional, protein-coding flexible DNA might accumulate
in the genome and fix in populations, we constructed core and pan genome curves. Focusing
on our most finely sampled clades, V. cyclitrophicus and V. splendidus (Figure 7), we defined
core genomes for each ecological group and the phylogenetic groups that contain them.
Despite rapid loss of most new flexible DNA, the rate of replacement of genes in a
population's core was still remarkably high. On the timescale of within-OTU divergence,
turnover of more than 25% of the genome core to an ecological population has occurred. Of
3839 genes core to this large-particle LP-specialist population, only 2806 remain core in all
of the 3% 16S OTU cluster (subsampled to equalize genome count). The practical
implications are clear: the choice of phylogenetic grouping has a large qualitative impact on
genes' assignment to core or flexible categories. The biological implications of this very fast
turnover are still unclear (Thompson 2005; Polz et al. 2006): is this evolution be neutral or
adaptive?
2.4.5 Genes fixing within a population
Independent association of a genotypic trait with ecology can be good evidence of positive
selection, provided shared ancestry cannot explain both. While we found flexible gene
content is not more similar between independent lineages with the same inferred habitat, it
is significantly more similar between same-habitat strains within a diverging clade, possibly
indicating selective fixation. V. cyclitrophicus consists of two diverging populations, which
are generally not phylogenetically separated (for example, in core gene phylogenies) but are
ecologically differentiated into large and small particle specialists (SP-specialists), a split
robustly supported by SNPs a handful of genome regions (Shapiro et al. 2012). Within the
SP and LP-specialist habitats, genotypes shared more rare genes (t-test on all species pairs,
p=O; Supplemental Figure 5), and had more similar gene content overall: hierarchical
clustering of V. cyclitrophicus strains based on presence/absence of all protein families
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delineates two groups falling along ecological lines (Figure 8). This abundance of habitat-
specific flexible genes evident so early in the differentiation process suggests a preeminent
role of new, laterally acquired flexible DNA in the adaptation and ecological differentiation
of populations (Supplemental Note).
Flexible genes, i.e., genes of intermediate penetrance in a bacterial group, are not
well established to be neutral or adaptive (Haegeman and Weitz 2012). Penetrance of
flexible genes into V. cyclitrophicus exhibit a frequency distribution curve characteristic of
many bacterial populations but poorly understood: the vast majority of genes are very rare
or completely fixed, and few have intermediate penetrance (Supplemental Figure 8). The
adaptive value of these genes and their reason for intermediate fixation was not clear.
Interpretations for low penetrance genes in the literature directly conflict: strain-specific
DNA is often held responsible for pathogenic or other adaptive phenotype, while other
studies assume that low penetrance implies low selective benefit. Systematic evidence
confirming either of these opposing interpretations is lacking, but a recent paper on flexible
gene distribution suggested a neutral model that might be appropriate for flexible gene
fixation (Haegeman and Weitz 2012).
To test the extent to which flexible genes are undergoing neutral gene fixation, we
looked at the habitat specificity of flexible gene families within V. cyclitrophicus. We focused
on 850 flexible gene families present in more than 3 V. cyclitrophicus genomes. We focused
on this subset of families for two reasons: 1) they have sufficient counts for a meaningful
gene-by-gene habitat-enrichment test and 2) gene families present in fewer strains could be
argued to have been gained ancestrally and present in same-habitat strains due to clonal
expansion. Of these 850 gene families, 175 were distributed significantly unevenly between
the two ecologies (2-tailed hypergeometric test with 5% FDR). Thus, more than 30% of the
flexible genes apparently rising to fixation (or being deleted) are doing so in a clearly
habitat-specific and likely non-neutral manner. The selective forces governing gain versus
loss of these genes likely differ (Supplemental Notes).
A possible parsimonious explanation for this pattern is gene presence/absence in
one ancestral SP- or LP-specialist, followed by clonal expansions and vertical inheritance of
flexible genes by their same-ecology descendants. While any signal for clonal ancestry
within V. cyclitrophicus has been obscured by rampant recombination (no single phylogeny
accounts for more than 0.7% of core genome length), the vast majority of the core genome's
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length does not support monophyly for SP and LP strains, with trees of 69% of
recombination-free blocks rejecting the ecological split (Shapiro et al. 2012 SOM; Shapiro
2010). Moreover, the tree of 30 ribosomal proteins (presumably neutral markers for this
ecological adaptation) has good support for phylogenetically well-mixed SP and LP
specialists (Figure 8; most nodes' bootstraps>80%). Therefore parallel fixation of the same
flexible genes in genomes of the same ecology is a likely explanation and is good evidence
that their fixation occurs by selection, not drift.
In total, V. cyclitrophicus genomes harbor 4710 flexible gene families, so the majority
of flexible genes that enter a population are deleted. The timescale on which this occurs
seems distinct from those gene losses driven by the deletion bias and selective deletion
commonly discussed in the literature (Kuo and Ochman 2009) (Supplemental Notes), and
thus neither the mechanism nor adaptive value of these rapid deletions is known.
2.5 Conclusions
This study presented the assembly of 82 genomes and a first survey of flexible gene
turnover, gene sharing, metabolism, and ecology among populations of this Vibrionaceae
model system.
There exists a persistent gap between abundant short read sequences and tool
development for their use. I developed two assembly strategies to fill this gap, including a
hybrid assembly approach that significantly increases genome assembly contiguity by
efficiently leveraging costly long-insert library information. If long-insert library
construction continues to be an expensive and limiting step, extending this approach for use
with more distant reference genomes would be extremely useful, and may be possible with
the next generation of fast but more permissive read-mappers (Niu et al. 2011). Hybrid
assembly has a modular implementation and is broadly applicable: it was effective both for
the latest generation of Illumina paired-end reads, and for the older single-end short reads,
which may once again be relevant with the newest generation of sequencing platforms
(Glenn 2011). It was effective using a fairly wide range of reference genomes, in terms of
both relatedness and contiguity.
A survey of genotype, phenotype and ecology in 82 environmental bacteria revealed
several surprising findings. The adaptive fixation and preeminent role of flexible gene
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content in population differentiation is clear, occurring with surprising rapidity, with the
very fine phylogenetic distances where ecological differentiation occurs. While the inferred
habitats in our study were not predictive of genotypic or metabolic convergence, they
delineated ecological populations largely congruent by a number of measures, including
gene content, core genome phylogeny, and metabolism.
I showed that new and potentially beneficial genes are rapidly introduced to each
genome, providing abundant raw material for selection with the very rapid timescales
where we have previously reported ecological differentiation. While the majority of this
very fast flexible DNA never reaches fixation, a large amount does fix, apparently non-
neutrally, on timescales compatible with ecological differentiation, and delineates
populations in a way congruent with their ecology, before core genome divergence or
metabolic phenotype. By OTU-like divergence, it has resulted in large-scale (-25%)
turnover in the core of any one population. This highlights the large qualitative discrepancy
between core and flexible genomes defined by arbitrary phylogenetic cutoffs and other
species-group definitions. In particular, a large fraction of genes apparently at intermediate
penetrance in a species were actually fixed in a population, very likely by selection.
These new vibrio genomes, despite association with different microscale habitats,
shared genes with a frequency much higher than a recent survey of HGT reported for same-
ecology bacteria or even for bacteria isolated from various sites on the human body, a
known nexus of transfer. To what extent this is due to shared geography and isolation
method, or perhaps to the vibrios' natural tendency for DNA uptake, is an open question,
but the relative breadth of the labels used to describe "ecology" in these studies certainly
has an effect. HGT is enriched among strains with similar ecology, pointing to a likely role
for these genes in environmental adaptation.
However, our measures of ecology did not have predictive power for sharing of gene
content over the long term, or of metabolic similarity. Both genotype and phenotype were
found to be largely driven by phylogenetic history. In fact, metabolic phenotype could only
statistically distinguish ecological populations when they were sufficiently separated by
phylogenetic distance. However, we cannot dismiss the possibility that ecology could drive
convergent adaptations, as our projected habitats (inferred ecological preferences based on
particle size and season) may not sufficiently represent the populations' true ecology.
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Finally, there is an apparent dichotomy in the role of flexible genes in adapting to a
habitat. Within a differentiating clade (V cyclitrophicus), strains with the same habitat
acquire large numbers of the same flexible genes, apparently in parallel. However, between
populations, flexible genes are no more likely to be shared by lineages adapting in parallel
to the same projected habitat. This is true even amongst the closely related populations,
within phylogenetic groups that are typically treated as conspecifics (e.g., V. splendidus
clade). If ecological populations rather than arbitrarily defined OTUs are considered the
fundamental evolutionary unit for selection, then this dichotomy becomes consistent with
our concepts of species and evolution in macro-organisms: individuals from the same
species can share a niche, resources, genetic information, but competitive exclusion
precludes different species found in the same habitat from doing so.
The quantitative ecological data collected with this model system, and the fine
phylogenetic resolution of genomic sequences and ecological partitioning, make it an ideal
system to study evolutionary dynamics and selection on a hierarchy of timescales. Here we
have demonstrated that even the shortest timescales are relevant for gene content to be
selected and play a role in ecological differentiation, but that phenotype and genotype
dynamics on longer timescale are not so easily explained by our measures of ecology.
Future work on this system can likely illuminate the longer term ecological benefits and
core genome integration, as well and the variety of selective forces governing the fixation
and loss, of these dynamic and important flexible genes.
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2.6 Methods
2.6.1 Whole genome shotgun libraries and sequencing
For these 82 genomes, a wide variety of library types, read lengths, insert sizes and
sequencing machines was used. Each genome was sequenced using a standard whole
genome shotgun short-read library preparation, with some genomes additionally
sequenced with mate-pair libraries (detailed below) or Sanger sequencing that had
previously been assembled (12B01, 12G01). Genomic DNA libraries' were prepared by
random shearing per Illumina's protocol (and ligation of custom paired-end barcodes for
multiplexing, where applicable). For most genomes, short (50 or 76bp) single-end reads
were sequenced at the Broad Institute Illumina GI. For V. cyclitrophicus (population 15)
genomes, paired-end (63 or 102bp) reads were sequenced on the Illumina GAII at MIT's
BioMicroCenter.
Additionally, to aid in genome closure, long-insert mate-pair libraries were
constructed for 11 genomes (1F-53, ZF-14, ZF-29, 9ZC13, 12B09, 5S-149, 5S-101, FF-33, 1F-
211, ZS-17, FF-500) by two methodologies. For strains 1F-53 and ZF-270, long-insert mate-
pair libraries were constructed with an ECOP15 "jumping construct" protocol (Collins et al.
1987; Young et al. 2010). Briefly, 4-6kb sheared gDNA fragments were ligated to oligomers
containing a restriction enzyme recognition site that directs cleavage -2 Sbp downstream,
and sequenced in 35bp paired reads on an Illumina GAII at MIT's BioMicroCenter. ECOP15
restriction sites were identified by pattern matching and reads trimmed of this non-
genomic DNA. The remaining 10 long-insert mate-pair libraries were constructed using the
Illumina mate-pair kit. Briefly, 4-6kb sheared gDNA fragments were blunt-end biotinylated,
circularized and (randomly) re-sheared, and 80bp paired reads sequenced on an Illumina
GAII at MIT's BioMicroCenter. All reads were quality trimmed with the trimBWAstyle.pl
script to eliminate regions of low-quality bases (average less than phred score 20) (Li and
Durbin 2009). Strains 12B01 and 12G01 were previously sequenced with Sanger reads
(GenBank WGS scaffolds NZCH724170-84.1, NZCH902589-98.1, respectively); short read
mapping was used to amend -20 errors or mutations in each of those Sanger-based drafts.
2.6.2 Hybrid assembly pipeline
The hybrid assembly approach developed here proceeds in two main steps: short reads
from each strain are scaffolded on each reference strain genome to generate "reference
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assembly contigs", which are then used in combination with short reads in a final de novo
assembly. For each strain "S" undergoing hybrid assembly, we chose one or more of the
most closely related reference strains "R" to scaffold reads. For 69 strains undergoing
hybrid assembly, 13 strains with near-closed genomes (from Sanger or long-insert-mate
pair sequencing efforts) were available for use as references.
Reference assembly contigs were generated as follows. Untrimmed short reads from
strain S were mapped onto each reference R separately using maq-0.7.1 (parameters: maq
map -N -n 3 -e 800) allowing a maximum of 3 mismatches in the seed (mapper sensitivity
maximum) but up to 20-25 total high quality mismatches, allowing codon 3rd positions to be
approximately saturated for a trimmed -75bp read. Where paired reads were available,
only proper pairs were kept. (Proper pairs are those with both reads mapping within 2
standard deviations of the insert and in the correct FR orientation). The maq consensus
sequences generated from this reference assembly were split on any single base that was
uncovered or had ambiguous consensus to generate "reference assembly contigs." These
rather stringent criteria for use of synteny information from reference strains were chosen
to avoid assuming that synteny is highly conserved in the absence of corroborating
evidence from strain S short reads.
Reference assembly contigs were used in combination with de novo assembly as
follows. To assemble strain 12F01, reads were assembled de novo using the program euler-
sr (Chaisson, Brinza, and Pevzner 2009). De novo contigs and reference assembly contigs
were merged with the AMOS suite program minimus2 (Sommer et al. 2007), using a
minimum overlap of 25 and minimum percent id of 98. For the other strains, reads were
trimmed of low quality bases as above. All short trimmed short reads as well as reference
assembly contigs were supplied to Velvet for de novo assembly (the latter were labeled as
belonging to the "Long" read category for velvet (-long-multcutoff=0). Parameter space
was searched to optimize N50 with the following constraints: covcutoff > 3,
predicted exp-cov * 0.5< exp-cov < predicted.exp-cov * 2.5, where predicted-exp-cov was
calculated directly from the reads or estimated automatically by Velvet from the data. 25 < k
< 49, except for the "ditag" type long-insert assembies, which require k<=21. Assemblies
built with longer kmers were preferred unless N50 difference was > 5%.
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2.6.3 16S "contig-mapping" assembly pipeline
Custom assembly pipeline for 16S sequences consisted of three main steps: de novo
assembly of all short reads, scaffolding of contigs, and consensus building. All de novo
contigs for each genome with coverage higher than 10-fold were blasted against a database
of 16S sequences from finished genomes in the Vibrio family (blast parameters "-W=7 -
e=0.001"). Aligned contigs were trimmed down to 16S subsequences, and Mothur (Schloss
et al. 2009) was used to build a consensus sequence for each strain, retaining all observed
bases at intra-genomic polymorphic positions (encoded with IUPAC ambiguity codes).
Unlike polymorphisms in reads, which may be due to sequencing error, contigs over a
minimum threshold coverage depth should be relatively free of errors, as our library
construction protocol was performed in 4-8 parallel subsamples, to avoid propagation of
errors in early rounds of PCR.
For 16S genes assembled this way, intragenome polymorphism frequency was
concentrated in variable regions also seen in finished genomes from the family, consistent
with the idea that they are true polymorphisms, not short read sequencing errors or
assembly artifacts. (Variable regions for the group were calculated using 129 16S rRNA
sequences found in 15 finished genomes of 10 Vibrionales species downloaded from the
MicrobesOnline database (Alm et al. 2005)). Where this contig-mapping approach resulted
in too many Ns and ambiguities, maq was used to map reads to a within-population 16S
sequence (assembled via the contig-mapping) and to call consensus.
As an additional note, in organisms where 16S intragenome polymorphism is
minimal or unimportant, simpler approaches to the assembly of 16S are likely effective.
Here, short reads, single-ends, and high intragenomic polymorphism teamed up in a tragic
trifecta that required this approach.
2.6.4 16S phylogeny
Ribosomal rRNA sequences of Vibrio family strains were obtained from IMG genomes using
that database's ORF coordinates. All IMG vibrios and our 82 Vibrio strains were aligned to
the Silva reference alignment with Mothur, and Phyml was used with default parameters to
estimate the phylogeny.
2.6.5 16S distance matrix, clustering, and pairwise distances
A distance matrix between species was constructed using the minimum Hamming distance
between two sequences where each polymorphic site received a distance count of zero if
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the sets of nucleotides intersected. This is an underestimate of the true distance. To
calculate between-cluster distances, one representative per population with the fewest
ambiguous (polymorphic) sequence positions was selected.
2.6.6 Identifying recent HGT between populations
Recent horizontally transferred sequences were discovered according to an empirical
method (Smillie et al. 2011). Briefly, segments of >300bp >99% identical found (by blastn)
in genomes diverged more than 3% at 16S rRNA locii were considered HGT (only segments
of >500bp were considered for the purposes of direct comparison of counts with a recent
study (Smillie et al. 2011), see "Counting recent HGT..." below). Multiple HGT sequences
between the same pair of genomes were counted as a single HGT event, and HGT event
frequencies were calculated between each population pair (rather than between each 2%
16S cluster as below) as the fraction of their genome pairs with at least 1 HGT sequence.
2.6.7 Counting recent HGT within 80 vibrio strains
Recent HGT frequencies were calculated according to an empirical method (Smillie et al.
2011) for the purposes of direct comparison with those counts. The following minimal
modifications to their pipeline were made to accommodate the assembled 16S of this
dataset. First, the assembled 16S with the fewest ambiguous positions was chosen to
represent each population. Representative sequences were then clustered with Mothur at
average neighbor <2% distance. Finally, distance between these clusters was calculated as
the minimum distance between any two representative sequences in the cluster. Each of
these modifications underestimates 16S diversity and divergence, producing a conservative
underestimate of the 16S distance on the order of 0.5%.
2.6.8 Calling genes and annotating genomes
ORFs were called by Glimmer3 (Delcher et al. 2007) with default parameters as
implemented by the RAST pipeline (Aziz et al. 2008). RAST was also used to assign
functional annotations.
2.6.9 Building orthologous groups
Orthologous groups were built by two methods. OrthoMCL was used with default
parameters, except for a 50% amino acid identity cutoff (Fischer et al. 2002) . Orthologous
groups are sensitive to parameter choices and to sampling (see Supplemental Note),
however OrthoMCL gene families resulted in Vibrio family core genome sizes comparable to
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estimates for other groups of family members using the well validated approach of tree-
based orthology (P. S. Dehal et al. 2010; M. Price, Dehal, and Arkin 2007). OrthoMCL gene
families were used in all gene content analysis, except for the shared rare genes analysis
(Supplemental Figure 5) and the species phylogenies that include V. cholerae-like strains).
For those, gene families were defined by Blastclust (L=0.75,S=1.75) (Dondoshansky and
Wolf 2000).
2.6.10 Building concatenated gene species phylogenies
In additional to 16S phylogenies, two species phylogenies were constructed using
concatenated alignments of many protein-coding genes to evaluate support for, and
membership in, ecological populations. A core genome phylogeny was constructed from 66
near-ubiquitous gene families (defined by blastclust, above) present in single copy in at
least 75 genomes, more than half the total number of ubiquitous gene families. Nucleotide
sequences were aligned with MUSCLE (default settings) and concatenated alignments'
phylogeny was estimated with Phyml (default settings). Separately, a concatenated
ribosomal protein tree was constructed. The amino acid sequences of 30 ubiquitous
OrthoMCL families encoding ribosomal proteins were aligned with MUSCLE and guided
alignment of nucleotide sequences with Pal2nal (Suyama, Torrents, and Bork 2006) using
default parameters.
2.6.11 Genome similarity by protein content
Global similarity between two strains gene content was measured as the fractional overlap
in gene content. The Jaccard similarity between genomes A and B is A-, where A is the set
of protein families present in genome A and B the set of protein families present in genome
B. This jaccard metric was calculated using the Vegan package of the R computing
environment (Dixon 2003; Team 2012). Hierarchical clustering of proteomes was
performed by UPGMA, implemented in the 'cluster' package in R (Maechler et al. 2012).
2.6.12 Population similarity by protein content
Average genome-wide similarity of protein content between two populations was
calculated as the mean of the set of jaccard distances between pairs of genomes composed
of one genome from each population.
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2.6.13 Substrate utilization assays
All substrate utilization data was previously generated and generously supplied by S.
Preheim (Preheim 2010 and unpublished data) and detailed methods are available
elsewhere. Briefly, cells grown in suspension to OD600=0.1 were inoculated into each well
of a 96-well Biolog GN2 plate (containing 95 different carbon substrates plus water) and
incubated at 22C for four days. Optical density readings were taken for each well at 580 nm
to quantify metabolism (i.e. respiration) in each well.
2.6.14 Substrate utilization profiles and similarity
Each strain's substrate utilization profile was defined as the vector of the ODs resulting
from the respiration of 95 different carbon substrates on the Biolog GN2 plate. Similarity of
profiles was defined as the Pearson correlation of these vectors.
2.6.15 Population similarity by substrate utilization profile
Overall similarity of substrate utilization between two populations was calculated as the
mean of the set of Pearson correlations between pairs of strains composed of one strain
from each population.
2.7 Author Contributions.
The analysis and writing for this chapter were solely the work of S. Timberlake, with thanks
to O.X. Cordero for running OrthoMCL, one method for building orthologous gene families.
S.P. Preheim conceived of and performed all of the Biolog substrate utilization experiments.
Thanks to S.P. Preheim, M.C. Butler, A. Perrotta and others for isolating, culturing, and
prepping sequencing libraries of the vibrios used in this work. M.F. Polz and E.J. Alm
provided materials and reagents and valuable feedback.
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See main thesis document reference section, Error! Reference source not found..
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Figure 1. Assembly N50 improvement using hybrid assembly approach.
The improvement of hybrid assemblies over de novo assemblies is quantified by a
comparison of the assembly statistic N50. The N50 represents the length of the smallest
contig that needs to be included in a set of contigs containing half the total base pairs of the
genome assembly. Red bars, N50 of de novo assembly alone; blue bars, N50 of hybrid
assembly. Top panel, single-end reads (51-76bp); bottom panel, paired-end reads (63-
102bp). Genomes for which no hybrid assembly was performed (due to either assembly by
long-insert mate-pair reads or lack of a suitable reference) are omitted.
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Figure 2. Species phylogeny of Vibrio genomes
Alternating gray/blue shaded backgrounds delineate ecologically differentiated clades
defined in previous studies (Hunt et al. 2008; Preheim 2010). Strains without population
prediction or where population prediction is directly contradicted by this species tree
topology are left unshaded. Leaf labels contain strain names and, where applicable,
population numbers predicted by AdaptML on the Fractionation 2006 data (Hunt et al.
2008). Color strips indicate size fraction and season of collection (not inferred habitat). Core
genome phylogeny reveals robust support for F11 and F17, clades previously unsupported
due to conflicting signals in housekeeping gene trees (Preheim, Timberlake, and Polz 2011).
Groups correspond to the following named taxa: 1, Enterovibrio calviensis-like; 2,
Enterovibrio norvegicus; 3, V. ordalli; 4, V. rumoiensis-like; 5, V. alginolyticus; 6, V.
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aestuarianus; 7, Aliivibrio logei; 8, V. Aliivibriofischeri; 9, V. breoganii; G10, V. sp F10; 11 V.
splendidus cluster 1; 13, V. crassostreae; 14, V. kanaloae; 15, V. cyclitrophicus; 16, V.
tasmaniensis; 17 V. lentus; 18-25 V. splendidus.
This phylogeny was constructed from 66 ubiquitous gene families present in single copy in
at least 75 genomes. Gene families were defined by Blastclust (L=0.75,S=1.75)
(Dondoshansky and Wolf 2000). Nucleotide sequences were aligned with muscle (default
settings) and concatenated alignments' phylogeny was estimated with Phyml (default
settings, with 100 bootstrap replicates), and visualized with iTOL (Letunic and Bork 2011).
Nodes with bootstrap >80 are indicated with dots. Scale bar is in units of nucleotide
substitutions per site.
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Figure 3. Habitat and gene content
The overlap in protein-coding gene families (Jaccard distance) is plotted as a function of 16S
distance between populations. Populations with the same inferred habitat (adapted from
(Hunt et al. 2008)), either in terms of particle size (left panel) or seasonal preference (right
panel), do not have more similarity in their overall gene content. Each point represents the
mean gene overlap (Jaccard similarity) of all population pairs in that distance bin
(calculated separately for same-season or same-particle). Jaccard similarity between each
population pair was calculated as the mean of the set of Jaccard similarities between all
pairwise genome comparisons composed of one genome from each population.
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Figure 4. Habitat and substrate utilization profiles
The similarity in substrate utilization profiles is plotted as a function of phylogenetic
distance between populations. Populations with the same inferred habitat (adapted from
(Hunt et al. 2008)), either in terms of particle size (left panel) or seasonal preference (right
panel), do not have more similar substrate utilization profiles. Each point represents the
mean of metabolic similarities between all population pairs in that distance bin (calculated
separately for same-season or same-particle). Overall metabolic similarity between each
population pair was calculated as the mean of the set of Pearson correlations of strain pairs
composed of one strain from each population. The dashed gray line represents the mean
Pearson correlation in metabolic profile between 3 sets of biological duplicates. Data were
generated and generously supplied by (S. Preheim, unpublished data).
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Figure 5. Counting recent HGT within 80 vibrio isolates.
Recent HGT was counted within 80 Vibrio isolates (right panel) using a recent method that
estimated frequency of recent HGT amongst all 2235 full genomes publicly available for the
purposes of direct comparison (left panel, reproduced from previously published data
(Smillie et al. 2011)). The y-axis is the probability that a pair of genomes drawn from two
different species at a particular phylogenetic divergence (>=3% 16S distance) recently
shared at least one piece of DNA (a stretch of DNA >500bp long and >99% identical).
Minimal modifications to %16S distance calculation methods were made to accommodate
the assembled 16S of this dataset (see methods), resulting in conservative underestimates
of 16S distance.
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Figure 6. Network of recent HGT between vibrio populations
Each node represents a population colored by particle size preference. Population numbers
and habitats from Fractionation 2006 study (Hunt et al. 2008) or merged from (Preheim,
Timberlake, and Polz 2011), except Vibrio cholerae-like strains, "VC". V. splendidus strains
unassigned to supported populations were grouped together, "SPL". HGT frequencies were
used to weight a spring-embedded force diagram made in Cytoscape (Smoot et al. 2011),
and unconnected nodes had no recent HGT observed with the other populations in this
dataset. Recent horizontally transferred sequences were discovered according to an
empirical method (Smillie et al. 2011) with the following modifications: nucleotide
stretches of 300-500bp (not just >500bp) were also considered and HGT event frequencies
were calculated for each population pair (not 2% average neighbor cluster) as the fraction
of their genome-pairs with at least one HGT sequence.
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Figure 7. Core and pan genomes for 4 species definitions.
The core genome and pan genome curves are plotted for four different ways of delineating
species-like groups. For pan curves (upper panel) each point (x,y) counts the total number
of orthologous gene families y found in any of the set of x genomes genomes (the vertical
spread results from different combinations of x genomes from the total N in the group;
where CxN > 100, 100 sets of x genomes are chosen randomly); the line traces the average
over all combinations. For core curves, (lower panel), each point (x,y) counts the number of
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Pan genomes for 4 definitions of "species"
Vcyc:LP
Vcyc:LP+SPI -OTU (<3% 16S)
Vibrio family
Core genomes for 4 definitions of "species"
!
l-Il-iI-
orthologous gene families y present in all x genomes. Core and pan genomes were defined
using 4 different hierarchical groups: a single ecologically differentiated population of large-
particle specialists (Vcyc:SP), a concatenated gene tree phylogenetic cluster comprised of
two ecological populations (Vcyc:SP+LP), -3% 16S rRNA cluster (OTU <3%16S), or by
named taxonomic family (Vibrio family). When considering the larger phylogenetic groups,
population sample number was equalized by random downsampling.
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Figure 8. V. cyclitrophicus strains clustered by flexible gene content and neutral
markers
Strains of the V. cyclitrophicus population are hierarchically clustered according to their
fraction of shared protein families. Green and red squares label strains assigned to small
particle and large particle specialist populations of this species, respectively (Hunt et al.
2008; Shapiro et al. 2012). Phylogeny of 30 concatenated ribosomal proteins supports non-
clonal origins for the SP and LP specialists. Species tree shown is a subtree of the
concatenated ribosomal protein phylogeny; dots denote branches with >80% bootstrap
support.
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Supplemental Figure 1. Distribution of polymorphisms in 16S genes assembled with
short read pipeline.
Polymorphism frequency by position across the 16S gene assembled from short reads was
concentrated in variable regions also seen in finished genomes from the family, consistent
with the idea that they are true polymorphisms, not short-read sequencing/assembly
artifacts. Top panel, the distribution of intra- and intergenome polymorphism observed for
the family using 129 16S rRNA genes found in 15 finished genomes of 10 Vibrionales
species. Lower panel, intragenome polymorphic sites of 16S genes assembled by short read
pipeline.
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Supplemental Figure 2. 16S phylogeny of our populations and other vibrio type
strains.
16S rRNA genes assembled from short reads are placed in phylogenetic context with other
cultured Vibrio isolates. One representative per population with the fewest ambiguous
(polymorphic) positions was selected, aligned to the Silva reference, and Phyml was used to
estimate the phylogeny.
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Supplemental Figure 3. Gene content divergence with phylogenetic distance
The fractional overlap in protein-coding gene families (Jaccard distance) is plotted against
16S distance between populations. Each point is the mean Jaccard distance between two
populations (Jaccard distance between each population pair was calculated as the mean of
the set of all Jaccard distances between genome pairs composed of one genome from each
population.) Outliers are labeled with population numbers from Fractionation2006 study;
spl, V. splendidus putative populations 19,20,23. Some populations have %16S distance=-0
because intragenomic diversity exceeds between-population divergence. Gene content 's
linear divergence seems to saturate at high %16S distance, but it is possible this is due to
orthologous group definitions.
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Supplemental Figure 4. Overlap in gene content between large-particle-associated
populations
The fractional overlap in protein-coding gene families (Jaccard distance) is plotted as a
function of 16S distance between populations. Large-particle specialist populations (Hunt et
al. 2008), do not have more similarity in their overall gene content. Each point represents
the mean Jaccard distance between population pairs in that distance bin (calculated
separately for same-season or same-particle). Jaccard distance between each population
pair was calculated as the mean Jaccard distance of the set of all pairwise genome
comparisons composed of one genome from each population. Gene content overlap in same-
and different-habitat comparisons differed only at one distance bin (3% < 16S distance
<4%, p=0.025)
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of rare genes.) Rare genes were defined as genes found in between 3 and 20 genomes (other
definitions were used with similar results). There was no consistent pattern of increased
shared genes in genome pairs of same versus different habitats, with one consistent
exception for all definitions of rarity: Same-habitat strains within a population (first
distance bin) always share more genes between (p<0.01). The outlier at intermediate
distance consists of comparisons of Population 1 and 2 strains, which have surprisingly
similar gene content given their distance; the reason for this is unknown.
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Supplemental Figure 6. Substrate utilization in the Vibrio family
A heat map of 95 substrates respiration (OD on Biolog GN2) in each of 46 strains with fully
sequenced genomes. Substrates are hierarchically clustered according to the OD vector in
46 strains (eisenCluster implemented in the R software package (Chipman and Tibshirani
2006) ); strains by core genes phylogeny. Leaves are labeled with strain names and original
population number (from Fractionation2006 study or adapted where necessary (Preheim,
Timberlake, and Polz 2011)). Leaf color strips code for season or filter size of isolation. In
large circles, numbers indicate assigned populations for clade (for confirmed populations,
see Methods) and colors indicate inferred habitats (Hunt et al. 2008).
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Supplemental Figure 7. Substrate utilization profile divergence with phylogenetic
distance
Similarity of substrate utilization for each population pair is plotted against evolutionary
distance (%16 distance). The Pearson correlation of each strain pair was calculated using
the vector of OD's for growth on 96 Biolog substrates); populations' similarity calculated as
the mean correlation between all pairwise strain comparisons composed of one strain from
each population and bars represent standard deviation. Where only comparison was
available, the median standard deviation of all other comparisons is plotted. The dashed
gray line represents the mean Pearson correlation between 3 sets of biological duplicates.
Large variation at intermediate distance is due to comparisons of V. splendidus populations
with similarly metabolically versatile V. alginolyticus versus comparisons with metabolically
diminished V. breoganii.
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Supplemental Figure 8. Distribution of gene family penetrance in V. cyclitrophicus
A gene frequency distribution curves counts the number of gene families ("clusters") found
in 1, 2,...,X genomes of the strains of V. cyclitrophicus.
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2.10 Supplemental notes and discussion.
2.10.1 Hybrid assembly pipeline: discussion of accuracy.
Assembly of whole genome shotgun reads is a probabilistic process, involving heuristic
steps (Zerbino et al. 2009; Chaisson, Brinza, and Pevzner 2009). Assemblies can incorporate
several major classes of errors: base substitution, base insertion, contig mis-joining, and
region duplication or deletion. Because this short read sequencing dataset wasn't created
with methods development in mind, there is no gold standard to check for accuracy.
However, there are two modular steps in the hybrid assembly pipeline, so we can consider
the accuracy of each separately. The latter step consists of de-novo assembly (using
reference assembly contigs as fake long reads), and the accuracy the de novo assembler
Velvet in terms of these errors classes has been documented extensively in the literature.
The first step consists of the generation of reference assembly contigs. Future work should
future quantify how errors they contain can be propagated through the de novo assembly
process.
2.10.2 16S rRNA phylogeny
To explore the phylogeny and taxonomy of our sequenced Vibrionaceae strains with other
members of the genus, a phylogeny was built including 16S sequences from complete
genome sequences of the Vibrionales order (Supplemental Figure 2). A striking topological
difference is the placement of the V. cholera-like clade as an outgroup to the rest of the
Vibrio genus. It is certainly possible this placement spurious and the 16S-based distance
estimates to this group inflated compared to most measures of phylogenetic divergence.
However, V. cholera-like strains were not particle-size filtered and were not used
throughout the majority of this study. More thorough analysis of Vibrionaceae family's
phylogeny (Kirkup et al. 2010) and these populations' taxonomy (Preheim, Timberlake, and
Polz 2011) have been undertaken elsewhere.
2.10.3 Defining gene families in 82 genomes: sensitivity to methodology, sampling.
Assigning orthology should not be challenging in a group of this level of sequence
divergence, but the size of the dataset presented challenges, as sequencing has outpaced
analysis tools. Several standard methods of constructing gene families were assessed for
our set of genomes, with widely varying results. Grouping of genes varied by program
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choice, parameter choice, but most strikingly, with genome sampling within clades,
resulting in family core genome predictions (provisionally defined as those ubiquitously
present in the family's assemblies) that ranged between 70-1000. Within-population
downsampling resulted in highly discrepant gene family predictions: Blastclust predicted
only 160 ubiquitous gene families in the vibrios when all strains were used for clustering,
but more than 1000 when only 1 genome from each population was used (a number of
Blastclust parameter sets were tried with similarly discrepant results). Newer methods
designed for finely sampled genomes (Angiuoli et al. 2011) start with whole genome
alignments, using synteny to improve scaffolds, ORF calls, and ortholog assignments,
however, these methods are only appropriate at close phylogenetic distances and could not
be applied to our family. OrthoMCL was ultimately chosen for this genome content analysis
as it is commonly used and the size of core genomes produced were similar to estimates for
other Vibrionaceae family members, using the well-validated approach of tree-based
orthology (P. S. Dehal et al. 2010; M. Price, Dehal, and Arkin 2007).
2.10.4 Using gene content divergence to confirm population predictions.
The Fractionation2006 study inferred many recently differentiated pops in the
adaptive radiation of the V. splendidus/tasmeniensis clade. Whether these are truly distinct
populations has been difficult to confirm. They were not well supported by MLSA analysis,
or sampling occasions after the 2006 study (Preheim, Timberlake, and Polz 2011). It is not
yet well established that proteome content divergence can be used generally to distinguish
differentiated clusters, however, both proteome and concatenated gene phylogenies
support Population18 but both reject Population19. V. tasmeniensis populations 16 and 17
should definitely be placed apart even though they were combined into a single population
by some ecological characters (Preheim 2010 Particle2007 study); they likely represent
more than two populations, as prescribed by habitats based on host and body site (Preheim
et al. 2011 Invert2007 study).
2.10.5 Habitat-specific gene gain and loss in V. cyclitrophicus
We consider the results of using a broader group of fixing genes than that presented
in the text. We considered 1155 flexible gene families present in more than 2 V.
cyclitrophicus strains, of which 128 were significantly enriched in one habitat (2-tailed
hypergeometric test with 5% FDR). Thus, more than 10% of the flexible genes apparently
rising to fixation (or being deleted) are doing so in a clearly habitat-specific manner.
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Narrowing our focus to more common genes in the main text resulted in a higher estimate
of habitat-specific fixation.
The selective processes governing flexible gene gain and loss are very likely
different. If separate these gene families into two groups, those likely to be present in the
last common ancestor and undergoing loss, and those that have been recently gained and
rising to fixation, we see separate trends. V. cyclitrophicus flexible gene families also
present in two or more closely related (<3% 16S distance) outgroups were defined as
ancestral and undergoing loss. These 565 flexible gene families are putatively being deleted
from a common ancestor, while the rest (590) are recent gains. For recent gains, nearly
20% of them (114/590) are being fixed in a habitat-specific manner (2-tailed
hypergeometric test with 5% FDR). Gene gains are much more likely to have a habitat-
specific distribution than genes lost (ks.test on hypergeometric p-values: DA-= 0.2125,
p<1e-11). As above, the results are consistent when a narrower focus considers more
common genes.
There are several major caveats for this approach. The main issue is that the strains
are treated as if they are on a star phylogeny, with independent history of gain and loss.
While the well-mixed nature of the genome does not directly reject this idea, there is
certainly some evidence for same-habitat strains sharing more phylogenetic history.
Although the SP and LP specialists are not each clonal expansions, the same-habitat pairs
constitute some of the most closely related strains in the group, and gene gains in these
lineages likely do not meet the criteria of independence for the hypergeometric test.. To try
to minimize this effect we considered genes near fixation, such that their distribution in
multiple genomes was unlikely to be a result of clonal expansion. Secondly, this test is
treating each ORF's presence/absence independently, and therefore their fixation is
independent. This is almost certainly not the case, as genes arrive on stretches of DNA,
sometimes very large ones, that are mobilized together (Shapiro et al. 2012). However, all
models of gene content we are aware of treat each ORF independently, including the neutral
gene content models recently developed (Haegeman and Weitz 2012), and our intention
was to assess their applicability in this system.
2.10.6 Gene deletions in general: bias, neutrality, or selection?
The majority of flexible genes that enter a population are not fixing by selection, rather, they
are deleted rapidly. Is this deletion is neutral? During experimental evolution of M.
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extorquens, accessory genome deletions were found to be due to selection rather than
deletion bias, as they were not observed in mutation accumulation assays (M. C. Lee and
Marx 2012). However, others argue for strong and pervasive deletion bias in bacterial
genomes (Kuo, Moran, and Ochman 2009; Kuo and Ochman 2009), though the time scales
are much broader. Our comparison of strains evolving in the wild versus an equivalent
amount of SNP-divergence in the laboratory revealed a stark contrast, with wild strains
deleting orders of magnitude more DNA. In 7 laboratory lines of V. splendidus 12B01
evolved under conditions of elevating salt concentration, lines accumulated 50-100 SNPs,
but deletions were rarely observed. In stark contrast, wild-type sister strains of similar
divergence (1F-111/1F-273, 1F-53/1F-175, ZF-207/ZF-30 from V. cyclitrophicus,
12F01/12B01 and 12B09/FS-144 from V. splendidus and V. ordalifi respectively), each with
<100 core genome SNPS (or <300 total genome SNPs, including SNP clusters likely due to
recombined regions), had >100-300kb of flexible DNA deleted in each lineage. This figure is
likely an underestimate of the total amount of DNA deletions that have occurred along each
branch since only the leaves can be sampled. This suggests that perhaps fast loss of flexible
DNA may be mediated by turnover (i.e., replacement by new incoming DNA). Whether this
fast turnover of flexible DNA is mediated by different mechanisms than the deletion bias
typically discussed in the literature has not been explored, as strains this closely related
have not, to our knowledge, been analyzed previously.
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Chapter 3. Conservation of coexpression
without conservation of
response in bacterial gene
regulatory networks
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3.2 Abstract
Transcriptional response to environmental perturbation is important for fitness, but how
these adaptive strategies evolve remains poorly characterized. In this study, we address
two fundamental questions about the evolution of bacterial gene regulation. First, we asked
to what extent the basic units of the transcriptional network, coexpressed gene pairs, are
conserved across the billions of years of evolution spanned by three bacterial clades.
Second, we asked whether the global transcriptional phenotype in an environment is
conserved.
We report an extensive compendium of transcriptomic data in three metal-reducing
bacteria we generated to conduct our comparative survey of transcriptional phenotype. We
also analyze hundreds of previously described microbial gene expression experiments, to
quantify coexpression conserved in our model organisms and across the bacterial domain.
Comparing orthologous genes' responses, however, revealed that global transcriptional
phenotypes are not conserved over relatively short time spans, although we identify specific
exceptions where orthologous genes respond similarly to an environmental cue. We also
show that bacterial transcriptional responses are extremely sensitive to variations in
experimental treatments.
We find a lack of consistency or conservation in bacterial transcriptional responses,
which calls into question the standard analysis of transcriptomic data listing significant
changers in a single experiment. Comparative transcriptomics may be critical for identifying
the elements of any transcriptional response that are functionally (and not just statistically)
significant, but consistently produced data from very closely related bacteria will be
required. Our comparative survey of gene expression underscores the need for a model of
gene expression evolution, one that can relate the robustness and fitness of transcriptional
responses to their subsequent selection.
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3.3 Background
Microbes in changing environmental conditions alter their phenotype via gene regulation in
response, but the selection on this response is poorly understood. Although instances of
differentially regulated genes have been extensively documented (DeRisi, Iyer, and Brown
1997; Faith et al. 2008), even a basic understanding of their fitness contributions (Birrell et
al. 2002; Giaever et al. 2002; Klosinska et al. 2011; S. L. Tai et al. 2007), divergence, or drift
is lacking.
A fundamental unanswered question is whether orthologous bacterial genes
respond the same way to the same environmental cues. While recent studies have
characterized the divergence of transcriptomic responses in 5 closely related yeast species
(Tirosh et al. 2006), and of proteomic abundance profiles in 10 co-generic proteobacteria
(Konstantinidis et al. 2009), to our knowledge, conservation of bacterial transcriptomic
responses had been never been quantified. Comparative transcriptomic studies in bacteria
typically revolve around strain-specific differences, which can then be implicated in
pathogenic or other adaptive phenotypes (Yoder-Himes et al. 2009; Guell et al. 2011; Zhang,
Dudley, and Wade 2011), but the extent to which these differences are due to selection or
drift has not been shown (M. Lynch 2007). Indeed, even upregulated genes' presumed
selective advantage is questioned (Birrell et al. 2002; Giaever et al. 2002; Klosinska et al.
2011; S. L. Tai et al. 2007), but their conservation could support it. Whether bacterial genes
respond the same way to the same condition is thus fundamental to our understanding of
transcriptional response. To characterize the evolution of transcriptional phenotype in a
variety of species and environmental stressors, we generated an extensive compendium of
transcriptomic data in three proteobacteria, and analyzed data from public repositories.
We focused our study of transcriptional phenotype on three dissimilatory metal-
reducers that have gathered interest as agents of bioremediation. Geobacter metallireducens
GS-15 and Desulfovibrio vulgaris Hildenborough are delta-proteobacteria and likely
diverged from Shewanella oneidensis MR-1 and the rest of the gamma-proteobacteria three
billion years ago at the base of the Proteobacterial clade (Ciccarelli et al. 2006; David and
Alm 2010). D. vulgaris is an anaerobic sulfate-reducer and S. oneidensis is a facultative
anaerobe, but their common natural environments and dissimilatory metal reducing
lifestyles and may pose similar challenges. On a genomic level, they share 832 putatively
orthologous genes, roughly a quarter of D. vulgaris' gene content, including half of its
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transcription factors (Heidelberg, Seshadri, Haveman, Hemme, Paulsen, Kolonay, Eisen,
Ward, Methe, Brinkac, et al. 2004; Heidelberg, Seshadri, Haveman, Hemme, Paulsen,
Kolonay, Eisen, Ward, Methe, and Brinkac 2004; Mulder et al. 2007), though recent work
suggests that transcription factors identified as bi-directional best hits (BBH) may be an
overestimate of the vertically-inherited regulators controlling orthologous regulons (M.
Price, Dehal, and Arkin 2007). We also assayed phenotype of G. metailireducens, a much
closer relative of D. vulgaris, sharing more gene content (Paramvir S. Dehal et al.), and the
obligate anaerobic lifestyle (Lovley et al. 1993).
To ask how orthologous genes respond to similar environmental stressors, we
generated an extensive compendium of transcriptional profiles by subjecting these bacteria
to a variety of ancient and ubiquitous environmental changes: heat, cold, acid, alkaline, salt,
and nitrate. We also analyzed public transcriptomic datasets of for evidence of
transcriptional response conservation in other species and conditions.
While the evolution of transcriptional response has not been described in
prokaryotes, conservation of their transcriptional network has been explored by looking at
conserved network architecture, including modules (McAdams, Srinivasan, and Arkin 2004;
Babu et al. 2004; Gelfand 2006). Studies have convincingly demonstrated that genomes are
partitioned into functional modules that are expressed together (Stuart et al. 2003;
Bergmann, Ihmels, and Barkai 2004), clustered together (Price et al. 2005), physically
interacting (Zinman, Zhong, and Bar-Joseph 2011) and laterally transferred together
(Morgan N. Price, Arkin, and Alm 2006). As the transcriptional network in evolves, these
units can remain cohesive, with some conserved transcriptional modules documented in
species as divergent as E. coli and metazoans (Stuart et al. 2003; Bergmann, Ihmels, and
Barkai 2004), or even out to B. subtilis (Waltman et al. 2010; Zarrineh et al. 2010), but are
part of a complex picture of network evolution, including flexibility and extensive rewiring
of functional modules (Fokkens and Snel 2009; Roguev et al. 2008; Singh et al. 2008). For a
look at overall conservation of the transcriptional networks in our model organisms and
across the bacterial domain, we start by quantifying the conservation and function of the
simplest possible units, coexpressed gene pairs, in four very divergent bacteria.
Despite abundant transcriptomic data in bacteria, no model exists for its evolution,
and the correspondence between orthologous genes responses is not even qualitatively
understood. This comparative survey of transcriptional phenotype was undertaken to
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examine transcriptional network evolution in bacteria in two fundamental ways:
conservation of links on the network, and conservation of network output. To do so, we
generated microarray data in three bacterial species and drew on a large database of public
microarray data to evaluate conservation of coexpression and response to a variety of
environmental stressors.
3.4 Results and Discussion
3.4.1 Coexpression is significantly conserved across bacteria
Our broad survey of conservation of coexpression painted a complex picture: we identify a
very significant number of coexpression couplings conserved over vast evolutionary
distances spanned by bacterial phyla. The majority, however, we do not find conserved,
likely reflecting re-organization of species' transcriptional programs, in agreement with
previous reports (Zarrineh et al. 2010). We used hundreds of microarray experiments to
define coexpressed genes and assess their conservation across the bacterial domain,
focusing on the simplest unit of the transcriptional network, coexpressed gene pairs. Gene
pairs that are up-regulated or down-regulated together across many conditions tend to be
functionally associated (Brown and Botstein 1999; Eisen 1998; Fink et al. 1998), and may
participate in the same pathway or physically interact. Coexpressed genes have been
further clustered into larger modules that act cohesively across conditions and evolutionary
time (Cai, 2010; van Noort et al., 2003; Waltman et al., 2010; Zarrineh et al., 2010).
Conservation in an ancient gene regulatory network was assessed by comparing
coexpressed gene pairs in three very divergent bacterial clades: a cyanobacterium
(Synechocystis PCC)(Kaneko et al. 1996) and our two model organisms (deeply branching
proteobacteria), using data from the well-studied E. coil MG1655 to bolster inference of
coexpressed gene in the gamma-Proteobacterial branch. Between the extensive phenotypic
dataset we generated and public databases (Barrett et al. 2007; Paramvir S. Dehal et al.),
these four organisms had some of the most extensive and varied assays of their
transcriptomic responses to common ecological conditions. This wide variety of
experimental conditions sampled many distinct transcriptional states, and we built a
comprehensive picture of coexpression for millions of gene pairs, then asked which
coexpression links were conserved.
Despite a few billion years spent diverging from a common ancestor, these
transcriptional networks shared more than 14 times the number of coexpressed pairs
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expected by chance: of 18196 coexpressed pairs in the gamma-proteobacteria with
orthologous genes and data in the other two clades, 2629 of these links were conserved
whereas only 182 were expected under a model of random assortment. The model of
random assortment was constructed without reference to operon structure, because while
conservation of operon structure could be a mechanism underlying many conserved
coexpression links, operon structure is driven by co-regulation (M. N. Price et al. 2005), so it
is therefore likely that selection on coexpression preserves co-operon structure rather than
the reverse. We identified putative coexpressed pairs in a single organism as those in the
top 10th percentile of correlated expression over all conditions. (See methods for details and
results using alternative cutoffs). To validate our cutoff for defining coexpressed pairs, we
verified that this level of coexpression conservation was typical of protein partners by
considering the subset of coexpressed pairs also known to be physically interacting in vivo
(Butland et al. 2005; Hu et al. 2009). For the subset of 198 ubiquitous proteins where
coexpression confidence was increased by physical interaction data, adding this criterion
resulted in pairs just over twice as likely to be conserved. Thus, our simple strategy
identified coexpressed gene pairs with regulatory conservation comparable to that of
coexpressed proteins also known to physically interact in E. coli.
What are the cellular functions of these pieces of the transcriptional network
conserved across vast distances? Figure la depicts the conserved gene pairs' functions (as
defined by the Riley functional categories used in COG (Tatusov et al. 2003), and which are
unexpectedly likely to be linked given the distribution of conserved genes. Our conserved
set of links was enriched five-fold for pairs participating in protein translation, a process
known to be tightly co-regulated (Leary and Huang 2001; Kaczanowska and Ryden-Aulin
2007), though the fact that stressful conditions comprise a large part of microarray
databases and our data compendium may bias us towards discovery of this functional
categories. Stress conditions tend to slow growth rates and ribosomal biogenesis in general
(Brauer et al. 2008; Rzhetsky et al. 2009), and this is particularly true in our experiments, as
experimental perturbations were tuned such that each resulted in a 50% reduction in
growth rate. While a large fraction of conserved genes are in the replication, recombination,
and repair functional category (L), conserved links to this category are few, indicating that
these conserved genes have divergent regulation. While previous studies have described
predominantly within-functional-category coexpression links (Bergmann, Ihmels, and
Barkai 2004; Stuart et al. 2003), Figure la illustrates many conserved links between genes
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from different COG functional categories. For instance, energy production and conversion
genes are coexpressed with translational machinery genes (C-J), at a rate 10-fold higher
than expected, with the genes of the ATP synthase complex among the most highly
connected, a reflection of the high cost of ribosome biosynthesis (Warner 1999).
Interestingly, the steep energy cost of amino acid usage in translation (Akashi and Gojobori
2002) is not reflected by conserved regulatory links with the energetic functional category
(E-C), though nucleotide metabolism is unexpectedly coupled with energy.
The choice of correlation threshold for defining coexpressed pairs influences
quantification of conservation, so we took a broader view by visualizing the divergence in
the whole coexpression distribution instead of just the top 10%. The observed joint
distribution of any two species counts where in each species' coexpression distribution a
gene pairs' correlation is conserved in the orthologous pair. Under a model of random
assortment, the correlation of a gene-pair in one organism is independent of its orthologous
gene-pairs in others, so the expected joint distribution is the product of the two
independent species' distributions. Figure lb quantifies the joint distribution's departure
from the random assortment model: at the extremes of coexpression, and the waning
similarity between successively more distant pairs of species is suggestive that the
divergence in coexpression has not yet plateaued.
We were surprised to see that a number of gene pairs remain anticorrelated over
billions of years (Figure 1c). While approximately half of these conserved pairs were
expected by chance and may be spurious, the links could generate hypotheses about
function. For example, ycal is currently uncharacterized (Uniprot Consortium 2011) and has
no known physical interactions (Su et al. 2008) nor convincing functional data compiled in
online databases (Szklarczyk et al. 2010), apart from homology to DNA internalization
proteins. The expression of ycal in opposition to a suite of growth and translation proteins
(cogJ, asnS, engA, ileS) (Uniprot Consortium 2011) and to a few proteins of the de novo
nucleotide synthesis pathway (guaA, purB), is consistent across billions of years, raising the
possibility that despite the diversity of natural competence programs observed in bacteria
(Gilbreath et al. 2011), competence induced out of phase with the ribosomal/growth
transcriptional program is ancient and conserved. Anticorrelated expression relationships,
and conserved ones in particular, can complement the usual expression profile clustering as
a means for generating critically needed hypotheses about physiology or function (Dhillon,
Marcotte, and Roshan 2003; Shatkay et al. 2000) but are not frequently used.
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3.4.2 Expression phenotypes are not conserved
A fundamental question in the evolution of transcriptional phenotypes is whether
orthologous genes respond in a similar way to similar conditions. Because we could not find
this directly addressed in the scientific literature, we searched public databases to gather
comparable stress experiments performed in two or more species. For a number of
common environmental perturbations, including heat stress, oxidative stress, acid, alcohol,
and UV, we compared transcriptional responses to each stress in the closest species
available (typically same-genus or family), and never observed significant conservation (for
all orthologous genes, we compared log fold-change between treatment and control
expression, transcriptional response hereafter). The single exception was in the close
relatives Escherichia coli and Salmonella enterica, in which we were able to find one time
point in heat shock with a modest signal for conservation (r 2=0.22) in our comparison of six
pairs of experimental time courses (Allen et al. 2003; Gutierrez-Rios et al. 2003; Jozefczuk et
al. 2010) (see Supplemental Notes for details).
In fact, we noticed that when a species' response to a given condition was assayed
by more than one laboratory, the inter-lab comparisons overwhelmingly and surprisingly
showed poor or zero correlation. Figure 2 highlights an example: E. coli differential
expression in pH perturbations show little or sometimes negative correlation across
different laboratories (Faith et al. 2008; Glasner et al. 2003; Kannan et al. 2008; Maurer et
al. 2005; Hayes, Wilks, Yohannes, et al. 2006; Hayes, Wilks, Sanfilippo, et al. 2006). In the
case of acute acid stress, three datasets (Faith et al. 2008; Glasner et al. 2003; Kannan et al.
2008) report a total of 836 significantly up-regulated genes, only two of which were
common to all three studies (at any time point). Indeed, the responses to acid compared
across laboratories were less similar than acid and alkaline within a laboratory, indicating
that the transcriptional response is driven more by the details of experimental protocol and
analysis than by the ancient ecological stressor. This observation argues for caution when
drawing physiological conclusions from any single transcriptomic experiment. It also
suggests that the dissimilarity we observed between species in comparisons of public data
could equally be due to differences in experimental details as to divergence between
species.
To limit the non-evolutionary sources of dissimilarity, we designed a standardized
experimental protocol and data analysis pipeline and produced a compendium of stress
response data in three species (see Methods). In S. oneidensis and D. vulgaris, we produced
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time series of transcriptional responses to five common environmental stressors: heat and
cold, salt, acid, and alkaline. We also grew S. oneidensis both aerobically and anaerobically
for the salt stress condition to interrogate the possible effects of aerobic growth on stress
phenotype.
The transcriptional phenotype of these two species responding to environmental
perturbations showed little evidence of conservation: only a modest correlation in
temperature shock (r 2 <0.11, Figure 3a). We first considered similarity of response of all 830
shared genes (BBH, see Supplementary Figure 1) but found temperature shock responses
were more correlated when we restricted our comparison to 509 tree-based orthologs, the
subset of orthologs whose gene trees support strict vertical descent (M. Price, Dehal, and
Arkin 2007; Paramvir S. Dehal et al.), highlighting the utility of tree-based methods for
identifying functional orthologs. We compared same-condition transcriptomic responses
(Figure 3a, bold boxes on diagonal) to ask if responses were similar, and different-condition
responses to ask if the similarity was condition specific or more general. Within each
condition, the most similar responses (annotated b-e) show very weak correlation
(0<r 2 <0.11). Other than the limited conservation in temperature shock, several
considerations indicate that global similarity is absent: in many comparisons no
significantly changing genes are shared, and within acid and salt shock, there are as many
anticorrelated as correlated responses. We also do not observe a consistent conserved
general stress response (GSR) in this transcriptomic data. This may be due to the fact that
GSR regulation diverges rapidly (Caimano et al. 2004; Gunesekere et al. 2006; Mittenhuber
2002), or that the ancient part of the response is largely post-translational (Mittenhuber
2002; Staron and Mascher 2010),but transcriptional conservation of the GSR was not found
to be addressed in the literature.
This lack of conservation in response is somewhat surprising given that
coexpression showed a significant level of conservation: 4083 gene pairs were still
coexpressed in both genomes, whereas only 1210 are expected by chance. This highlights
an important distinction between the conservation of coexpression and the conservation of
phenotype: coexpressed genes may act as a unit in both species, but that unit may not
respond in a similar manner to the same condition.
To look for conservation of phenotype over shorter evolutionary intervals, we
compared transcriptional responses of D. vulgaris to those of Geobacter metallireducens, but
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still found no evidence for conservation (Figure 4). We grew G. metallireducens under salt
and nitrate stress using protocols minimally modified from D. vulgaris, and compared same-
condition transcriptomic responses as well as different-condition responses (Figure 4 and
additional data in Supplement). We observe some weak correlation in these species'
responses to the same condition (Figure 4b-c; r 2=0.09 for nitrate and 0.03 for salt), but as
these were less similar than responses to different conditions (for example, salt versus
nitrate or nitrate versus pH) they do not support condition-specific conservation. While a
conserved general stress response might exhibit such a signature, upon further
investigation, the most similar nitrate and salt responses across species (Figure 4b-c) share
only a single significantly changing gene, the DNA repair protein recR. Thus, over these
evolutionary intervals, neither general stress responses nor condition-specific ones are
similar at the transcriptional level.
Despite divergent global responses, there may be functional modules with
conserved expression. Under any particular condition, some critical modules may respond
directly to environmental cues, while others respond to indirect signals propagated through
the cell's global regulatory network. We reasoned that the expression phenotypes of
modules responding directly to any particular condition might be more conserved
evolutionarily. To test this hypothesis, we focused on the heat shock response, as it showed
the best signal of conservation, and the genes important for fitness have been well
characterized by independent experiments. We examined heat shock response data culled
from the databases for a broader set of species (Chhabra et al. 2006; Frye et al.; Gao et al.
2004; Gutierrez-Rios et al. 2003; Helmann et al. 2001), and apart from the close sister
species E. coli and S. enterica, little or no correlation of global transcriptional response was
found in comparisons of more evolutionarily distant pairs of species (Figure 5). However,
heat shock module genes, known a priori to be important for fitness in this condition, have a
highly conserved response between E. coli and S. enterica, and the general response is
consistent across all of the species tested, despite the large evolutionary separations
between them. In fact, the magnitudes of the responses for each gene in the heat shock
module are similar, which is remarkable given that the experiments were done in different
culture media, aerobicity, temperatures, platforms, and using overall different lab protocols.
The differences in the global transcriptional profiles could be driven by the
sensitivity to experimental protocols, or by drift of relatively unimportant parts of the
response. However, in the case of the heat shock module's response, selection not only
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conserved it over vast evolutionary distance, but also made it robust to the many other
environmental cues acting in addition to heat shock. This observed conservation and
consistency places bounds on the effects of drift and sensitivity on genes expression with
known fitness benefit.
3.5 Conclusions and future directions
We showed that an environmental perturbation elicits vastly different
transcriptional responses in orthologous bacterial genes. Why are orthologous genes not
expressed in a similar way in a similar condition? Two elements contribute to this
dissimilarity: evolutionary divergence between species, and protocol-specific side effects.
The extent to which each of these is due to natural selection versus neutral drift is an
important unanswered question.
The phenomenon of similar microarray-based experiments producing inconsistent
results has been noted previously. For example, different platforms and analysis methods
may inconsistently quantify absolute expression level or low abundance transcripts
(Draghici et al. 2006; Shippy et al. 2006). However, a large consortium's systematic
evaluation found excellent quantitative agreement in global transcriptional profiles
between a variety of platforms, sites, and normalization techniques, particularly for fold-
change values (Canales et al. 2006; Shippy et al. 2006; Shi et al. 2006), leading us to suppose
that most of the protocol-specific variation is present in the biomass, rather than introduced
by downstream measurement and processing. Indeed, more than a decade's worth of
microarray measurements in well-studied yeast systems provide the perfect comparison to
the variability of response we have highlighted in bacteria. In a number of yeast species, a
diverse set of stressors all elicit a stereotypical global transcriptional program, termed the
environmental stress response (ESR) (Gasch et al. 2000). In contrast to the "general stress
response" (GSR) mediated by alternative sigma factors in prokaryotes, this is a global and
highly stereotypical pattern, and is consistent across experiments done in different labs,
with different methodology, platforms, and strains (Gasch et al. 2000). The global
correlation of response is also largely shared between S. cerevisiae and S. pombe (Chen et al.
2003; Gasch 2007) despite 500 million years of evolutionary divergence (Berbee and Taylor
1993) and significant rewiring of even basic cellular transcription programs (Rustici et al.
2004). More recent analysis of the yeast ESR has found the effect largely due to cell-cycle
genes (Slavov et al. 2012), but the robust and conserved global response remains in striking
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contrast to our observation of response variability in the same species or closely related
bacteria, and could indicate fundamental differences in the strategies used to tolerate stress
across the domains of life.
The extreme sensitivity in the bacterial transcriptional response to stress not only
calls into question the functional conclusions drawn from a single experiment's list of
significantly changing genes, but also the fraction of the global transcriptional response that
actually contributes to fitness, in line with previous studies that have found differential
expression poorly correlated with positive fitness effects measured by other means (Birrell
et al. 2002; Giaever et al. 2002; Klosinska et al. 2011; S. L. Tai et al. 2007).
Has selection tuned every part of the global transcriptional state, or is it more likely
that of the hundreds of genes that respond (significantly) to an environmental perturbation,
only a fraction of these contribute to fitness, and the remaining changes are side-effects of
the global network that are mostly neutral for fitness? For example, the E. coli CRP regulon
affects hundreds of downstream genes (Salgado et al. 2006; Zheng et al. 2004), but it seems
implausible that each of them is responding optimally and contributing to fitness in every
condition where CRP activity is modulated. It may be that for any one condition, the
expression of a handful are important while the expression of the rest are 'hitchhiking'
via their shared regulator. The extent to which bacterial transcriptional responses are
evolving under selection or neutral drift remains an open question, but even where neutral
evolution may not be the best model for expression (Bedford and Hartl 2009) that doesn't
preclude widespread neutrality in a dynamic, condition-specific response (M. Lynch 2007).
Questioning global optimality seems even more probable when one considers that a
monoculture laboratory dish is a poor duplicate of the natural ecology experienced by a
bacterium, and whatever the experimental protocol used, those conditions have likely never
been optimized by selection.
The most common approach to transcriptome analysis is to list the genes predicted
to change with the highest degree of statistical confidence, but here we showed that
variation in transcriptional responses with a species can lead to inconsistent lists, if not
misleading conclusions. Whether the mercurial nature of bacterial transcriptional
responses is due to protocol-specific responses or widespread neutrality is an important
fundamental question, but regardless, comparative transcriptomics provides a practical
strategy for identifying the functionally important parts of the response: by honing in on
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those conserved by purifying or stabilizing selection, just as the conserved residues in a
multiple sequence alignment can highlight the residues critical for protein function. We
showed a module known to be important for fitness had far greater conservation;
conversely, conserved condition-specific modules could be learned (Lazzeroni and Owen
2002; Waltman et al. 2010) where they are not known a priori and thus focus our
physiological interpretation of a response with information complementary to differential
expression.
In our data compendium of three metal-reducing proteobacteria, we found that
despite significant conservation of an ancient regulatory network, orthologous proteins
very rarely show a conserved response. Taking these findings into account, future
comparisons of transcriptional phenotypes from multiple closely related bacterial species,
employing rather stringent protocol standardization or in situ techniques, will be a valuable
approach for understanding the both the physiology of transcriptional responses in bacteria
and their evolution.
3.6 Materials and Methods.
3.6.1 Biomass production and stress application.
Our compendium of microarray data was conceived with the aim of comparing
transcriptional responses in three model metal-reducing species (S. oneidensis, D. vulgaris,
G. metallireducens). To that end, our experimental design included efforts to make biomass
production and quality control similar, and stress conditions comparable wherever
possible. In some cases experimental protocols could not be made identical due to biological
constraints (different media and/or gas composition of headspace were used to
accommodate the significantly different physiology of our organisms) or technological
constraints (e.g., microarrays were not available for all three species on the same platform).
Efforts to make the environmental stress comparable included determining the
stress level for each condition, in each organism, such that the cell growth was possible but
significantly inhibited. Various concentrations of stressors were tested to determine an
appropriate inhibitory concentration. In most cases we were able to find a stressor
concentration to reduce growth by 50% of the maximum compared to the control (noted as
the minimum inhibitory concentration or MIC). In some cases, transcriptomic responses of
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a number of inhibitory concentrations were assayed. Biomass was collected at a number of
time points post treatment to capture response dynamics, these time points differed by
organism in accordance with their stress response and growth curves.
Some experiments we generated in our three model organisms have been published
previously. In S. oneidensis, heat shock (Gao et al. 2004), cold shock (Gao et al. 2006), and pH
(Leaphart et al. 2006) were described previously. In D. vulgaris, heat shock (Chhabra et al.
2006), alkaline (Stolyar et al. 2007), some salt data (Mukhopadhyay et al. 2006) and some
nitrate data (He et al. 2010) were described previously. The detailed protocols for
unpublished experimental data are described below.
Shewanella oneidensis. For salt stress studies on aerobically grown Shewanella oneidensis
strain MR1, starter cultures were inoculated 1:100 from 2ml vials of -80C freezer stocks
into LS4D medium and grown in a 30C water bath until log phase (OD-0.34). Then they
were inoculated into six 2000ml biomass production cultures. At an OD5 9 o of approximately
0.4, 500mM NaCl stress was applied to three of these, and the other three were treated as
non-stressed control incubations.
To facilitate comparison of gene expression of Shewanella oneidensis to D. vulgaris,
we also assayed S. oneidensis stress response under strict anaerobic conditions. For salt
stress studies cultures were grown in LS4D medium (Mukhopadhyay et al. 2006) minimally
modified to allow growth of Shewanella oneidensis strain MR1 by substituting 50mM sulfate
with 50mM fumarate. Minimum inhibitory concentration under these conditions was
determined to be 300mM NaCl; during biomass production for transcriptomic studies
300mM NaCl was added as the stressor in triplicate incubations after cells reached mid-log
phase as described for D. vulgaris. Subsamples were harvested at 0, 60, 120 and 240 mins
after stressor addition.
Desulfovibrio vulgaris. For Desulfovibrio vulgaris Hildenborough biomass production,
starter cultures were grown in LS4D medium from frozen glycerol stocks. Inoculations were
typically a 1:10 dilution. For example, 1ml thawed stock was added to 10ml LS4D for
overnight cultures. When these starter cultures reached mid-log phase, they were
inoculated into six biomass production cultures using a 1:100 dilution. At an ODso of
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approximately 0.6 per ml, stressor was applied to three of these, and the other three were
mock-treated to serve as non-stressed control incubations.
In the case of salt stress, the MIC was determined to be 250mM NaCl (in addition to
what is present in LS4D). For the control incubations, a volume of LS4D or deionized
degassed water equal to the solution of NaCl was added. Subsamples were collected from
the stressed and non-stressed treatments generally at 0, 30, 60, 120, and 240 min following
stressor addition. To arrest further cell activity at this point, samples were processed as
described previously (Mukhopadhyay et al. 2006). Briefly, the required volume of culture
was harvested through a cooling tube, centrifuged at 11,000rcf for 10 minutes to pellet cells.
The supernatant was discarded and pelleted cells were resuspended in 30 ml chilled PBS,
spun down with the same parameters as before, and the pellet was stored in -80C until
further analysis.
In the case of nitrate stress, the MIC was determined to be 6500ppm. LS4D media
was inoculated with frozen stocks at 1:100 dilution and grown at 30C in an anaerobic
chamber (10% C02, 5%H2, remainder N2) overnight to an OD of 0.3/ml; then this culture
was used to inoculate samples (1:10) for biomass production. Six bottles were grown until
0.4/ml OD, at which point we took a TO sample from each bottle, and added 40 ml of 4.43 M
NaNO3 to three of the six bottles; an equal volume of water was added to the other three for
control. Additional samples for 30,60,120, and 240 minute time points were obtained. All
samples were obtained by aspiration from bottles in an airtight manner. The four nitrate
time courses analyzed in this study included slight experimental variations from this
workflow. Time zero "TO" OD varied between 0.28-0.4, and final pH of control between 7.0-
7.3. Experiment 23 excluded the additional PBS-washing step after centrifugation. These
additional experiments with slight variations were all included in this meta-analysis to
allow for every possible chance of observing similarity in transcriptomic phenotype.
In the case of pH stress, 1.8M H2SO4 was added to reach a culture pH of 6.2 or 5.5
(Exp 111 and 38 respectively), and nothing was added to the control cultures.
In the case of cold stress, biomass production proceeded as described above for D.
vulgaris. After TO harvesting, the three treatment bottles were taken out of the anaerobic
chamber and placed in the water bath at 8C, pumped through a chilling device and quickly
chilled to 8C. Samples were taken at 60,120, and 240 minutes.
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D. vulgaris heat shock experiments (Chhabra et al. 2006) were performed like the
rest of the D. vulgaris experiments, but with the following key differences: lactate sulfate
medium (LS) with yeast extract (not defined) was used as culture media. 37C rather than
30C was used for overnight cell growth as well as control conditions for biomass
production. Samples were transferred on the benchtop to a pre-chilled 50ml falcon tube and
spun down at 10,000rcf before storage in -80C.
Geobacter metallireducens. To facilitate comparison of gene expression of Geobacter
metallireducens to D. vulgaris, LS4D medium was minimally modified to accommodate the
growth of the iron-reducing Geobacter strain GS 15. Notably, 10mM Iron-NTA was added as
the electron acceptor instead of 50mM sulfate, and 10mM acetate added instead of 60mM
lactate as the electron donor. Starter cultures were initiated in this medium from frozen
stocks, subcultured once before inoculation into biomass production cultures. Due to the
infeasibility of tracking cell growth in cultures containing iron by optical density, Iron(II)
concentration and cell counts were used as measures of growth. The MICs for G.
metallireducens were determined as for D. vulgaris. Control and stressed cultures were
prepared in triplicate under anaerobic conditions as described above for D. vulgaris and
subsamples collected and processed at 0, 60, 120 and 240 mins after addition of stressor at
the MIC (100mM NaCl in the case of salt stress and 10mM in the case of nitrate).
3.6.2 Microarray extraction and hybridization.
For S. oneidensis salt experiments, microarray extraction and hybridization were performed
as described previously (Zhou et al. 2010) to a custom oligo array (Gao et al. 2004). For D.
vulgaris, microarray extraction and hybridization were performed as described previously
(Stolyar et al. 2007) with the exception of nitrate, which was previously published (He et al.
2010).
For Geobacter metallireducens, extraction and labeling of total RNA and genomic DNA were
carried out as described for D. vulgaris. Microarray hybridization was performed as
described previously (Zhou et al. 2010).
Data processing. Log expression levels, including global normalization, were first
computed for each microarray. Log expression levels obtained from replicate arrays were
averaged. Each gene was represented by two spots on each microarray, and spots flagged
by the scanning software were excluded. The net signal of each spot was calculated by
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subtracting the background signal and adding a pseudosignal of 100 to obtain a positive
value. For resulting net signals of 50, a value of 50 was used. For each spot, the level of
expression was the ratio of the two channels (ratio of mRNA to genomic DNA). For each
replicate, the levels were normalized so that the total expression levels for the spots that
were present on all replicates were identical. Finally, mean expression levels and standard
deviations of each spot were calculated, which required n > 1. To estimate differential gene
expression in control and treatment conditions, normalized log ratios were used. The log
ratio was log2 (treatment)/log2 (control). This log ratio was normalized using LOWESS on
the difference versus the sum of the log expression level (Dudoit and Fridlyand 2002).
Sector-based artifacts were observed; therefore, the log ratio was further normalized by
subtracting the median of all spots within each sector. Up to this point, data were processed
using spots instead of genes to allow sector-based normalization. Finally, the spots for each
gene were averaged to obtain a final normalized log ratio. To assess the significance of the
normalized log ratio, a Z score was calculated by using the following equation: Z =
log2(treatment/control) / sqrt(0.25 + variance) , where 0.25 is a pseudovariance term. Log
ratios and Z values for all microarray data in this study are available at
http://www.microbesonline.org/cgi-bin/microarray/viewExp.cgi?expld. The log ratios and
Z values were used to generate two types of plots, (i) volcano plots and (ii) operon-based
estimates of local accuracy. For volcano plots, we plotted the log2 ratio of all genes versus Z.
This provided an estimate of the total numbers of significant changers in a microarray
comparison and allowed determination of which time showed the most changers. For
operon-based estimates of local accuracy, each point represented a group of 100 predicted
significant changers with similar Z scores (the point showed the least significant Z value in
the set). The estimated accuracy of each group of changers was derived by inspecting other
genes in the same operons as these changers. For random changers, the transcripts for 50%
of these genes should have been regulated in the same direction, and for perfect changers
100% of the genes should have been regulated in the same direction. Members of the
operons without a consistent signal across replicates (Z < 0.5) were excluded. Even with
perfect microarray data, the estimated accuracy was somewhat less than 100% due to
errors in operon predictions. For operon plots see http://www.microbesonline.org/cgi-
bin/microarray/viewExp.cgi?expId=XX and select Plots.
For public datasets, we averaged replicates and normalized data (median centered
and treatment versus control) where applicable, such that each gene was represented by a
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log-fold-change in expression between treatment and control. The control was always taken
from the same data series as the treatment. For time-course data sets, we used the series'
zero time point as a control. For continuous culture experiments, the unstressed growth
condition with identical metadata was used as a control. Public datasets are cited in the
main text; exact experiment reference numbers, control conditions and processing are
enumerated in Supplemental Notes.
3.6.3 Computational methods
Significant changers. As z-scores were not available for all of the public microarray data,
we used 2-fold up- or down-regulation as a threshold for significantly changing genes. If,
when investigating correlated responses in two or more species or from two or more
separate experiments, no conserved significant changing genes were discovered, we relaxed
this threshold to 1.5-fold (as it is less likely that the signal is spurious in both experiments).
Gene function and COG functional categories. All functional annotations were
downloaded from MicrobesOnline (Paramvir S. Dehal et al.). This includes COG functional
categories, many of which were not assigned in the COG database (which contains a limited
set of species/strains) but were annotated by the MicrobesOnline pipeline. To assign a COG
functional category to each orthologous gene family (tree-orthologs from the
MicrobesOnline database), we used all COG functional categories assigned to family
members (typically 1 but sometimes more).
Coexpressed gene pairs in a single species. We define putative "coexpressed pairs" as
the gene pairs with the most correlated response vectors across many conditions in each
organism. To supplement our own transcriptomic data (36 experiments for S oneidensis
and 79 for D. vulgaris), we gathered datasets from several public microarray databases for
two other organisms under diverse conditions: 40 for S. PCC, 40; 212 for E. coli. Some
conditions were represented by multiple time points. Prior to calculating coexpression, we
removed experiments that were too similar, i.e. the Pearson correlation over all genes,
p>0.90, to avoid their dominating the signal for coexpression.
For each pair of genes in an organism, we computed the Pearson correlation of
those two gene's response vectors over all conditions, i.e., a measure of tendency for the
two genes to be up- or down-regulated together in response to a variety of perturbations.
Each gene in a species was represented by a vector g where each entry gn is the log-fold-
change in gene expression for that gene in experiment n (using all transcriptomic
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experiments for that organism). The Pearson correlation of these vectors, p(gia, ggi) is the
coexpression of gene-pair (i, j) over all experiments n in species 1. (We only considered
gene pairs for which at least half the experiments had data.) For each organism, this yielded
a distribution of expression correlations p of 6 to 9 million gene pairs (G choose 2 where G
is the total number of genes in the genome). We took the top 10th percentile of gene pairs
from each organism's distribution as putatively coexpressed pairs. This low-specificity
cutoff for putative coexpressed pairs was a compromise to maintain reasonable sensitivity,
as it already excluded more than 25% of (predicted or experimentally validated) co-
operonic genes in E. coli. Similarly, anticorrelated gene pairs were defined those in the
bottom 10th percentile (and Pearson's p<O) in each organism.
Conservation of coexpressed pairs. To quantify conservation of coexpression, we took
the list of putative coexpressed gene pairs in each species, and asked which orthologous
gene-pairs were also coexpressed. To calculate both the observed and expected fractions
conserved, we considered only the gene pairs with conserved orthologous gene pairs
present in the other species, so that the signal of regulatory rewiring would not be
convoluted with the signal of gene presence/absence.
For the four-species comparative analyses, we used orthologous gene families built
from tree-based orthologs (M. Price, Dehal, and Arkin 2007; Paramvir S. Dehal et al.), 295
gene families present in S. PCC, D. vulgaris, and at least one of our two gamma-
proteobacteria. Each gene-family-pair (i, j) has expression correlation p(gui, gai) in species 1
and expression correlation p(gi2, gj2) in species 2, and conserved coexpression if both
correlations p rank in the top 10th percentile in their respective species. To calculate the
expected number of coexpression links conserved, we started with the set of gene pairs
coexpressed ( rank( p(gji, gi) ) >0.1) in either gamma-proteobacteria, considering only
those with orthologs and data in the other two branches (18196 gene pairs), and multiplied
by 0.10 twice (for each of the other two clades). Under a model of random assortment, 10%
of pairs would be expected to fall in the top 10th percentile of correlation for each phylum
added (D. vulgaris and S. PCC). A stricter definition of coexpression, the 1st percentile of
correlation, results in 407 conserved coexpressed pairs when only 0.5 are expected, a >800-
fold enrichment. Thus it is likely that our estimate of 14-fold enrichment of conservation
over expectation is quite conservative.
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To describe which cellular functions are linked by these ultra conserved
coexpression links (Figure 1a), we assigned all 295 conserved gene families one (or more)
functional categories, or to "unknown" (there are 18 functional categories defined for COG,
following Riley (Riley 1993)). The expected 2-D distribution of links between categories
was calculated as the network of random linkages between conserved genes, i.e., by
multiplying this marginal distribution for all categories. The observed distribution of links
was calculated as following: for each coexpressed ortholog-pair we added one count linking
the pair of functional categories to which those ortholog groups belong (splitting counts for
membership in multiple categories). For the fold-enrichment for each pair of functional
categories, we divided observed counts in each category-pair by the number expected.
For the conservation of correlation matrices (Figure 1b) we considered two
genomes' conserved coexpressed gene-pairs. For the observed joint (2D) distribution, in
each uniform bin we counted how many orthologous gene-pairs share that level of
coexpression in the two organisms: each gene-family-pair (i, j) places a count into the 2D
bin defined by coordinates (p(gi, gji), p(gi2, g2)) for all Pearson's p. The expected joint
distribution for each pair of genomes was calculated empirically under a null model of
random assortment (i.e., orthologs are no more likely to conserve their coexpression links
than by random chance): we multiplied the marginal (discrete) distributions of each of the
two species. All distributions were normalized to sum to 1. Each bin of the observed joint
distribution was divided by the counts in the expected joint distribution to yield the factor
of excess orthologous coexpressed pairs present at each level of correlation.
Protein-protein interactions taken from two genome-wide data sets (Butland et al.
2005; Hu et al. 2009) were used to identify the subset of E. coli coexpressed pairs also
physically interacting. Conservation of coexpression in this subset was calculated as for the
full set.
Similarity of transcriptional response The similarity in global transcriptional response
was computed as the Pearson correlation of the log-fold-change in expression of all
orthologous genes. Tree-based orthologs from MicrobesOnline were used, except where we
noted the bi-directional best hit (BBH) ortholog methodology (best hits were required over
75% of the length). Each transcriptional response (all genes in one time point of an
experimental treatment) was represented by a vector v, where each entry vg is the log-fold-
change in gene expression for gene g (and the vector includes all genes in that genome for
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which data was available for that experiment). Similarity of response is the Pearson
correlation p between two vectors vi and V2 (for all shared orthologous genes g in species 1
and 2), and is often discussed as p2 or r2 in the text, i.e., in the more intuitive terms of
fractional variance explained.
Conservation of transcriptional phenotype: definition. To decide whether correlation
of expression profiles represented significant conservation of condition-specific response,
we considered two things. If there was no other data for the two species being compared (as
was often the case for public datasets) we drew a cutoff of r2 =0.01 to consider a response
may be correlated. We considered the maximal correlation for all possible comparisons of
timepoints, so as not to assume that the dynamics of responses would be identical at the
same time points in different species. While r2<0.01 would have a significant p-value in a
test where every orthologs' data point was assumed independent, that is certainly an
overestimate of the true number of independently expressed genes in a genome, so this is
likely a permissive threshold for significant correlation. Secondly, we asked if the response
was more correlated within the same treatment condition than between different treatment
conditions. Where responses to different-conditions are more similar than to same-
conditions, the correlation is more likely due to chance or to a non-specific stress response
than to similar condition-specific adaptations acting in both the species. In all cases we
examined the list of conserved up- and down-regulated genes for corroboration and
physiological insights.
Estimation of divergence times. Approximate divergence times were taken from a
recent paper (David and Alm 2010). Briefly, a chronogram of the tree of life was constructed
with the PhyloBayes software package; this chronogram was calibrated according to a set of
temporal constraints drawn from the paleontology and biogeochemistry literature.
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3.8 Figures and Legends
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Figure 1. Conservation of coexpression across the bacterial domain
a) Cellular functions of ultra conserved genes and coexpressed gene pairs. The grey bars
profile the COG functional categories of 295 orthologous genes present (and having
expression data) in the three clades. The matrix of dots depicts the distribution of 2629
conserved coexpression partners amongst the functional categories: for each pair of
functional categories, dot size indicates the absolute number of coexpressed gene pairs,
while red-blue shading highlights function pairs with an unexpected share of coexpressed
members (compared to random links between the 295 genes present in all). b) Evolution of
the coexpression distribution between S. oneidensis and three increasingly distant species.
Each square (a bin of Pearson correlations) depicts the enrichment of orthologous gene-
pairs whose level of coexpression has been conserved (compared to the number expected
under a model of random assortment (see methods)). The majority of the distribution
exhibits random assortment, but enrichment in the highly correlated gene pairs is a strong
signal of conservation between species. Some anticorrelated pairs' conservation is also
evident. c) Anticorrelated interactions conserved across divergent bacteria. Edges connect
genes with opposite gene expression profiles conserved in our three clades. Nodes are
labeled with a gene name where available; node colors encode the COG functional category
assigned to the gene. The main hub aat is a leucyltransferase that functions in the N-end
rule pathway for protein degradation. The other hub, ycal, is uncharacterized but is
putatively a membrane protein involved in DNA internalization and competence for
transformation.
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Figure 2. Transcriptomic response to pH is highly variable, even within the same
species.
We compared the global responses from five data sets (separated by thin lines) assaying
acute or chronic pH-stress phenotype (timepoints and conditions are indicated) or pH
growth phenotype ("continuous" culture) in E. coli. Each square depicts the Pearson
correlation r of the response of all genes measured. Between labs, correlation is slight or
sometimes negative (maximum r 2=0.12). The responses to acid and alkaline from within a
dataset are far better correlated than the response to acid across datasets, despite being
normalized to their own controls. (All experiments were normalized to the pH7 condition
from the same data set; see methods for details).
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Figure 3. Comparison of phenotype in our stress compendium of S. oneidensis and D.
vulgaris
3a) Correlations in transcriptional responses between these two species in five
environmental perturbations. Each colored square in the matrix displays the Pearson
correlation between the response of all orthologs in S. oneidensis and D. vulgaris, comparing
each sample point in the time courses; the five bold boxes highlight the same-condition
comparisons (all-versus-all timepoints) for heat, cold, acid, alkaline, and salt. Roman
numerals mark experimental conditions while letters delineate multiple protocols or stress
levels within a condition. Experiment numbers (expXX) reference MicrobesOnline
expression database ids. The most correlated response within each condition is marked and
expanded in Figure 3b-e.
3b-e) The most similar transcriptional responses within each condition. Within each
treatment condition (indicated in a), the most similar responses are expanded in the scatter
plots, illustrating the up- or down-regulation of all orthologous genes. Each point represents
the log-fold-change measured in S. oneidensis along the x-axis and D. vulgaris along the y-
axis. Alkaline responses were never correlated, and so omitted.
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Figure 4. Comparison of phenotypes in our stress compendium of D. vulgaris and G.
metallireducens.
a) Correlations in transcriptional responses between these two species in salt and
nitrate stress. Each colored square in the matrix displays the Pearson correlation between
the response of all orthologs in D. vulgaris and G. metallireducens at each sample point of the
time courses; the two bold boxes highlight the same-condition comparisons (all-versus-all
timepoints). The most correlated response within each condition is marked and expanded
in Figure 4b-c. Roman numerals mark experimental conditions while letters delineate
multiple protocols or stress levels within a condition. Experiment numbers reference
MicrobesOnline expression database ids. The most correlated responses for each condition
are marked and expanded in Figure 4b and c.
b-c) The most similar responses within each condition. Within each treatment
condition (indicated in a), the most similar responses are expanded in the scatter plots,
illustrating the up- or down-regulation of all orthologous genes. Each point represents the
log-fold-change measured in D. vulgaris along the x-axis and G. metallireducens along the y-
axis.
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Table 1. Genes of our heat shock module
Name Orthologs Description
dnaK 1 1 1 1 chaperone Hsp70; DNA biosynthesis; autoregulated heat shock proteins
yabH 1 1 0 0 DnaJ-domain-containing proteins 1
CIP 1 11 ATP-depnden 'f eds dpeltcsbunkt heat. sock: protein F215
Ion 1 1 1 1 DNA-binding, ATP-dependent protease La; heat shock K-protein
ycaL 1 0 0 0 putative heat shock protein; Zn-dependent protease with chaperone
function
htrB 1 1 0 0 heat shock protein; lipid A biosynthesis lauroyl acyltransferase
hslJ 1 0 0 0 heat-inducible protein
ydhM 1 1 0 0 pred-icted moecuar chaipleen distardi relaed tok HSP704fold
htpX 1 1 1 1 heat shock protein, integral membrane protein
yegk 1 1 0 0 e t hock ilililllllf -
ddg 1 0 0 0 putative heat shock protein; Lauroyl/myristoyl acyltransferase
hscA I 1 0 0 etshock iroteki, chsapieoe lilasmber illis7Ol iginsfeINl
yfhE 1 1 0 0 DnaJ-domain-containing proteins 1
rp*E 1 1 0 1 Rtymell esigmaat heat sokandeoidativetrs
cipB 1 1 1 1 protein disaggregation chaperone
mreB 1 1 1 1 regulator of ftsl, penicillin binding protein 3, Heat shock protein Hsp70
domain
ON I 1 0 dsh tein&M40A$
yrfl 1 1 0 1 hypothetical protein; Disulfide bond chaperones of the Hsp33 family
lb 0 0 0 heat shock Patoln;idilKWif Omihileign@.iln@# %m~shockprteliv)
lbpA 1 1 0 0 heat shock protein; Molecular chaperone (small heat shock protein)
h~~slU ~ 1 1 1 1 -het eok pr-otein.hitimApil se sulbunltti hnwlogwsrtodailents
hslV 1 1 1 1 heat shock protein hslVU, proteasome-related peptidase subunit
eIn 1 14 lysi lmiislphl!#Idil ; ieshilldisatein
mopB 1 1 1 1 co-chaperonin GroES
yJIL 0 0 1 0 Activator of 2-hydroxyglutaryl-CoA dehydratase (HSP70-class ATPase
domain)
Heat shock module genes were identified by text mining of E. coli gene annotations.
Orthologous genes defined by the BBH method were identified in four other organisms
presence/absence of orthologous genes indicated by 1/0 in Se, Salmonella enterica; So,
Shewanella oneidensis; Dv, Desulfovibrio vulgaris; and Bs, Bacillus subtilis. BBH orthologs
were used in this case because limiting the module to tree-orthologs eliminated nearly all
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the genes under consideration at long phylogenetic distances; we judge this less strict
definition of orthology as more likely to yield a false negative than false positive result.
* genes of heat shock module
- all pairwise orthologs
S. enterica
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Figure 5. Conserved response of E. col heat shock module across five species despite
global divergence of response.
Global response of all orthologs (gray points) is poorly conserved but the response of genes
in the heat shock module (red points) remains consistent over billions of years of
evolutionary time in the heat shock condition, despite different protocols and conditions for
the perturbation. Genes of the heat shock module are listed in Table 1.
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Supplemental Figure 1. Comparison of phenotypes in our stress compendium of S.
oneidensis and D. vulgaris using all putative orthologs.
We compare transcriptional responses of these two species to five environmental
perturbations, using all 832 putative orthologs identified by the bi-directional best hit
method. Each colored square in the matrix displays the Pearson correlation between the
response of all orthologs in S. oneidensis and D. vulgaris at each sample point of the time
courses; the five bold boxes highlight the same-condition comparisons (all-versus-all
timepoints) for heat, cold, acid, alkaline, and salt. Roman numerals mark experimental
conditions while letters delineate multiple protocols or stress levels within a condition.
Experiment numbers (expXX) reference MicrobesOnline expression database ids.
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3.8.1 Supplemental Note: transcriptomic experiments obtained from other
laboratories and their comparison
We compared the E. coli transcriptional phenotypes in response to pH stress, as assayed by
a number of laboratories. Published microarray data were imported into MicrobesOnline to
facilitate comparison (MicrobesOnline experiment ids: 40, 1005, 1064, 1142, 1231-3).
Where necessary, M3D metadata was used to guide data normalization (treatment versus
control). For time series, the zero time point was used as a control where possible,
otherwise, we normalized to the control growth condition in the same data set, having
identical metadata (except for pH=-7), including the same experimenter name. For
experiment ids 1005, 1064, 1142, 1231-3, the control experiments used for normalization
were 995, 1065, 1143 and 1230, respectively.
To look for the similarity of response in E. coli and S. enterica in heat shock, previously
published microarray data from a number of labs (Allen et al. 2003; Gutierrez-Rios et al.
2003) were imported into MicrobesOnline (experiment ids: 12, 1004, 82, 83). This included
GEO accession GSE807 and GSE808, which are not associated with any known publication.
Additional heat shock data was obtained from a supplementary data associated with a
recent publication (Jozefczuk et al. 2010), and normalized as described in their
supplementary notes.
For the heat shock comparison among five species (Figure 5), published data
(Chhabra et al. 2006; Frye et al.; Gao et al. 2004; Gutierrez-Rios et al. 2003; Helmann et al.
2001) were imported into MicrobesOnline experiment ids 2,8,12,24,82, and 83.
Supplemental Table 1. Significantly-changing genes common to multiple species'
condition-specific responses.
A list of possibly conserved elements of condition-specific transcriptional responses:
orthologous genes common to multiple species' responses to the same condition in our
compendium of S. oneidensis, D. vulgaris, and G. metallireducens (So, Dv, Gm). For each
condition, the best-correlated comparison was considered (these were highlighted in Figure
3b-e and Figure 4b-c). Alkaline (pH+) had no positively correlated responses across species;
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instead the comparison with the highest number of shared significantly-changing genes was
used (60 minutes in So versus 30 minutes in Dv). Significantly changing genes were defined
as those up- (t) or downregulated (+) more than 2-fold; no genes met these criteria in the
acid condition (pH-), so genes with 1.5-fold change (4o) in both species are reported. Gene
IDs are those of D. vulgaris'genes in the MicrobesOnline database and are listed multiple
times where they were part of conserved responses to multiple conditions.
Dv.vs.So Dv.vs.Gm
gene ID
(Dv) *C+ *C- pH- pH+ salt salt N03  gene name description
209537 + LysE Lysine efflux permease
206238 4 + + dnaK Molecular chaperone
Molecular chaperone GrpE (heat shock
206239 $ grpE protein)
Preprotein translocase subunit SecA
206252 $ secA (ATPase, RNA helicase)
206718 + ftsH ATP-dependent Zn proteases
ATP-dependent Lon protease, bacterial
206779 + Ion type
ATP-dependent protease HsIVU (CIpYQ),
206912 + hslU ATPase subunit
ATP-dependent protease HsIVU (CpYQ),
207028 $ hslV peptidase subunit
DNA-directed RNA polymerase, sigma
207253 + rpoD subunit (sigma70/sigma32)
207254 $ dnaG DNA primase (bacterial type)
DnaJ-class molecular chaperone with C-
208766 + dnaJ terminal Zn finger domain
Phosphoribosylcarboxyaminoimidazole
209423 + purE (NCAIR) mutase
ABC-type tungstate transport system,
206171 + permease component
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206203 4 atpG FOF1-type ATP synthase, gamma subunit
206204 + atpA FOF1-type ATP synthase, alpha subunit
FOF-type ATP synthase, delta subunit
(mitochondrial oligomycin sensitivity
206205 + atpH protein)
206212 4 rodA Bacterial cell division membrane protein
Phosphoribosylaminoimidazolesuccinocar
206222 4 purC boxamide (SAICAR) synthase
206262 4 rplS Ribosomal protein L19
206266 + rpsP Ribosomal protein S16
206298 + frr Ribosome recycling factor
206358 4 rplU Ribosomal protein L21
206643 + fabF 3-oxoacyl-(acyl-carrier-protein) synthase
206644 4 acpP Acyl carrier protein
Dehydrogenases with different
specificities (related to short-chain
206645 4 fabG alcohol dehydrogenases)
3-oxoacyl-[acyl-carrier-protein] synthase
206646 4 fabH III
206650 + 4 rpmB Ribosomal protein L28
(acyl-carrier-protein) S-
206688 4 fabD malonyltransferase
206748 4 rplB Ribosomal protein L2
206764 4 rplO Ribosomal protein L15
206772 4 rplQ Ribosomal protein L17
Predicted membrane GTPase involved in
207715 4 4 typA stress response
Holliday junction resolvasome,
207743 4 ruvC endonuclease subunit
207942 4 metK S-adenosylmethionine synthetase
208032 4 rplT Ribosomal protein L20
208055 4 bioB Biotin synthase and related enzymes
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208436 + rplJ Ribosomal protein L10
208437 4 rpIL Ribosomal protein L7/L12
208452 + purB Adenylosuccinate lyase
207021 + rho Transcription termination factor
209448 + nusA Transcription elongation factor
Uncharacterized protein conserved in
bacteria; Ribosome maturation factor
209449 + RimP (IP)
206238 $4 + dnaK Molecular chaperone
207836 $ dut dUTPase
209441 + rpsO Ribosomal protein S15P/S13E
206739 4 rpsL Ribosomal protein S12
206761 +4 $ rpIR Ribosomal protein L18
206769 + rpsK Ribosomal protein S11
208768 + greA Transcription elongation factor
209216 + mutY A/G-specific DNA glycosylase
209220 hisF Imidazoleglycerol-phosphate synthase
209256 + eno Enolase
209332 + hup-1 Bacterial nucleoid DNA-binding protein
209403 + trpD Anthranilate phosphoribosyltransferase
206202 $ $ atpD FOF1-type ATP synthase, beta subunit
Preprotein translocase subunit SecA
206252 $ $ secA (ATPase, RNA helicase)
206301 + + tsf Translation elongation factor Ts
206635 + leuS Leucyl-tRNA synthetase
206637 4 ribH Riboflavin synthase beta-chain
206752 4 rplP Ribosomal protein L16/L1OE
206753 4 + rpmC Ribosomal protein L29
206761 4 + rplR Ribosomal protein L18
206764 + 4 rplO Ribosomal protein L15
208034 + infC Translation initiation factor 3 (IF-3)
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hypothetical protein; Cell division protein
208169 ZapA-like (TIGR)
DNA-directed RNA polymerase, beta'
208439 $ rpoC subunit/160 kD subunit
DNA-directed RNA polymerase, alpha
206771 $ rpoA subunit/40 kD subunit
206800 + Predicted phosphatases
207060 $ dapB Dihydrodipicolinate reductase
Uncharacterized conserved protein;
207526 + membrane protein, putative (TIGR)
3-hydroxymyristoyl/3-hydroxydecanoyl-
207856 + fabZ (acyl carrier protein) dehydratases
Dehydrogenases with different
specificities (related to short-chain
206645 + + fabG alcohol dehydrogenases)
206650 + + rpmB Ribosomal protein L28
207364 + rpsT Ribosomal protein S20
conserved hypothetical protein;
206683 + Mammalian cell entry-related (TIGR)
206980 4 coaD Phosphopantetheine adenylyltransferase
207285 4 yajC Preprotein translocase subunit YajC
Protein-L-isoaspartate
207315 4 pcm carboxylmethyltransferase
Peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase
207339 4 ppiB-2 (rotamase) - cyclophilin family
208903 + + ftsE Predicted ATPase involved in cell division
209074 + trpS Tryptophanyl-tRNA synthetase
206202 + atpD FOF1-type ATP synthase, beta subunit
206301 + tsf Translation elongation factor Ts
206530 + argG Argininosuccinate synthase
206531 + argF Ornithine carbamoyltransferase
206748 4 + rplB Ribosomal protein L2
206749 + rpsS Ribosomal protein S19
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206750 + rplV Ribosomal protein L22
206751 + rpsC Ribosomal protein S3
206753 + + rpmC Ribosomal protein L29
206754 + rpsQ Ribosomal protein S17
206761 4+ + rplR Ribosomal protein L18
206762 $ rpsE Ribosomal protein 55
206763 $ rpmD Ribosomal protein L30/L7E
Inorganic
207088 + ppaC pyrophosphatase/exopolyphosphatase
Uncharacterized protein conserved in
bacteria; DNA-binding protein, YbaB/EbfC
208720 + family (TIGR)
tRNA delta(2)-isopentenylpyrophosphate
206981 4 + miaA transferase
208903 + + ftsE Predicted ATPase involved in cell division
Flagellar biosynthesis pathway,
208972 + fliP component FliP
Flagellar biosynthesis/type Ill secretory
209245 pathway protein
206238 + + dnaK Molecular chaperone
208317 + cytochrome c3
208611 + rbr Rubrerythrin
207805 + rbr2 Rubrerythrin
Chemotaxis protein; stimulates
208485 + methylation of MCP proteins
207043 + Methyl-accepting chemotaxis protein
209249 4 flgC Flagellar basal body rod protein
Nitrate/TMAO reductases, membrane-
209570 4 nrfH bound tetraheme cytochrome c subunit
206917 4 Predicted ATP-dependent protease
6Fe-6S prismane cluster-containing
208040 4 b0873 protein
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208775 + membrane protein, HPP family
FOF1-type ATP synthase, epsilon subunit
206201 + + atpC (mitochondrial delta subunit)
tRNA delta(2)-isopentenylpyrophosphate
206981 4 miaA transferase
207355 4 gmhA Phosphoheptose isomerase
207398 4 IspA Lipoprotein signal peptidase
Predicted membrane GTPase involved in
207715 4 4 typA stress response
CMP-2-keto-3-deoxyoctulosonic acid
208632 4 kdsB synthetase
Recombinational DNA repair protein
208721 4 4 recR (RecF pathway)
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Chapter 4. Conclusions and future
directions
4.1 Short reads for metagenomics
In Chapter 1 I introduced SHE-RA, an algorithm that significantly extends the range of
applications for ultra high-throughput sequencing, a crucial technological advance for the
interrogation of complex environmental samples. SHE-RA aligns overlapping paired-end
reads, correcting errors, and offering -48-160x deeper sampling (per dollar) compared to
the technology commonly used for such studies, 454. I demonstrated that SHE-RA made
Illumina a viable alternative to 454 for community analysis (Rodrigue et al. 2010), the
Chisholm group used it to aid in the assembly of single-cell bacterial genome fragments that
are the result of multiple displacement amplification (Malmstrom et al. 2012), a protocol
that is growing in popularity to interrogate the large fraction of the microbial world that
remains unculturable (De Jager and Siezen 2011). The Moran group used it to analyze the
day-night and seasonal dynamics of a metatranscriptome of a complex marsh community
(Gifford et al in prep). The code was made open source on a website (Timberlake 2012), and
has at least 60 users. SHE-RA also includes automatic identification and trimming of very-
short-insert overlapping pairs, where adapter and barcode sequence can drive improper de
novo read clustering or create false-positive hits in protein space.
While this work was motivated by the desire to get longer Illumina reads' error
rates from 10e-1 to 10e-2 or below, the general principle of error rate reduction by multiple
read passes on the same DNA molecule could be used elsewhere for to push error below
10e-3 or 10e-4 for new applications. Because some high fidelity PCR protocols boast error
rates around 10e-7 (Vallania et al. 2012), the sequencing platform could once again
represent the dominant source of error. Further decreases in error rates would improve
assessments of microbial diversity (Beerenwinkel and Zagordi 2011; Zagordi et al. 2011),
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and make for more sensitive detection of rare variants such are seen in viral populations or
heterogeneous samples, such as tumors (Macalalad et al. 2012; Choi et al. 2009; Aparicio
and Huntsman 2010). While the SHE-RA algorithm was tested on Illumina reads, it was
designed to be largely platform-independent, and will, in principle, work well with any
sequencing technology where individual reads' measurement error is largely independent.
More generally, the primary challenges in applying UHTS to community datasets
remain computational: both de novo clustering and homology identification, initial steps in
taxonomic or functional profiling, are currently computationally prohibitive in terms of
working memory (RAM) and execution time, respectively (Preheim and Timberlake,
unpublished observations). In particular, there is a gap between the fast but insensitive
read mapping software written for UHTS and the more traditional and sensitive methods of
homology detection, such as blastx (Altschul et al. 1997). While fast read mappers can align
millions of sequences to reference genomes (Li and Durbin 2009; Langmead and Salzberg
2012, 2), their limited sensitivity means that only reads very similar to a known reference
sequence can be identified, a tiny fraction in most communities. This gap has been partly
bridged by speeding up sequence comparisons using software (Edgar 2010; Koskinen and
Holm 2012) or hardware (Suzuki et al. 2012), but sequencing production outpaces these
improvements, such that the bioinformatic processing remains the limiting step (Ghodsi
2012; Nekrutenko and Taylor 2012). Beyond speeding up basic pairwise homology
searches, the most useful addition to the community genomics toolbox at this point would
be scalable versions of the search algorithms for matching probabilistic representations of
protein families and domains (position specific scoring matrices and hidden Markov
models) (Altschul et al. 1997; Eddy 2001). These represent the greatest area for progress in
computational analysis of natural microbial communities.
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4.2 Assembly and analysis of 82 environmental bacteria
In Chapter 2, I described my work to assemble the genomic reference for an important
model system for marine bacterial and evolution and ecology. In the first part of the
chapter, I described an efficient assembly strategy to assemble 82 Vibrionaceae genomes
from short reads. In the second part, I use these genomes to survey the relationship
between ecology, phenotype and genotype in this family.
The hybrid assembly approach I developed minimizes the need for labor-intensive
and expensive long-insert libraries, but avoids the pitfalls of reference-only approaches,
which require a very closely related finish genomes, and miss all of the diversity in gene
content that exists between even the closest conspecifics. My analysis shows that 1 closed
or near-closed genome per species is sufficient to significantly improve related strains'
assemblies via this hybrid reference and de novo assembly approach, and even genomes
assembled with short-insert paired-end reads were useful references. Even very
fragmented reference assemblies (N50-2kb) to more distant genomes or fragmented
references could be effectively utilized by this strategy for improving assembly contiguity.
The upper limit for this approach, in terms of distance to reference, is still limited by length
and quality of short read sequence and will likely benefit from the next generation of more
permissive read-mappers (e.g. FR-HIT(Niu et al. 2011)). My hybrid reference and de novo
assembly approach was able to effect a -3fold improvement in N50 even for the most
recent generation of Illumina reads. It was shown effective with short single-end reads,
which may be relevant again as a new generation of sequencing platforms comes online
(Glenn 2011). A similar 'assisted assembly' approach was reported (Gnerre et al. 2009), but
it was designed for mammalian genome assemblies and required paired-end reads. The
ABBA algorithm had a similar goal, but could only be used to close gaps spanned by known
protein sequences (Salzberg et al. 2008) , and requires users' a priori knowledge of all
connections between contigs in the assembly, closer reference strains, extensive expert
knowledge, and manual curation. My hybrid approach requires no expert genomic
knowledge or manual curation beyond the selection of a suitable reference genome with
sufficient average nucleotide identity, which can be easily approximated from blast output
(Altschul et al. 1997). It was designed as a modular pipeline using two of the most
commonly used algorithms for short-read analysis, MAQ and Velvet (Li, Ruan, and Durbin
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2008; Zerbino et al. 2009), and therefore is accessible to a wide audience as well as easily
generalizable to other tools.
These 82 assembled genomes have served as the genomic reference for an important
model system for marine bacteria and natural populations, and have already informed to
our understanding of bacterial evolution and ecology through a number of collaborations or
independent work, mainly in the Alm and Polz labs. These genomes were used to search for
the genetic bases of phosphothioration, a newly identified type of restriction-modification
system that is ecologically-associated (Wang et al. 2011). They were recently used in a
study detailing the initial events in sympatrically-differentiating populations (Shapiro et al.
2012), which demonstrated how homologous recombination can be force promoting
divergence of populations. Because of the naturally defined populations in this model
system, they have been invaluable for illuminating the social relationships within and
between bacterial populations. For example, antibiotics production and iron acquisition
were each shown to be contexts where these populations behaved as social entities,
exhibiting cooperative and cheating behaviors (Cordero, Wildschutte, et al. 2012; Cordero,
Ventouras, et al. 2012).
In the rest of Chapter 2, I presented a survey of flexible gene turnover, gene sharing,
metabolism, and ecology in these 82 Vibrionaceae. In addition to their congruence
demonstrated by a number of other means, the ecological populations delineated in this
model system were also predominantly congruent in terms of metabolism, core genome
phylogenies, and in particular, gene content, which was able to delineate populations along
ecological lines very early in the differentiation process.
While the ecologically defined populations behaved as separate entities in a number
of ways, the inferred habitats (based on particle size and season) may not represent
consistent ecology across independent lineages adapted to that habitat. This measure of
ecology did not have predictive power for sharing of gene content over the long term, or of
metabolic similarity, perhaps because both genotype and phenotype are driven largely by
phylogenetic history. In fact, metabolic phenotype could only statistically distinguish
ecological populations after they were sufficiently separated by phylogenetic distance.
Despite a diversity of ecologies and microhabitat preferences in this group, these
genomes shared genes with a frequency much higher than a recent survey of HGT reported
for same-ecology bacteria or even for bacteria isolated from various sites on the human
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body, a known nexus of transfer. To what extent this is due to shared geography and
isolation method, or perhaps to the vibrio's natural tendency for DNA uptake, is an open
question, but the relative breadth of the labels used to describe "ecology" in these studies
almost certainly has an effect.
These vibrios not only have a high rate of recent transfer with each other, but an
astonishingly high rate of introduction of new DNA overall. Our superfine phylogenetic
sampling included many pairs of genomes that are distinguished by only 100-300 SNPs
genome-wide, but more than 100-300kb of new DNA. I showed that new, potentially
beneficial, genes are rapidly introduced, providing abundant raw material for selection
within the very fine-scale phylogenetic distances where we have previously reported
ecological differentiation (Hunt et al. 2008). While the majority of this very fast flexible DNA
never reaches fixation, a large amount does fix in a population. Flexible genes fixation is
apparently non-neutral, occurs on timescales compatible with ecological differentiation, and
delineates populations in a way congruent with their ecology before core genes or
metabolic phenotype can do so. My analysis found that 10-30% of new flexible genes are
fixing in a habitat-specific and thus non-neutral manner; this should be confirmed by
further work. Additional characteristics of recently fixed species-specific flexible genes,
such dN/dS or nonrandom functional distribution might bolster our ecological evidence of
non-neutral fixation. By OTU-like divergence, fixation of flexible DNA has resulted in large
scale (-25%) turnover in the core of any one population. This highlights the large
numerical discrepancy with core and flexible genomes defined by common arbitrary
phylogenetic cutoffs, and mislabeling of the types. In particular, a large fraction of 'flexible'
genes apparently at intermediate penetrance in a V. cyclitrophicus were actually fixed in a
population, and arguably now core. These observations further motivate the attention to
core and flexible definition in future study.
The lack of proper species definitions is only part of the trouble with gene frequency
distribution curves. Gene frequency distribution curves are a common focus of flexible gene
study and served as the test bed for a recently developed neutral model of flexible genes
fixation (Luo et al. 2011; Haegeman and Weitz 2012). However, if not all flexible genes are
selectively neutral, a more fundamental issue is that these curves combine new genes being
fixed, fixed genes being lost, and genes whose equilibrium penetrance is intermediate.
These three processes almost certainly separate, both mechanistically and in terms of the
selective forces driving them, and should really be treated separately instead of combined
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into a single penetrance curve. Future study in this model system may be able to identify the
distinct selective pressures driving these three processes.
Of particular interest are the genes with equilibrium intermediate penetrance in
populations, as may be driven by frequency-dependent selection. Genes of low or
intermediate penetrance provide diversity in the population pan genome, but little is
understood about this process. Some have hypothesized it is useful for long term buffering
against environmental variation, others studies point to phage evasion. A survey of the
functional content and selective forces on these gene sequences might demonstrate their
utility: a preliminary analysis of vibrios' very rare proteins (an approximation of the
intermediate penetrance gene set) revealed that most evolve under weak purifying
selection (median dN/dS<0.25 at most distance bins).
One established force selecting for intermediate penetrance is cheating, where
certain individuals in a population bear the cost to make a resource publicly available (for
example, siderophore production results in extracellular bioavailable iron), but all members
are able to benefit (by taking up bound siderophores), and some do so without bearing the
cost (Cordero, Ventouras, et al. 2012), Substrate utilization profiles have been measured for
a large number of strains in this model system, providing an excellent dataset to investigate
similar patterns in substrate utilization. In particular, some complex carbohydrates and
other long polymers must be degraded extracellularly before import, and during that time
they can diffuse away from the original enzyme producer. In fact, the organic particles in the
marine environment that are a major source of organic matter for copiotrophs are known to
be surrounded by large diffuse plumes of partially degraded dissolved organic matter,
possibly escaped the degrader and intended consumer. Biolog profiles might reveal that
substrate utilization abilities for less labile organic matter (which would be prone to
cheating behavior) share a tendency of high within-population variation. While the nature
of this cheating can be regulatory (Wilder, Diggle, and Schuster 2011) and situation-
dependent, it could also be forced by genotype, and perhaps associated with certain
ecologies.
One intriguing possible role for intermediate penetrance genes is the creation of
allelic diversity through periods of hypermutation in a few individuals, perhaps in times of
stress. We have repeatably observed stress-induced hypermutation in vibrios in the
laboratory mediated by prophage exicision (S. Clarke and S. Timberlake, unpublished data)
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but whether the allelic diversity so generated is passed on laterally in the wild is a
fascinating open question.
Genes fixed at intermediate penetrance are one of many things motivating a re-
examination of the operational definitions of core and flexible genes. While these un-
ubiquitous genes would be labeled flexible by any common definition, some genes' loss
from a population could trigger collapse (e.g., loss of siderophore production capabilities).
More generally, the study of flexible genomes has likely been confounded by the wide
variety of arbitrary phylogenetic cutoffs used for species group delineation (Grote et al.
2012). The vibrio model system's natural definitions of populations and hence core and
flexible genomes are ideal to address key predictions of the Core Genome Hypothesis and its
proposed species definition, which has been largely ignored in the prolific core/flexible
genome literature. The core and flexible genome dichotomy was originally proposed to
reconcile the seeming contradiction of bacterial gene content variability with species-like
clusters: despite rampant HGT in the flexible genome driving intraspecific diversity,
intraspecific homologous recombination in the core genome could still provide a
homogenizing influence on a stable, species-defining core genome (Ruiting Lan and Reeves
2000; R. Lan and Reeves 2001). Homogenizing intra-population versus diversifying
interpopulation recombination in core genes (including population-specific core and family
core) versus flexible genes could be quantified to test this prediction. Enriched intra-cluster
recombination frequency has been found previously (Lef6bure et al. 2010; Bennett et al.
2010; Muzzi and Donati 2011), and within-population exchange dominated recent
recombination in the core genome of V. cyclitrophicus (Shapiro et al. 2012), though the
generality of this finding needs to be demonstrated. In fact, one study found recombination
frequency was not enriched among strains sharing some environmental labels (Muzzi and
Donati 2011). The time scale by which a new member of the species-specific core appears
core-like and diversifying inter-cluster recombination is suppressed seems surprisingly fast
but the mechanisms are unknown. Suppression of inter-population exchange at these
distances may not be easily to explain by the falloff in homologous recombination frequency
with distance; could selection act quickly enough, or perhaps other mechanisms: cluster-
specific restriction modification systems were identified as mechanism to actively exclude
inter-cluster DNA (Budroni et al. 2011). However, this mechanism may not be wholly
responsible or generally applicable (restriction modification systems appear largely
variable within vibrio populations ((Wang et al. 2011) and S. Timberlake, unpublished
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results). The processes of fixation, recombination and integration of flexible genes into core
genomes and populations have been largely ignored in core and flexible genome analyses
but are likely fundamental to understanding adaptation and speciation in bacteria.
Lastly, this model system is unique in its combination of hierarchically sampled whole
genomes and quantitative ecological data. Here I draw attention to a few unexplored
strengths of this dataset and the questions they could address in future study. I include
some preliminary results.
1) Genetic drift and bacterial gene deletion
The association between genome size and species phylogeny branch length in this
family is obvious to the naked eye. However, the possible relationship between genome
size and drift and its mechanisms are still a matter of active debate (Kuo, Moran, and
Ochman 2009; Whitney and Garland 2010; Whitney et al. 2011; Michael Lynch 2011).
This dataset is excellent for estimating natural populations' Nepl, Ka/Ks, and inferring
gene gain and loss with better temporal precision than most clades to understand the
timescales for these processes and the strength of possible selection on gene deletions.
Additionally, these selective forces might be largely distinct from mechanisms driving
the vast fast loss of flexible genes.
2) Quantifying habitat specialization and its evolutionary dynamics
It is commonly held that specialists undergo population size and genome reduction,
however, the label 'specialist' is poorly defined and therefore hard to investigate. On
what time scales does habitat invariability qualify for specialization, and on what time
scales might it impact core and flexible genome size? I propose that one quantitative
measure of population specialization is the diversity represented in a population's
ecological metadata. For example, a preliminary investigation revealed a modest
association between population's entropy in size fraction and core genome size (r=0.6),
but no association with genomic fluidity (a recently introduced measure of population
gene content diversity (Haegeman and Weitz 2012)). Population pan-genomes have
been proposed as a mechanism for buffering environmental variability, but perhaps the
environmental variation measured by habitat entropy occurs with such frequency that
sensing should be hardcoded in an individual (Kussell and Leibler 2005), rather than
just buffered by population diversity. Indeed, studies of the vibrios have previously
found evidence of high migration rates, for example, between the water column and
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animals (Preheim et al. 2011). Quantitation of the level of specialization was not
previously possible, and revealing the relevant timescales for environmental and
genotypic variability would inform our understanding of genome and pan genome
dynamics.
3) How do census population sizes relate to evolutionary dynamics?
Estimates of census population sizes and of effective populations sizes typically differ by
many many orders of magnitude. Preliminary analysis revealed that relative census
population sizes (i.e., populations' relative abundances recovered by the isolation
process) are in general well-correlated with mean evolutionary rate (S. Timberlake,
unpublished results). Where census population sizes are predictive of Ne and other
measures of drift, and where they differ, could improve our understanding of this
discrepancy and the evolutionary dynamics association with such processes.
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4.3 Conservation of coexpression without conservation of
response in bacterial gene regulatory networks
In Chapter 3, I quantified coexpressed gene pairs conserved across bacteria, and contrasted
that with a striking lack of conservation of transcriptomic response in our model species
and more closely related species drawn from the literature. Why are orthologous genes not
expressed in a similar way under similar conditions? Two elements can contribute to this
dissimilarity: evolutionary divergence between species, and protocol-specific side-effects.
The extent to which each of these elements contribution is due to natural selection versus
neutral drift is an important unanswered question.
The phenomena of similar microarray experiments producing inconsistent results
has been documented in the literature, but those effects are unlikely to be the driving force
behind these observations. Different platforms and analysis methods may inconsistently
quantify absolute expression level or low abundance transcripts, leading to different results
(Draghici et al., 2006; Shippy et al., 2006). However, a large consortium's systematic
evaluation found excellent quantitative agreement in global profiles between a variety of
platforms, sites, and normalization techniques, particularly for the fold-change values used
throughout this comparative analysis (Canales et al., 2006; Shi et al., 2006; Shippy et al.,
2006), consistent with the idea that most of the variation occurs in the biomass.
Indeed, abundant microarray measurements in well-studied yeast systems provide
the perfect comparison to the variability of response we have highlighted in bacteria. In a
number of yeast species, a diverse array of stressors all elicit a stereotypical global
transcriptional program, termed the environmental stress response (ESR(Gasch et al.,
2000)). The ESR is a global and highly stereotypical pattern, and is consistent across
experiments done in different labs, with different methodology, platforms, and strains. The
global correlation in response is also largely shared between S. cerevisiae and S. pombe
(Chen et al., 2003; Gasch, 2007) despite 500 million years of evolutionary divergence
(Berbee and Taylor, 1993), and significant rewiring of even basic cellular transcription
programs (Rustici et al. 2004). More recent analyses have concluded that the yeast ESR is
largely explained by cell-cycle genes (Nikolai 2011), but it remains in striking contrast to
our observations of response variability in the same species or closely related bacteria. The
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lack of such a global response in bacteria is intriguing, as it could indicate fundamental
differences in the strategies used to tolerate stress across the domains of life.
While some cross-condition response similarities were noted in this survey, also
absent was evidence of the "general stress response" (GSR), mediated by alternative sigma
factors in bacteria. This may be because regulatory control of the GSR turns over rapidly
(Caimano et al. 2004; Gunesekere et al. 2006; Mittenhuber 2002) or because the ancient
features of the GSR network are largely post-translational (Mittenhuber 2002; Staron and
Mascher 2010). Also, while descriptive studies of the GSR abound in the literature,
quantitative assessments of its transcriptional conservation were absent and may be a
useful area of further study, perhaps to contrast with the well-studied yeast ESR.
Is it plausible that bacteria and yeast are using fundamentally different strategies to
adapt phenotype transcriptionally to changing conditions, and if so, what drives this
distinction? Perhaps another striking difference in their evolutionary modes: bacterial gene
content changes principally by HGT (David and Alm 2010; Pal, Papp, and Lercher 2005;
Treangen and Rocha 2011) while eukaryotic genomes typically grow by duplication
followed by sub- or neo-functionalization, and formation of regulatory connections
following these two processes is likely distinct (Morgan N. Price, Arkin, and Alm 2006; Pal,
Papp, and Lercher 2005). Moreover, the timescale for bacterial gene content turnover is
comparable to the timescale for expression divergence: nearly half of the bacterial
proteome turns over within many bacterial OTUs (clusters of <3% 16S divergence)
(reviewed in(Grote et al. 2012)) the time by which E coli and S enterica transcriptional
response to heat is nearly uncorrelated (Paramvir S. Dehal et al.). And while transcripts
from this flexible genome are not often not observed to be expressed in laboratory
conditions (Taoka et al. 2004), in environmental samples, many flexible genes are more
highly expressed than core genes (Stewart et al. 2011). Thus the fast acquisition of new
genes could substantially mold the expression profile and its evolution in bacteria in a way
distinct from eukaryotes'.
Microarrays and rna-seq provide the most comprehensive and unbiased
examination of transcriptional responses, and standard approach to their analysis is to list
the genes whose differential expression has the highest degree of statistical confidence (Pan
2002; Kerr and Churchill 2001), but this comparative survey showed that variation in
transcriptional responses can lead to inconsistent lists, if not misleading conclusions. The
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extreme sensitivity in the bacterial transcriptional response to stress not only calls into
question the functional conclusions drawn from a single experiment's list of significantly
changing genes, but also the fraction of the global transcriptional response that actually
contributes to fitness.
Previous reports highlighting a lack of correspondence between gene upregulation
and condition-specific fitness defects have also cast doubt on the common assumption that
differential expression is indicative of a positive fitness effect (S. L. Tai et al. 2007; Birrell et
al. 2002; Giaever et al. 2002; Klosinska et al. 2011). However, the cross-protective nature
observed for many stress responses (Leyer 1993) could account for some of this
discrepancy: differential expression may not be beneficial for the conditions at hand but
anticipatory for the likely future perturbations (Mitchell et al. 2009). Still, the overall
contribution of such effects remains unclear.
Despite compelling evidence that certain features of bacterial transcriptional
responses have been highly optimized by selection, among them, response timing (Zaslaver
et al. 2004), regulon spatial organization (Janga 2012), and even anticipatory responses
(Mitchell et al. 2009), that doesn't preclude widespread neutrality in a single, dynamic,
condition-specific response (Lynch, 2007). Has selection tuned every part of a dynamic
global transcriptional states, or is it more likely that of the hundreds of genes that respond
(significantly) to an environmental perturbation, only a fraction of these contribute to
fitness, and the remaining changes are side-effects of the global network that are mostly
neutral for fitness? For example, the E coli CRP regulon controls hundreds of downstream
genes (Zheng et al. 2004; Salgado et al. 2006), but it seems implausible that each of them is
responding optimally and contributing to fitness in every condition where CRP activity is
modulated. It may be that for any one condition, the expression of a handful are important
while the expression of the rest are 'hitchhiking' via their shared regulator. Questioning
global optimality seems even more reasonable when one considers that a monoculture
laboratory dish is a poor representation of the natural ecology experienced by a bacterium,
and whatever the experimental protocol used, those conditions have likely never been
optimized by selection. Culture-free measurement techniques may thus play an important
role in addressing these questions.
Despite a lack of global conservation, I showed a module known to be important for
fitness had far greater conservation; conversely, conserved condition-specific modules
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could be learned (Lazzeroni and Owen 2002) where they are not known a priori. In this
way, comparative transcriptomics should help to identify functionally important parts of
the response: by honing in on those conserved by selection, just as the conserved residues
in a multiple sequence alignment can highlight the residues crucial for protein function
which purifying selection has maintained as invariant. This will not only provide an
important new dimension to inform physiological interpretation of a response, but will also
help start to constrain the extent to which gene expression evolves by selection versus drift.
Even a basic evolutionary context for bacterial gene expression and the
transcriptional response is sorely lacking. A recent review on the promise of next
generation sequencing for the study of bacterial transcription (Guell et al. 2011) did not
even mention conservation, selection, or drift, ideas that we know to be central to the
understanding of all biological processes (Dobzhansky 1973). A quantitative phylogenetic
model of expression evolution would allow us to test whether divergently expressed genes
differ from expectation of the null neutral model, as well as estimate strength of selection on
transcriptional profiles and thus their fitness effects (Bedford and Hartl 2009). At present,
the extent to which transcriptional regulation evolves largely by selection versus drift is
unclear. While recent studies have weighed in on appropriate models for evolution of
steady state transcript abundance: for largely neutral evolution in primates livers but not
brains (Khaitovich et al. 2004; Khaitovich et al. 2006), or for stabilizing selection in flies
(Rifkin, Kim, and White 2003; Bedtheford and Hartl 2009), neither for bacteria nor for
transcriptional responses has a model been proposed or tested.
Phylogenetic modeling of the evolution of quantitative traits has long been a pillar of
ecological study (Garland, Harvey, and Ives 1992; Ricklefs and Starck 1996; Felsenstein and
others 2004; Whitehead and Crawford 2006) and its application to transcriptional data is
not without precedent (Fay and Wittkopp 2007). The justification for modeling the
expression level (or change in level) of a gene as an 0-U process is that many small effects
can influence a gene's expression. An unbiased walk is representative of neutral drift and it
has been argued this fits gene expression divergence well for some datasets (Khaitovich et
al. 2004). In addition to modeling neutral drift, the mathematical formulation of this process
can model a number of selective forces: the walk can be biased (directional selection),
mean-reverting (stabilizing selection), and include branch-specific rates or even punctuated
equilibria (Gu 2004). These models, however, have only very rarely been applied to data
(Oakley et al. 2005; Bedford and Hartl 2009).
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A major hurdle to the application of these phylogenetic random-walk models is the
taxon sampling required for parameter estimation in even the simplest models. Simulations
of gene fold-change values evolving under a random walk model and sampled by
realistically noisy measurements, I estimated that at least 20 transcriptomes would be
required to reject the null hypothesis for even strong directional selection (2 times the
standard deviation by drift) on a gene-by-gene basis (test AUC=0.8; S Timberlake,
unpublished data). Still, genome-wide trends are possible to establish with less extensive
datasets: a recent phylogenetic analysis of Drosophila tissue gene expression found that
stabilizing selection was a better model than neutral divergence without bound to explain
the average of genome-wide expression divergence (Bedford and Hartl 2009). (The same
study also noted that with 7 taxa, the test to reject neutrality in favor of stabilizing selection
on a gene-by-gene basis was still vastly underpowered.) That technological advances will
make a sufficient level of transcriptome sampling available in the very near future leads me
to outline these key analyses:
1) Does a model of neutral or stabilizing selection better explain bacterial expression
evolution within populations, and between populations?
2) Can estimates of gene expression drift help reconcile the discrepancy between gene
upregulation and deletion fitness effect?
3) Are most genes, and in particular new genes, under stabilizing or directional
selection in most relevant conditions?
4) Can the varying strengths of selection in different conditions inform our
understanding of the recent and ongoing evolutionary pressures of the population's
niche?
The application of quantitative phylogenetic methods to the study of transcriptional
regulation will be critical for answering fundamental questions about the evolution of
transcriptional regulation, and thus for informed functional interpretations of
transcriptomic data.
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Chapter 5. Glossary
NOTE: some of these were taken or adapted from previous publications including (Shapiro et
al. 2009).
de novo assembly: the process of finding overlaps between reads and building them into
contigs de novo, i.e., without any prior knowledge of the source sequence
reference assembly: the process of aligning ("mapping") reads from one library onto a
reference sequence of a closely related strain that was obtained through other means,
following by inference of the reads source sequence by consensus building in the aligned
regions. The term reference assembly is a bit misleading.
N50: an assembly contiguity metric: the length (in base pairs) of the shortest contig of the
assembly that would have to be included in the set of contigs containing 50% of the total
source sequence. N80 (with an analogous meaning) is also sometimes reported.
paired-end reads: many sequencing technologies can read sequence starting from each
end of a DNA molecule. The resulting pair of reads is known to occur in a specific
orientation in the source sequence, separated by some distance (usually approximated by
measurement of the distribution of DNA molecule lengths sequenced; this distance is called
the insert length).
ecology: the niche, hyperspace whose dimensions are defined as environmental variables
(including biotic and abiotic conditions) in which a species is able to persist and maintain
stable population sizes (Hutchinson 1957; Hardesty 1975). Measurements of these
environmental axes may be used to approximate an organism's ecology.
habitat: In this thesis, I typically refer to the inferred habitats output by L. David's
algorithm, AdaptML (Hunt et al. 2008). Habitats should be an approximation, though
perhaps a very limited one, of a genome's ecology.
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species: Definitions of species, or even their existence, in Bacteria are highly contentious. I
use species in the following ways: 1) the term "named species" refers to taxonomical
nomenclature for which there is a historical precedent in microbiology, and wide use in the
literature, but which might not correspond to any modern post-NGS or theoretical concept
of bacterial species, and 2) a purely theoretical notion of species, which will share a niche
and sexual gene exchange, harbor largely neutral diversity, and in every other way conform
to all microbiologists criteria for species.
phylogenetic cluster: a set of genomes related much more closely to each other than to
nearest relatives, (as measured by housekeeping gene or other genetic distance); these are
sometimes treated as bacterial species.
population: Populations are species-like entities, a phylogenetic cluster of genomes that is
ecologically cohesive. The strictest definition requires their discovery by one run of an
experimental sampling protocol, but populations found congruent by previous study
(Preheim, Timberlake, and Polz 2011) were sometimes combined in this work when there
was good phylogenetic evidence to do so. Populations are used as the primary taxonomic
unit in Chapter 3.
sympatric speciation: The process through which new species arise in the absence of
physical barriers to gene flow between them.
niche partitioning: The process whereby different organisms co-exist in a community
rather than competing for resources. Niches can be partitioned when lineages avoid
competition by using different resources, or restricting their activity to different physical
spaces, seasons, times of day, etc.
convergence: Similar evolutionary adaptations occurring independently in two lineages.
Used here to refer to gene acquisition and elements of phenotype including gene expression
and substrate metabolism. Convergence is often used as evidence of (positive) selection.
penetrance: the proportion of a population with a particular genotype; in this work, the
genotype is more specifically the possession of a particular flexible gene.
(neutral) drift: The process by which genetic changes with negligible effects on fitness
become stochastically fixed in a population of finite size.
negative/purifying/stabilizing selection: The evolutionary force selecting against
deleterious genomic changes and promoting conservation of the ancestral state.
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positive/diversifying selection: The evolutionary force causing novel alleles, genes, or
phenotype conferring a fitness advantage to rise in frequency in a population.
homologous recombination: The exchange of identical or similar (homologous) stretches
of DNA.
illegitimate recombination (horizontal transfer): The lateral acquisition of DNA that
does not replace orthologous DNA.
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